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PREFACE

*
.

.

This piper represents the'results of a-year long effort to giv mean-
.

7
ing to the concept of competency baged education (CBE), as thet con ept
is now being used to think about elementlry andsecondary schooling, .

Starting in December, 1975Awith a three-leA ct5n4rence sponsored by the
Northwest Regional' EdIcational' Laboratory, an effort has beelPmade tio
identify and clarify the issuesinv(51/ed in CBE, spell out the ratiOnAle
and assumptions underlying it, and establish a set of working deft itions
that will enable people interested in the concept to communicate. aning- ,..
fully about it, Aodraft of the.preient paper was prepared immedia ely
following the' December conference (Schalock, Spady and Hathaway, 1 76).
Reactions to the draft. gpvided a major. source Of .input in krepari g the
paper ay' it now stands.-1-' .

r
. : ,

In the initial draft of the'paper,an effort was. made .tokdifferenti-,
ate between What came to- be called the "defining" and "enabling" charac-
teristics of competency baged education, and to identify within these the
characteristics uniqueto CBE. An effort was made also to differentiate
competency based education from related educational developments, for
example, mastery learning and performance bated learning, and yet show
how CBE incorporates many of these developments-. 'Finally, an.effort was
,made to spell out alternative models of competency based education, and
to'establish frameworks for making decisions about the design and imple-
mentatiOn b'f programs based upon them. These same lines of inquiry are i

reflected in the present document, and many of thetentative definitiOnt---'
and agreements reported in the initial draft,have been maintained.

A factor which his complicated the prep ration of the paper' is the
fact that its.sublect matter representsiessen iall/ uncharted ground.
Work in'the area of competenty based teacher education served to identify
many of the istues dealt with; in the paper, and provided the rudiments of
A language for dealing with them. The fledgling literature on the appli-
cation of competency based education in the public schools 'also proved
to be helpful, but that literatdre is relatively limAed. Probably the.
most important single resource drawn ypon in the preparation of the paper
was Oregon's newly adopted Minimum Sloindards For Elementarrand SeCondary
SchoOls Oregon Board of Education,-.1976), a 'set of standards that appear ,

to incorporate the full range of concepts associated with a oompetency'
,based approach to schooling. Much of.what i.s proposed in the paperf.derives
directly frbm these standards, and from the understanding that has been
gained by working with schooli and the OregOn Department of Education in
attempting. to implement them,.

4 .

.

Thdugh the paper has'beenin preparation'for nearly a year, it still
should be viewed as a working draft: In its present form it has not had
wide review, and many of the concepts wilhin/it will undoubtedly be modi-
fied as pperiencejs gained with them. More importantly many Of the in-

' terpretations and projections as to impact that appear in the paper are
without empirical support. Plans call for the systematic study, of compe-
tencj, based educAtion in Oregon, both to aetermine'what cBE means opera-
tionally and what its consequences are in terms of costs and benefits, b

'`until such inforeation is forthioming much of what ii propodmust.be
,'viewed as specUletive. As the process of review proceeds end as information

)
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So,
4;

is gained about the realities of competency based 'education whet) actually
implemented, many, Of the concepts proposed will be refined or simply dis -,
carded. Others undotbtedly will' emerge. With full reglagnitiOn that this

_will be the case it stiit PS hoped that what has beet ieritten will be of
value both to persons interested in implementing a cometency.based approadh
to elementary and secondary education and to those planning research on its
impl ementat iopt,

.

.
,.

.

A
.

ks the reader will di.scover,the concept of competIncr.based educa-
tion is complex, and in many respects illusive, but it also is a concept '.
that holds unusual promise for the improvementdofoschooling:' itis this
promise that has prompted the. Oregon Board of Education 'to design the'new
standards for elementary and secondary schools in the state, and that has

, prompted the National Institute of Education to'sponsor the Oregon Cdmpe-
tency Based Education Program as a means of determining whether the promise
is real or imagined Until there is evidence to the contrary, the act of

\\ preparing the paper has'.led the author to believe the promise is real:

S.
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INTRopoorrAti

a

h

-The languageof competency based educateon is becoming increasingly

common at all levels of education; and.in popular as well.as p roietsional

literature. A number of states ha-ve-enacted legislation or a opted admin-
,

istrative rules that carr.. y the language, and,a number ofo ers'are in
.. e

0

the processof,doing so. As vt,,, however.; there is no agreement as, to the
.

I y .
.

meanihg of competency baled education, and there is'4ittle in common b

tween- programs that claim to bePoompetency,based".
.

, -

The Language ofcompetence has come to represent an educational/

(

movment which places primary emphasis on the Outcomes de., s.ired of learn-
,, ), ,- .

, .

ing, .and evidence of outcome achievement, in contratt to the emphasis4 ..,
t

. i
that has been placed historically in educatidm oh Materials, procedures;

I.
. .

i curriculum organization and other,strabegems designed to facilitate learn.
. .

,
.. . .

i

,-.

ing. Beyond this general orientation . to outcomes and evidence, program%
r.

that have adopted the label "Comp4tenCrbased" have little inIComiron.

.../.

The nature of`fearning.Outcomes t9 be-fliriued varies,from the acquisi--

tion of knowtedge to the mastery of bask
,

skills to the performAnce of, )
.

. 'i .,
..,.

tasks required by life roles.- The procedures followed.in program opera-
.

.

tion vary from the, administration of a "competency examination" near the

end of schooling to a tOtal organization of schoolingto support.the

devejopment,of identified competencies. A number of
.

Rro9rams that vary

2
a4ong'theseilines are describedain Chapter 2.

The attractiveness of the concept of competencylbased education can

/

be traced to a numper of societal asrwel, as educational conditions;
, 4.' .

Probably the most pcn4rf1 of these j s the steady erosion of confidence,
,,,

1n the public' schools and tneir
I.

ability to educate. The apparent lack -.
.

. ,

\ A.-..,*

of ability to design-effectiv' educational programs for chi.ldren from
\

/ --.

"'fr./
6

I /
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minor ity and low-income famdlies hascontributed to the problem, and it
t

has been confounded by recent reports of decliningtest scores and other

indicatort of marginal perfo4ance on the pai't of high school 'graduates

(Clar- k and Thompson, 1976). When these circumstances are combined with

the .sharp increase that has occurred in-ishe costs of schooling during :the

. past decade, the outcry for accountability on the part of our,schools is

underttandable.

Compelency based education -, with its emphasis. on outcomes and evi-

pence of outcome achleveMent -- and its added emphasis on outckes that

relate directlYto performance in life roles is seen'as,an approach

to schooling that meets this increasing demand forlaccountablity while

'overcoming the circumstances that have given rise tOthat demand.

Another condition that has contributed to the emergence of competency

i based education is the remarkable progress that has been made over the past
A 6 '

decade in ttie technology of instruction, assessment and information manage-
. . --.<,

-ment. The emergence of the performance or goal-based instructionaCmove-

1

'ment, the conceptof mastery learning, and the developmenf of Tested in-

structional materials are cases,in point. 'So is the adoption by aducal

tors of the principles of applied performance testing,theit have'befitn used

for years in industrial and military settings, and the evolution'of the

concept,of criterion and domain-referenced,testing as alternative's to the

norm-referenced procedures that have been used almost exclusively bol

(

educators in the past'. The\i?-iformatron storage and retrieval capabilities-x,

now available through computer,technology, and the evoklution of strategies.
., , . .

for data'management and utilization in decisiop making, makesitt -possible
i .

. ..

to apply ,effectively the instruction and assessment caeabiliies presently .
--\

, ( ,

/ 4

available to Ichools.
C

Competency based education makes., full *e of 411
. , ,

1'

these developmehts. .

# 11
---..

a 2

t
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, s

. ..
. ,

.

s. s 2 tA third condition that Aes.contributed signjficantly to.the &mergence
4

.,, ,,

,, .... k:

of competency based educatibriri"s the recent'but.videly rnfluential his-
,. .,, ,. ,.....- .:- ,N : ,r, _....,

. ' .....4. .n. 4,
tory of competency based teacher edUCit wry.;-.1.nit iated,in .1968 -through a

grant prograM funded by'the -United States OffiCe of:EdtiCation, competency
$ V o

.

based teacher eduCa ion evolved.from a ser=ies of "modeli" geyefloped o er
,

1

, . Nt .

a two-year pe_Ziod of time to an approach to the prAparation of ers.,

that is now being implemented in the majority ofteacber preparation in-
.

,

stitutions in the nation. In much the same way ;hat states are ,moving

to adopt a competency based approach to graduation requireMents at theb -

secondary-school level, twenty states have Tormily adopted or mandated..-

so '

a..competencybased approach to teacher preppration as a basis..for certi:

fication and/or program'appr4v41 .(Merrow, 1974). Many of the concepti_

and procedures now beirig'Used In the design of competency based programs

at-the eleMentary-secondary level have been taken directly from the work

that has been done in the arena of competency based.teacher education,

Without this resource the evolution of competency based education would

'hive been much slower, and would have reflected m ny more false starts

Man have been observed thus far.

A recent chapter.by Gage and Winne in the 1975 yearbook of the -

National Society for the'Study of Education provides. an excellent re-

.0
-view bf the history and issues involved in competency based teacher educe-

tion-for persons interested insthis parallel field of endeavor.

In/spite of these various developments, or perhaps because of them,

Mere 15,a great dealttof'confusiam and uncertainty avkto the meaning o f
i

competency based education. Spady has described the general lack of con-,

ceptual clarity_with respect to the concept as folloyds:

"With over fifteen states, currently considering or Imple-
menting a range of ',CBE' schemet for their elementary'ar
sondary schools, this uncoordinatedlnovement is rapidly

.

. 12
..-v 3
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4*

transforming into a bandwagon that promises to be the Great
American Education Fad of the 1970's. Andlike mast self-'
respecting fads in American education over the past few
decades,'this.CBE bandwagon cannot be accused of having
put its conceptual house in order before launching on its

- uncharted parade route and accumulating a vast and l'vely
o
fbllowing: "Aside from a universal belief in,lbe d sir-
abili.trof stAident 'competende', the' adherents an prac
tioners of current elementary and secondary scho
are marching (or parading) in different-uniforms dif
drummers playing different tunes. . Basic definitions,'concepT
tual.clarity and analyses-of the organizational and social '

'implications of 'various CBE,apiiroachis are badly needed."
19.76, 2)

The purpose of the presertt'paper is to. begin 'the process 'of bringing
0. .

. , . .

conceptual clarity and oeder-.to "this bandwagon in search of definitfor0!.

Toward this end a number of steps have been taken
. ,

.

The wide variety of educatiOnil practices that relate
to the concept ogdiebmpetency based education, and.the

.

variety of programs that carry the label of competency
based edutation have been reviewed and placed in his

..
torical .perspettive; -- ". -A

. .
.. .

Based on thesirevieWs, "a-working definition forth
.

concept of Competency based education has,been prItbsed;

The implications of thi's definition for the organization
and operation of schools have;been,explored; and

o

Alternative "glidelt" of competency based educational
programs gave Toeen'developed to illustrate the varia-.
tiOnthat can exist in s'iich *programs and still be in
keeping with the proposed definition.

4e-

All of'the6e"steps art essenti -ally analytical and'descriptive. The

en1134.1 cal investigation of competency based education.and its implica-
,

'/Ilitions is dieing planned, including its impact on student learning and the

cost of schooling (Hathaway, et. al., 1976), but under the best of condi-

tions definitie results from theSe studies will not be, available for

three or four years. Until. Xis research is in,persons interested in '

Amplementing.a Competency based app"roaCh to educatton will have to'relY

upon experiential reports of difActs or states that, have tried it, or

. paperssucli As this thatttempt to integrate 'what is known about it

if 13

0

.4
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Two assumptions have undergirdea the peeparation 440;the present paper.

The firSt is that competency based education represents a definable and

4P.
- potential viab1y approach to schooling in the United States, and one

.,-

that has a good chance.of enabling,schobl to bemore effective and'

productive than they are at present." The second is that substantial ele-

ments
,

within the educational community, as well asthe nation at large,,

are ready to support the,baic tenets of a competency based apprdach to

'education, and that there is a developing.base of understanding and

technology to suppor7t its implementation It is not assumed, hkowever,

that.the-definjtions and models presehted in the Paper will or should
.41,

stand without 'modification. Competency based education represents an

ev dili ng approacNo schooling, and it would be pretentious as well as

,naive tp assume that what is propose in the pages that follow will stand

thetest of, time anci experience unc anged. Much' hats been learned4about 0

competency based education within the past several years, however, and it

is the view of the author a solid "first approximation" can be made

at this time with res ect to both definitions and models. At the very k

least the paper serves to collect under a single cover much of what is

'known about competency based education circa 1975)/76, and provide a set

of reference pots against which research and development in the field

I

can proceedt

a
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CHAPTER I.. EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES THAT RELATE TO
THE CONCEPT OF COMPETENCY BASED EDUCATION

11/

COmpetenty based educatlw 'is an approach to education tlIkt is

avowedly eclectic. It builds upon traditional curriculum and organize-
.

tional structures; it incorporates both old and new approaches to instruc=

tion; and it makes use of the Wide variety of measurement and inforMation

.management techniques now available to ed'ucat.ion. The'purpose of this

chapter is to provide a brief overyieW to these various practiCes, and

how they relate to or areiincorporated by the concept of competency based

education. An effort also is made to show how the various practices relate
/ A-.. . , _. .

,

,

-

to oneanother, both historically and operationally. Without some under-

standing of what these practices are, and how they relate-to one another,'

the full meaniig pf competeAcy based educatiolLjs extremely difficult 4

to grasp.

In an effort to facilitate this disculsion, an outline or "map" of the

practices that relate to the concept of competency based education has been

prepared. As with any schematic, such an out+ine carries the danger of over-

simpilfication. this case there is the added danger of inaccuracy for

as yet educational historians have not directed their attention to the

relationships that are portrayed in'it. Be that as it may, the

.represents a first attempt to identify and place in perspective the wide'

variety of practjcis' that relate to or are encompassed by the concept of

competency based education And is portrayed as Figure 1. Hopefully, educa-

tional historians, or others interested in the forces giving shape to the

competency based movementmin education, will refine the sketch drawn, fer

the history it portrayt is both fascinating and complex.

7 15



1950's 1960's 1970's
.

,...,PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION - INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES(Pressey, 195

111

Crowder, 1959; Skinner, 1968)u

-

(Kapfer and Orond, 1971; Cross, 1975)

.

TRAINING PSYCHOLOGY =

INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS
(Glaser, 1962; Gigivt, 1962, 1965; Itolurow, 1964) (Glaser, 1962, Davies, 1971; Gagne°K Briggs,)974)

r 41

t

NI 1
,

46

41 .
Ca ffIENCy /BASED INSTRUCTION/

.
. EDUCATION/TEACHER EDUCATION '

\4 (Rosner, 1972; Houston, 1974; Hall 6 Jones, 1975) .

H A VI O R I S M INDNIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION SYSTEMS THEORY
(Goodid, 1966; Gagn&, 1967; Shiman, et al., 19174)

ACCOUYABILITY
414

MANAGEMENT'
MASTERY LEARNING BY

(Carroll, 1963; Bloom, 1968; Block, 197 OBJEtTIVES

4',,44 .1
/Y

0 ' t PERFORMNCE-BASED INSTRUCTION/
. W1NNETKA SCHOOLS, Illinois

4co j BEHAVIORAL OBJECT ES
EDIXATICN/TEACFfR EDUCATIONDALTON SCHOOLS, New York

, (Mager, 1962; Popham and aker, 1970)
1 (Elam, 1971; Howsam, 1972; Glick, et al., 1975)

.
-I. .

.

I
''''Y

"I

CRITERION REFERENCED ESTING
(Glaser, 1963; Popham 6 Husek, 1969)

A

UNIVERSE TESTING DOMAIN REFERENCED TESTING

(Millman, 1974; HlYely. 1974)

JOB PERFORMANCE MEASURES WORK'SAMPLES' - II 41. o's APPLIED PERFORMANCE TWING
(Flannagan, 1949; Morsh,,1962) 4P (Sanders and Sackse, 1975)

(Cronbach, et al., 1-972)

.

Figure 1. Educational practices that relate to comp:4ency based education, an apProximatIonto their interdependence, and some key pontributOrsto their development.
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4

Performande-Based Instruction, -Mastery learning,
%And Criterion-Refere9ced Testing

These three educational practices are at the heart of a competency

based approach to education. As indicated in Figure 1 both performance
. # N

bawl instruction and mastery learnif grow out of a lOngiiistory of

experience with objectives-based instruction. Also, both practices draw'

'heavIlyupon and have been influenced by the concept of cnrterion-refer-
,

1

a

enced measurement. ,In spite of this common herifie, however, the litera-

ture'pertaining to theses, two practices suggests they have developed some-_

11' what independently and carry somewha";, different points of empbasis. Par-,

, ticular"appoachts to performance-based instruction and mastery learning,

frexample, differ with respect-to-such matters-as the extent to which

outcorfies art assessment' are individualized, ti4e-4exient to which the out-
. .

-
. , .

,conesexPected from instrwct.ion are established through oommunity involve-
, 'ii . .

.

. . .

meat' and the extent td-which instructional programs are iaapted on the
...r . 4

t

basis of:outc9mes achieyed: Apart from such points or-empSasis a numtleh

ofThlements appear to be shared by a majority of instancas4f. both prat-.

tices:

\'

from,' A ereciie statement-/of the outComes expected

instrUoition, with the.outcomes being defined gimp
termsiegf,obsecyable student performance;

;.
Measure-6 of outcome-pchievement that follow dkrectly
from the,statement'of desired oUtcomes;

4

Stansiards that spell out clearly the level of er-
formance (criterion) that must be met on each ut-
come measure.for outcome achievement to be judg'ed .

,..'

satisfactory;
. )

.. .

, .

Instructional materials, procedures and activities
i

,that link.directly to ele outcomes tlesired,.ansl that
are know5 to facilitate outconT akhievement if, suf-'
ticierit time, opportlinity. to repeat and assistance

--,
in learning areprovrded; and

e

/ .

A'system of recprdkeeping thatlproVips
,

a means .

of tragking:stOdent-performance in relation to out-
,..

comes desired.
.

i ()
.

.'
- g 1 0 AO
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The Individualization Of e .

I nstructlontLearn ing Proce
- , . 4_4

-
Most writers on- compdtenc,y based educatitn haye added to, the five

elements, common to most performance -based or mastery 1 earningrcnoaets' the'

.cogcept. of indrvidualizedjnstructi.on. n the narrowest .sense.,.(thts
: ,e

means that time i s treated as a:_mari,able in, Elie aElfie,erfent *of,-the out-;
. .

comp des.i red c.Ei sele Atverson , 975) . 4 In4"the broadest sense t-.
.1 .

, / . , . , l0 .
includes an,optlorr far' students to newt iaie outcomes, the indicators 'by:

. *., .4--- , - . '.. ,, .
which outzothe achievement is to be, evitivated., and the Jearnit%Activi ties

,
...... . . , ,

, _ to --be pursued...i..n Aworking
.

towirds' negotiated outco4s .(Scifii lock and Garrison,'' 4 .
. °

1972) ''
4 ' 4, ..

. 1.z

. ...,' . . ' --- 1. ,. IP. r":.'" .

Treatin g time as a 'critical' v a.
r ia

.
btle in t feiiri s it nUction,-4e

arhI

i ng-
pt

ro 7
.

-

..

r

I

cess I s .a use fikl. addition 'Ito theL f i.ve element '"1 i sted ',4b,olire. .1f Ispecif ieid
. , .

, outcAs Are to be achieved 'by students'who va ry, wi dery in arli'l i ta and
-., ., . ; , . . i

, e , _
background, varN,Ling amounts of time mu''!*s'lie -al lo4,'wed 'for outcomes to be met. .

. .

,. . .4 ' '.

The broader interpretation of inerviduel'zingtor pesonal izioe.instruc-
. -

' ., -Nr. , .
t ion recognizes that individual differences in student* extend ,to the

, 1 ) / . ..., ...:need for variation, not prity 'i,n time, 6ur in learning outcomes ' and. irk-.

- . :L ....,

/ - '. , . , -
rea rn I ng activities that. lead to the achievelnent or outcomes'. I e 015o

,- .! . 4' I 4 .
recognizes that it, competenCe. i s defined in t.,-prins of the performance of#

1/1

4
. .:. .. .

, . .

tasaks 1r job or life - relayed, roles -- ai the Oregon apprd.ich to corrpe-
.. , .

tency based education advocates -- different students wi 1 I demonstrate ,a
, .

,. . .
particular competence in different' ways. More is said about this subtle

but complicating aspect of the life -'role approach 't oicotnpetency def in -

tion Chapter 3. '
;,

Final ly, an indiVidual ized apprbach Ito .instruct ion builds upon
4: 4

individual di fferences in, instruction, and operational ly refutes the

"perception by7rnany that competency based educa0c4n is ""mechan istic'4:" and

10 1, 4
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r.

productive of students who kmowlthe same things ,and act in the
,

same ways.

Although 'this is 4 kieavy load for alsihgle concept 'to carry, a comprehen7

-2,

give approach to individua lization gives tha concept the'breadth and

power it .needs to do,s4.

iY

.t` t
The Applitation Of General Systems Theory to

'Instructioh And The Program Improvement Process

For, a wide variety of reasons, the performance-based and mastery

learAing models central to competency' based education haye been viewed

O

from the beginning of the competency based movement as part of a broader,

framework-that has come to be lernas general systems theory. in part

this reflect?-4e.wide-spread interest inl'systems theory by educators in

the late 19601's asaifacilitator of comprehensive planning and as a way

to respond to the press for school accOuntabiiity. In part itkreflects

the- philosoph-ic commitment within the mastery 'learning model, and to a

I

lesser extent in the pefformance4ased-model,, to students being able to

- cevcleihrough'as,many learning experiences, as needed until mastery is

reached. Finally,,it reflects the growing sOphistLiatIon in the rationale'
t

e

and methodology of program evaluation profedures that view the evaluation

.

i

. .process as, one that faclitates the ,continuo4s.adaptation and refinement;

often instructional program on the basis of systematic feedback on pro-

gram effectiveness. .

a

This process of feedback is what makes a competency based approach

, .

. to education dynamic, and open to rationale change, As such it is one

(

of the most basic and most powerful characteristics, of the competency

based movement. The general representation of this"process is shown in

(,'Figure 2.

0
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Process
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Evaluation

A
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Feedback

e'

4,

4'
Output
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Fi/gure, 2. The adaptiwe/cdrrective cycle of a systematic approach
to, instruction ald instructional improvement:

Pro"Ted Instruct.ion,Training,Psychology
. And The Development Of Tested Instructional Systems'

1

A
The history of programned instruaion and the application of priri-

ciples of learning psycho.logy to personnel training (tra,ining psychology)

4 share a great deal'in common'with the histories of mastery learning and

Oefformance-based instruction, but like mastery learning and PBI both,
r

have clearly identifialale histories that appear tp be reasonably

16

indepen-

dentdent Programmed instruction was Asne.of the first instruction 1 applica-

'tions of the peb-:behaviorism of B. F. Skiiiner, and what hasbecome known
, =

as training psychology has emerged largely from the applicatir of the

principles.of learnipg psychology to the,training of military and indUstrial

-

personnel: In turn,e printiples and practices'developed within the

framework of vqgrammed'inItruction appear. to be' central to the ',.rhoje con-
,
-*,

cept of- instructijonal modules (Cross,1975), and the principles and prat-
-, .

tikes developed within training psychology'appear to be.central,to the

concept of tested itstruttional systems (Gagne and Bridgs, 1974).
, -

Technically, instructional modules (units of instruction organized

,, around clearly defined learning outcomes, with pre- and post-Instructional

asures of the desired outcomes) and .tested instructional systems can .be

121

1

4

4
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-considered as large scale applications of mastery learning or'performance-
.

. .

based instruction, but because of their *close ties historically with'pro-
,,'

grammed instruction and training psychology they are'shown in Figure l

4

as deriving' essentially from these davelopmepts. They can be separated

. /
from mastery learning and PBI on another dimension, hqwever, and that is

°

the kind or level of learning outcomes 'dealt with. Training psychology

in particular has focused on the development of learning outcomes that

tend ti be complex' and applied. The most complex of these have to do

with the performance of roles in various life settingsv fom_example, a

soldier or a factory worker having a particular job to do. As such, the

training psychologists have faced many of the same kind of instructional

dilemmas that are now being forged on'schools by the demand that young

people be prepared through the schools to function effectively as adults

in present-day society. This renewed focus on the applied in our
.t.

-'schools causes the whole literature of training psychology to assume

great significance in the competency based education movement.

Job Performance Meas'ures,.Work Samples
And Applied Perfdrmance Testing

.41e

These three practices are closely related to the Work of aining

1/10psychologists, but they also draw heavily from the arena of in stria]

psychology. Their applicatiOw in the context of schooling represents

an important factor in the evolution.of competency based education.

'Industry and the various, branches of the military have used job

performance measures and_work sample procedures in assessing competence,

for many years, but the concept has been slow in coming to education.

( .

. Teacher preparation programs have employed for many years the essential

idea of applied Performahce testing in the context of internships and

13 22 0
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student teaching assignMents -- including the ideas of jdb performance

measures and'work.samples :: but generally speaking, rig performance

measures have not been applied in this application. The emergence of

competency based teacher eduatron programs, however, wit their emphasis
a

on the demonstrnion of competence in field settings, has begun. to bring

the rigor of these practices as applied in areas other than education

0 intollithe arena of teacher education (cf Schalock, Kersh and Gyrison, 1976).

Applied performance measures also are,making,,their way into'elemen7

t ry. and secondary education. Examples include the nation-wide ogram

for the Assessment of Educational Progress, the Texas Adult Performance

Level program', and the External Hig4School Diploma program sponsored by

the state of New York. The Center'For Applied'Performance Testing,

established by the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratocfry in tortiand,

Oregon has collected the major applied performance measures currently in

use in education, and is able to Make copies available for interested

persons.

The emphasis in competency based education on applied performance,

testing reflects one of the fundamental distinctions that appears to exist

between Performance -based instruction and competency based instruction,

namely, the nature of the educational outcomes pursued in each. Per-

formance-based instruction, as the more generic term, has tended to focus

on outcomes dealing with knowledge acquisition and attitudinal.change.

Competency based instruction adds to these outcomes' that are applied in

nature, especially those that reflect the ability to function in life-
A

roles outside of school. More is said about this distinction in Chapter 3.

41.
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9.

Accountability, MtIggement By Objectives And
Program'Plannin§ And Budgeting Systems

.

It is difficult to determint from the literature the effect the

pressi'fOr accountability in schobling has had on the development of

mastery learning and performance based instructions. Clearly there has

'been some influence, but it is probably fair to say that.both mastery ,

learning and PBr have evolved m6re from an interest in a partfcular

theoretical approach to instruction than from, the dissatisfaction of

patrons with the effectiveness of schooling. Administratrve guidtlines

that call for use of ''management by objectiYes" pr "program planning'and

budgeting systems" probably have had an even less tangible influence on

thetvolution of these particular approaches to*instruction, but this is
- 4

not the case with respect to competency-based education. CBE clearly
1

is a response to the demand for school accountability, and it draigs

heavily upon established management and cost accounting systems. -A

competency based approach to schooling tends to be "system -wide" in its

'application (a total school, a district, a state), and as a consequence

cannot avoid being concerned with wide - ranging management and,cost con-.

siderations. These also are considerations that are essential to,Mly

approach to schooling that is to be "accountable".

The particular mix that'CBE dives to the ideas of mastery learning,

the individuaMation of instruction and assessment withinthe context of

mastery learning, and the press fo'r at least a minimum set of outcomes of
Or

schooling tied direCtly to perforrnance in out-of-sChoot contexts pro-

vides the basic(ngredients for an approach to Schooling that is not only

accountable but responsive to indiSidual differences in students and

communities. When these tgatu,es are combined with the concepts of Rrol-

'gram adaptation and imprOvement that are possible through the application

,

15 4'1
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of systems design principles, and resources are linked directly to out-

comes desired and to program improvement activitjes designed to. bring them

atsout, competency based education represents an approach Op schooling that

has some chance of\meeting the increasingly,heavy demands b i ng placed upon

our schools.

Implications For The Definitiorn
Of Corpetency Based Education

The range of educational practices that relate to or are encompassed

by. the concept of competency based education provides a quandry as to

definition. How many of the various practices and procedures reviewed

in the preceding pages should be included in a definition of CBE? Should

it be so broad.as to encompass-all of the practices that relate to it, or

should itohighlight only a few that are of critical importapce? A major.,

contribution of a competency baged approach to education appears to lie

in its promise to integrate and articulate major devel pments that have

proved effective in education over'thepa,t ,several de des', along with

. the traditional pnactices of education that continue to serve students

ell. But what is to be made of this by way of definition? Can a single

efinition of CBE ever do thg concept justice?

However competency based education comes to be defined it is clear

that it will be an "emerging" definition, one that is shaped by the prac-

tices and understandings of.a particular point in time but not rigidly

determined by them. Chapter 2 contains a review of.current programs

identified as being competency based in their mode of operation, and ,

shows .how' these various practices are being applied in the name of CBE.

-Before moving to the next chapter it needs to be pointed out that,.

by attempting to integrate many of the various concepts and practicet

that have emerged in education over the past few decades, competency` based

16 25
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education may provide the education community a, much needed service. -At.

the same time it invites that community to be suspicious. The service

would come -from defining an approach to education that,Iiikes integrated

use of,tbe best that education has to offer at this time, both concentea4ly

and procedurally. Within the context of CBE, for example, the ideas of

mastery learning, criterion-referenced Measurement, and the personaliza-

tion of the instruction - learning process become not only compatible but

necessary parts of a whole. 'The basis for suspicion comes with the pre-

sumption that such a list of concepts and, practices can be integrated

into a sensible whole. .While a response suspicion is understandable,

the position taken i'n the present monogra h is that CBE can make integrated

)sense of a wide range of educational c ncepts and practices, and in fact

puts these various concepts and practices together_in such a way .that

their combined potential far exceeds the potential of any one of them

independently. A recent comment by Gary Woditsch captures'this point

of view nicely.

CBE's emphasis...is not so revolutionary as recon-
structionist. It is unique in thtt amplifies And

wstrengthens what has grown weak ih`-etucational prac-
tice. 'It does not propose unprecedented new,educa-
tional objectives or techniques. If it did ;t would
be like countless other approaches to,educational re- '

form and innovation. Consequeatly, if should not be
peefigured as a new contestant for.edvational
dominance, butirather as a wise and sympathetic col-
league to what is sound in current practice, and a

stern,but patient critic of what is there that is
.

mindless and rote. (Woditsch, 1976, p 2\)

17
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. 4CHAPTER 2. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS IDENTIFIED
AS BEING COMPETENCY, BASED

A major source of cOnfwsion about competency based edutation is the

wide variation in programs labeled as beings"competencytbased". These

range all the way,,from indiVidualschool districts...that require an exam-
.

ination near the completion of high-schooi to show mastery of basic read-

ing and writing skills, to statewide programs that rehire evidence-of

ability to.perfOrm the functions required of adults in life-roles outside

of school. Some programs Have clearly, defined instructional sequencs

that link to -the- "competencies" to be demonstrated; others have students

enter special skill development centers or remedial courses only if a

requited_Illevel of competence" is not demonstrated'. Some require evi-
4

dente of competence for purposes of graduation; others use evidence of

competence only for purposes of program placement while still in school.

Generally speaking competency based prograths in colleges and universities,

includin§.competenc;fba'sed teacher education programs; reflect the same

variability (Marrow, 1974; O'Connell and Moomaw, 1975; Schalock, 1975)

All-in-all, there is littkcConsistency in either the forh or sub -.A
stance of-educatIonal programs identified as being-eaulpetencY)ased. The

variability_that exists in tn.i regard leads to concepts, language and

4

.

examples that' make comparison iiross programs extremely difficult. It

lit.
. .

,.
also makes communication between people Ogeratingsuch'programs-difficult, %.

C---7, '' . \ .

.

.

es evidenced in the prooeW.Qgs. of a recent conferente on competency base #
1 %AP

education sponsored.by-staff responsibte for the NationarAsSeslment of -I '

7

4

Educational. Progress (NAEP tonferenee, Denver, 1976).

`The'.purpose of"this Chapter is to
:

provide a brief overview of the
. .

, t .. :414,

various elethentary rid secondary programs in the Unjted States that are
,

. .

;

represented'in one way or another as being competency based. For descriptive

ala
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purposes, these programs have been divided into three groupings: those

tha t pertain to programs sponsored by individual school districts; those

that are sponsored by states; and those that are sponsored by districts

or States as "external degree" programs. the approach to competency

based education that has been adopted by Oregon is described by itself

since it is unique in scope and.content. The description, of programs at

theindividual district level, and those that take the form of external

degree programs, relies essentially upon the information compiled by Clark

.

and Thompson (1976). The description,of programs sponsored by, states also

dr;aws upon the materials prlpared. by-Clark and Thompson, but draws most

helvily upon information -recently reported by Goor, Tomlin?on and Schroeder

for the National Center For Education Statistics '(1976).

.4

Competency Based Programs Sponsored
By Individual Districts

Clark and Thompson have identified ten sch461 districts that claim

to have a competicy based approach to schoolin g of one kind or another.

These are Anchorage (Alaska), Craig City (Alaska), Los Angeles, Denver,

Gar:y (Indiana), Salt Lake City and Spanish Fork (Utah), the Phillips

Academy in Andover, Vermont, the St. Paul' Open Schools, and the Westside
4

Community High School in Omaha, Nebraska. Some of these schopls require

competency 'demonstration as a basis for graduation,. some as a bassis for

course credit, some as a basis for diagnosis and remediation of basic

skills, some for
.
program placement in-the context of regular course work,

a pd some as an approach to instruction generally. Table l portrays the

various uses made of evidehce collected about competence by these districts.
4

//!'

As.,evidenced in Table 1 mostAiStricts that have adopted a competency
111

based.approach to schooling have done so withigogg arena of basid skills,

, . 20
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Table 1. Uses Made Of Infoimation On Student Competence By School Districts Who Have
Adopted A "Competency Based" Approach To Qne Or More Aspects Of Schooling

DISTRICTS

Anchorage Borough Schools,

Craig City School's

Los Angeles Sclpols

Denver Schools'

Gary Schools

a

Phillips Academy

St. Paul Open Schools

ha Westside CoMmunity
High School

.

Salt Lake City Schools.'

Spanish Fork Schbols
,

USES MADE OF INFORMATION ON STUDENT COMPETENCE
Course Credit Diagnosis And

AmBasis'For And Prog ri Remediation
Graduation Placement Cisions Fo Basic Skills

(English,

Arithmetic Skills.)

(Reading)

(Reading, Language Usage,
Spelling, Arithmetic)

OD
(Readlng, Writing,
Spelling; Mathematics).

Writing),(Reading,

(All subject areas)

(Reading, Writtng,`Oral
Communication., Mathe-
matics, Consumerism,
the Democratic Process,
Problem SolvihW

I-

L

4
(D s

(Career Educ, Music, Typing

Phys. Sc., Geography, Mathe-
matics, Home EconomiCs, Art)

gis

A General

Approach To
Instruction

0. , 30
Ae
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andimost have taken the position that particulzr levels of competence in

these skills hlust be demonstrate0 as a basis for graduation. Onl-y one

district, howeve#, has moved to obtain this information early ih the high

school experience, and.juse it as a basis,for remediation; and only one

district has molcd to make a competency based approach to 'instruction a

4
0 general pattern for instruction within the district. Finally,nly one

- of the districts identified by Clark and Thompsonobtained measures of

competence in the perf;rmance of life role functions. Th4 05oha Westside

Community High School requires for purposes of graduation the demonstra-

tion Of competence as a'cOnsumer, as a person who can practice democratic

processes, and as a person who can solve problems.

Adult Competency Based Programs That
Lead to High School Certification

4

Two programs were identified by Clark and Thompson that use compe-

tency based alsessmenr procedures -- including interviews and on-the-job

performance Measures -- to determine the possession by adults o he know-

ledge and ski]) peeded to meet equivalerrcy standards for adu.l,t high school
& _

diplomas. These are the New York External_Oigh School Diploma program and

the TexasAdult Performance Level program. The New York program is de-

scribed by Clark and ThOmpson as focusing on "competencie0 having to do

with purchasinglkill, occupational awareness, 'monetary awareness, and

family-medical awareness:, "The_leRis program is described as focusing one

"competencies" having to do with consumer awareness, societal awareness,

and functional literacy. Information can be gbtained about these programs

by writing, respectively, Dr. Ruth Nickse, School of Education, Syracuse

University, 'Symacuse, New'York and pr.Norvell Northcutt, Program Director,

Adult Performance Level Project, University of Texas, Austin,-Texas.

2231
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Competency Based Edkation Programs
It Sponsored By States.

40
r.

,

Twenty states and'the District of ColumbiaNire, identified by Clalk
. -

apd Thompson ;as either committed to'cir'moving toward a competency based
. 1

.

.,
*

Iapproach tor.. somaaspect of schoopril... .The .more recent report by Goor,
4

, T P
.

t .
. Tomlinson and Schroeder identified eight additional skates moving -in this

. c . .

direttiop. From both reports, it appears that there is as much variability
. ---

in progrags adopted by states at there is!-In'those adopted by individual

districts. Using the IClark and 'Thompson data,twelveof the states'moVing

to implement a competency or performance based approach to education, and
4

the Distrct of Columbia, have chosen to focus on the demonstration of

basic s411s. Tneserinclude Arizona; California, Connecticut, Florida,
. .

Georgia, Idaho, Lduisiana,Maryland,iNebraskai-Tennesse, Texas, Virgina,

and Was hington, p. C. -Four pf the twenty, however, have yel_to determine

the particular competency areas to beassessed, or have adopted a posi:

tion, that pakrtits local districts to determine the competencies to be

assessed.' These Include the-states of Colorado, Kansas, Michigan and NeW4

V

Jersey.

In only two cases, California and Florida, can students, leave school

-4n les,s than twelve years with a diploma once they have passed the state

4termined proficiency examination, and ill only eight states -- California,

Cblorado,Georgia, Nebrask Kew Jersey, Oregon, Pennsylvania and Virginia --

do either current or pending regulations suggest that- instructiondf--eXperi-
,

Aences need to be provided students to facilitate thlir performance in de-
,

si;-ed outcome areas. Even in these states, however, a fully integrated

goals=instructlonevalvation-certification approach to schooling is sug-

gested in only a few cases. In most the language merely assures thai in-
1

'

structiopal 'support should accompany evaluation demands.
)1,
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. The Goor, Tomlinson and Schroeder data expindsfthe information pro-

livided by Clark and Thompson. The survey on-which their report is based ,

asked respondents to distinguish between basic skills (the "three R's")

and life role skills ("capacities needed to perform daily life tasks"),

indicate the lextent to which programs were operational, and deieribe the

aspects of sctooling covered ky programs,. Tables 2, 3 and 4 summarize

these data. They are taken directly from pages 1,4ind 5 of the Goor,

Tomlinson and Schroeder report.

Table 2. Performance-based education (PBE) in the basic skills
-and life ski -Hs: 5a States and District of Columbia;
August 1976 t

fi

PBE activity-status
States and D C

Number Percent

Total 51 100

With PBE activities 29 '57

In basic skills only
. 5 10

In life skills only 0 0

In bothbasic-ahrl life-skills 21+ 47

With no PBE activities 22 43

Table 3. Student population and, status of performance-based
education (PBE) in the basic skills and life skills:
50 States and District of Columbia, August 1976

Current status of 'program

Basic skills
No. of

-.students

(thousands)

Total

In planning

Developed but not implemented

Operational

No plans

46,468

11,144

31I,

11,723

15,290

J

Life skil Is

Percent

No of .
students
(thousands) Perce

100.0 46,468 T00.0

41.2 18,275 39.3

0.7 455 1.0

25.2' )1,211 24.1

32.9 16,527 35.6

24 33
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Table 4. Extent of inclusion,of program aspects in statewide
performance-based education (PEE) plans or programs:'
50 States and District of,Columbia, August 1976.

4

Program aspect
(in order of

appearance on form)

New promotion or graduation
standards that are perform-
ance-based rather than
course- or time-based

Number and percent; of the-29 Stet
reporting some PBE activity

es

Including

aspect
Not including

aspect
No

re4ponse
Number Percent Number Percent 'Number percent

New proficiency tests for
high schoorentrance

New proficiency tests for
high school graduation

Provision for "early exit"
from high school

New or revised program\and/
or courses

Multiple opportunities to
pass a required test of
competence

Out-of-School learning
opportunities,

Local options in determining
performancevtandards or
criteria

Production and use of
research information

5

22

20

24

22

22

21

86,

17

76

69,

83

83

76

76.

72'

.2

19

5

7

3

3

5

4

6

7

66

17

24

10

10

14

21

2

2

2

2

3

2

7.

!7

7

7

7

7

.?"

10

7

An interesting feature of the data reported by Good, et, al., is.

the inclusion of the number of students to be served by the programs de-

scribed. Table 3 is.based upory'such data".- The authors summarize their

findings in this regard as follows:

PerfA-mance based educational activities of some type,
regardless of the enrollment sizes of the individual MP
tates, were occurring in 29 States with a total combined

25 3 4
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student population of_ove 1 milfion. this figure
represents about 67 Percent e total public school
enrollment in thIpUnited States. Performance-base,d,
life skill40,-,4 'vitjes were bein co ucted in 24
states wit a ined student population of nearly
30, on, or 64 percent of the U.S. totAj. (p 3).

It is notewdrthy that the programs reported as operational in Table 3

are found in only five states: Arizona, California, New York, Oregon,

and Texas. These fi,e states account for approximately one-fourth of

the total student population ,in the United States.

A third source of information about performance based or competency

based developments in the states Is Spady's "state of.the art"., paper

14toady, 1976). Based on extensive contacts with state department per-
,

.sonnelethroughout the nation, he has conclude4 that only four states'

aside from Oregon California, Michigan, New York, and Pennsylvania --

"deserve particular attention Over'the next few years as sites where cur-
.

rent thinking about prOficiency or competency based approachesto school-,

ing is taking place. He describes circumstances within these states'

as followt:

California is, just ginning the first,stag of its im- )
plementatioh,of recent egislation that enacted several pro-
visions of a 1975 Commission Report on the Reform of Inter-
mediate and Secondary Education (RISE). Included in the leg-
i-slation is a provision that the 'reform plans of local ,districts
include mechanisms that assure student promotion and program
placement on the basis of demonstrated.prOficiencies.

Michigan, on the other hand, has no state legislation
supporting CBE but-a climate that has allowed a number of dis-
tricts to experimentltith criterion-based, open -time instruc-
tional and certification systems. These efforts are expected
to continue and 'expand.

During the 1976-77 acadeAic year the New York State,Depart-
ment of Education will be working closely with interested dis-
tricts in shaping proposals and plans for' the, implementation of
alternative-models of CBE. This gradualist 4pproach to working -

through... CBE implementation On a pilot basis may prove highly
profitable in the long ryn for those districts committed to
substantial system changgs,.but as yet no specific outcome goals
have bees selected.

.26 35
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Pennsylvania, on the other hand, has been exploring a con-
cept pf system reform with a definite competency based orienta-
tion called Community Learning. This program would be centered
around facilitating'student capacities and competencies in five
major areas of activity, with a stress on participation outside
the school building where appropriate. The areas include.a
broad range of basic skills, the worlds 4f work and leisure,
community governance and involvement, and a broad range of
citizenand personal survival skills. Implementation would pro-

* ceed along participatorlines similar to thpse in New York .

State. (Spady, 1976, pp 17 and 18).

= t.

The Approach To Competency Based Education
That Has Been Adopted In Oregon

With the adoption on June 23, 1976 of a new set of Minimum Standards

for elementary and-secondary schools, Oregon established an approach to

schooling that assumes a major commitment to a-competency based mode of

operation. One aspect of this commitment is the adoption'of a minimum .

set of compete cies to be der 4r .if-dd by students as a' U4,sis for gradu-

ation. While he new standards do not call for gradUation- requirements

to be fully'co petency based (course credits and attendance also are

required) the demonsetation of competence in a number of specified areas

is required.. The content areas in which course credits are to be earned,

and the broad areas in which competincies are to be demonstrated, are

5pe f:ied in the new standards. The specific' content to be tau0t with-

-in courses, however, and the specific competencies to be demonstrated

within designated areas of competence, are left to the determinition of*

local districts.

In addition to specified outcomes to be'achieved,twelwe years of

school attendance, beginning with grade 1, also is required for gradua-

tion,, An effort has been made to make this requirement flexible, howev7r,

by encouraging local boards to adopt policies that allow individual

.
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program completion in less than twelve school years, cre dit by examination,

and credit for off-campus learning experiences.

The extent of the Oregon commitment-to a competency based appro4r---/

to education extends far beyond these requirements. In fact the state

has-incordoed within itsnew standards for elementary and secondary

schools essentially all of the educational practices reviewed in Chapter

1 that have come to be associated with the concept of competency based

education. Specifically, the new standards call .for schoolinsg to be

AD OUTCOME ORIENTED (In addition to specifying the
competencies, to be demonstrated for graduation, each
district must specify the learning outcomes desired'.
for students in the district as a whole, the out-
comes desired from each instructional program offered
in the district, and the outcomes desired from pach
course within each program);

COMMUNITY- REFERENCED (In the language pf the standards
"...local goals are set by schools and communities
together to fulfill a mutual responsibility for the
education of every student...Each school and its tom-
munity should establish priorities among the goals to
meet local needs,.and allocate their resources accord-
ingly");

40 CRITERION-REFERENCED (Performance standards must be
established and made public-for all learning outcomes
to be assessed, ,,including the competencies to be demon-
,stratedfor purposes of graduation);

INDIVIDUALIZED (In the language of the Standards H...
each diskrict shall by. 9 -1-79 adopt procedures to (1)
identify individuals' learning strengths and weaknessesi
(2) provide learning opportunities for students re-
sponlive-to their'needs;, (3) determine progress stu-

. dents'make'in their educational program; and (4) main
tain student progl-ess records and report the informa-
tion to parents and students"); and

OPERATED ACCORDING TO SYSTEMS DESIGN PRINCIPLES (Pro-
grams of instruction must be assessed to determine the
extent to which they are in fact facilitating the
achievement of the learning outcomes desired from
'them, and be modified until they achieve the outcomet

3 7
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desired if student achievement indiates they are not
successful in this regard).*

In all cases districts are required to show that desired outcomes, at

whatever levei, are supported by identifiable programs of instruction.

In addition to-Oregon's broadly bated approach to competenty based

education, the competencies to be demonstrated for purpoies of gradai

tion are broadly conceived. The tem areas withih which competencies are

to be demonstrated derive directly from six statewide goals that have

been adopted by the Oregon, Board of Education and endorsed by the citizens

of the state. These goals are "...designed to assuhe that every student

in the elementary and secondary schools shall have the opportunity to.learn

to function effectively in six life roles INDIVIDUAL, LEARNERt, PRODUCER,
-

CITIZEN, CONSUMER, and FAMILY MEMBER". The meanings ascribed to these

0-

various life roles are reproduced from the standards in Table 5. The ten

areas that derive from these goals in which competence is to be demon-
,

strated for graduation are

Reading, writing, speaking, listening;

Analyzing;

Comput.ing;

Using basic scientific and'technologital processes;

de Developing and maintaining 4 healthy mind and body;

Being an informed citizen in the comMunity,state,
nation;

Being an informed citizen in interaction with environ-
ment;

ekAs the seandirds now read program assessment is required only with respect
to =lc skill.dtvelopment. It is assumed, however, that in time the pro-
gra aluation requirement will be extended to cover all learning outcomes
desired of instructional programs. As a consequence some districts are
developing plans and procedures that, will permit them to assess the full
range of outcomes desired from their Various instructional programs, as
well as those having to do with the development of basic skills.

4
-r
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Table 5. The Statewide Goals Adopted For Citizens Educated In The
Schools Of Oregon, And The Meaning Ascribed To These Goals

GOAL e"
ASCRIBED MEANING

1
` To be able to function To develop the -skills necessary for achieving fulfill-

as,an-INDIVIDUAL ment as a self-directed person; to acquire the know-
49 ledge necessary for achieving and maintaining physical

and mental health and to develop the capacity for cop-
ing with change through_en understanding of the arts,
humanititscientific processes, and thiwinciples,-
involved in making moral and ethical choicts.

To be able to function To develop the basic skills of reading, writing, comput-
as a LEARNER ing, spelling, speaking, listening, and'problem-solving;

and to'develop a positive attitude toward learning as
a lifelong endeavor.

To be able to function To learn of the variety of occupations; to learn to
as a PRODUCER appreciate the dignity and value of work and the mutual

responsibilities of employees and employers; and to
learn to identify personal talents and interests, to
make appropriate career choices, and to develop career
skills.I

Tobe able to function To learn to act in a responsible manner; to learn of
as.a CITIZEN . the rights and responsjbilities of citizens of the

community, state, nation, and world; and to learn to
understand, respect and interact with people of dif-
ferent cultures, generations and races.,

To be able to function To acquire knowledge and to develop skilli n the manage-
as a CONSUMER ment of personal resources necessary for meeting obli-

gations to self, family, and society.
3

To be able to function TO learn of the rights and responsibilities of family
as a FAMILY MEMBER members,-and to acquire the skills and knowledge to

strengthen and enjoy family life. ',

or

Being an informed citizen on streets-and highways;

Being an imfermed consumer of goods.ari14 services;
-e

1

Being able,to function within an Occupation or a pro-
gram of continuing education that leads tO a career.

'While a number of the competency areas suggest only knowledge-level

outcomes, for example, "Being an informed citizen in the community, state_

and nation", the intent of competency demonstration in Oregon is that

ea,
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students be,able to apply knowledges, skills and att,i,lities to the'per-
,.

formance of tasks encountered in life ro les,outside of school. This in-.

,\
tent is conveyed clearly in the definition of competence that appears

within the standards: .
. \

/-

-. (
\--

.

"A statement of desired student performance represent-
11 ', ing demonstrable ability to apply knowledge, understand-

ing, and/or-Skills assumed to contribute to success in
life role functions." -

Table 6 contains a listing Of competenties that reflect this intents

figure 3 illustrates the implications of such an approach te.competency---

aefinition fob- performance standards, instruction, remediation, measure-

ment procedures and the like.

One additional dimension of the new standards combines with the.fea-
-

tures outlined above to further the use of data by schools indecision

making, but at the same.time make schooling more humane and personalized
'4

I 4t
in its orienta60 to students-. This is the inclusion of a standard that

causes the guidance=and counselirig-program within a district to support

the educational development of students by fostering

The development of decision making skills;

The ability to obtain information about one-s self;

An understanding of opportunitksand aYternatives
available in the educational pr rams,, bYg
district;

lb Setting tentative career and education goals;

Accepting responsibility for one'smections;

Developing skills in interpersonal r4lationships;
and

Utilizing schoo4 and community resources*

While there is not,a'requirement within the standards for evigence of

the achievement of these outcomes in indiVidual studentt, districts (a)

must provide a description of goals pertaining to the development of these

40
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Ntk4".Table 6. Role Related Competencies Being Considered By The Dayton Schools As Requirements For Graduation

I. THE ROLE OF INDIVIDUAL

. 4
#

L. Able to-communicate (read, write, speak, listen)
et a evel of-proficiency that enables one to

AV. THE ROLE OF CONSUMER

).Able to;manage one's persona) proerty and
resources.

function effectively as en DULT,learner, pro- 2. Able to function as a wise,and*respbnsible
docer, citizen, consumer, a family member. ( 'consumer. ? .

,A r ---"/2. ble to apply basic computat skills at a evel . 3. Mile to analyze' the costs and benefit4'-of
Noof proficiency that enables one to function alternative solutions toenvironmental problems.

effeatively as an ADULT learner, producer, citi-
zen, cOnsumer,aild faMily member.

3. Able to' establish and maintain a heal Illy body.

41. -1.11E ROLE OF LEANER

I, Able to identify one's own interests and,abilr-
Aries in relation to all life roles.'.

2.9lble.to learn indeperidently;
n)

,- 3. Able to apply logical processes to.the solving
`,of.problems.

III. THE ROLE OF CITIZEN

.. . .

.1. Oble to describgyone's owri-valbes in relation
to the values that e dominant in one's com-
munity of residenc . -.

:
-2. Able to identify ,the mijor s of,one'swcom-

munity of residence, andtable deteimine how -

best to contribute toward.meeting"tose 'needs.
3. Able to funcition as a responsible citizen on ',

------, --S VTet-s---and-hrghWays., - ,.--'
._41

411

,
TIICAOLE OF PRODUCER

1. Able to describe at least three occupations of
interest, the short end long term beneyts that,
go with them, and theirrequirements for entry
and-success.

2. Able to assess with'a reasonable
gat
degree of

areptiracy" persomel characteristics'and abilities \
that' relate to occupational success.

3. Able to firtd and obtain work.

VI. THE ROLE OF Fotro MEMBER
11. .

,.- . .

1. Ablt to cope with everyday stresses and prob.Pems.
2..Abl4ellio function ,effectively as a member of a

social group. .

3. 'Able tomply knowledge of the denyands. of mar-
age and family living to personal, Oleos for

c reer and marriage..

or,

;
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DESIRED OUTCOME

Ability to function as a
wise and responsible
consumer*

ILLUSTRATIVE PERFORMANCE STANDARD

WHERE IN THE
CURRICULUM
EASIEST

TO DEMONSTRATE

PERSON(S) j""

SUGGESTED
TO DO THE
ASSESSMENT

COURSES MOST

DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE
FOR DEVELOPING 4

THE COMPETENCE

REMEDIATION
PROCEDURES IF
COMPETENCE IS

NOT DEMONSTRATED46
ntT0R I. The stude is able to 'cokeINDICATOR

price and quality comparisons for goods
and services.

1.1 Low Fidelity Measure: A report pre-
pared by a student which (a) analyzes
'information designed to inform the
public of product or service utility
and cost, and (b) indicatesorsonal
choice of preferred goods ervices
on the'gasis of suggested utilities
and costs.

%

. r,

1.2 High Fldell0 Measure:, A report of an
.

aVtuarpurchase made, -and the cost and
utility comparisons engaged in prior

. to the purchase..

4t ,
.

.
.

A.

i

.

1.1.1 A clear, concise and accurate cooper-
ative analysis of cost and utility

information provided, and a defensi-
ble choice of preferred products or
services given the cost and utility
of information presented. (A GUIDE
will be prepared for evaluating the
report presented by a student given
the particular data sets with which
students are to work)

.

.

1.2.1 Relevant information as to compare-
tive costs, esfitated quality, etc.
of competing products or services
presented In easily comprehended
form, accompanied by verification,-
by one mmore qual'fd adults'as to,
a studellitshaving'actually made .the
comparisons that are descrlbed. (A
GUIDE will be prepared for evaluating
the report presented by a student
against this Standard)

.

Personal

Finance;

MOdern
Problems

Personal

nance;

Modern
Problems

°

Course

instructor
.

.

.
.

Cdurse

instructor

Career Education
and Home Economics
courses;

Mathematics
courses

1

Career Education
a Home Economics
cou ses;

Mat tics
yours

(

Independent pro-
Jects; special

itance; re-
t a course

if all else
falls

Independent pro-
Jects; special
assistance;
repeat a course
if all else
fails

. -

-...,'. Satisfactory performande on -the first indicator and at least two of the three remaining
indicators of this competence Is requIriiiii for graduation. Eachindicator in turn requires both low and high fidelity evlde ce of accomplishment.

The indicators and measutes listed here other than /I are suggestiveonly; a ftudent may substitute alternative indicators or sures through negotiation with his advitor.

Figure 3. An illustration pf the language that has been adopted in Oregon in relatipn to eoepeiencv assessment,
tency. statements by way pf assigned responsibilities

for instruction, assessment, remediation, etc.f..

'

43 ,

e-
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A C

aid the requirements that accompany compe-

\,/
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'. DESIRED OUTCOME:

Ability to function as a
wise and responsible consumer I LLUSTRAT I VII PERFORMANCE STANDARD

WHERE IN THE
CURRICULUM
EASIEST'

TO DEMONSTRATE

PERSON(S)

SUGGESTED
TO DO THE

ASSESSMENT

COURSES MOST
DIRECTLY 'RESPONSOLE

FOR DEVELOPING
THE COMPETENCE

REMEDIATION
PROCEDURES IF
COMPETENCE 'IS

NOT DEMONSTRATED

INDICATOR 2. The-student is able to use
published resources, knowledgeable others,
and consumer assistance agencies when doing
comparative shopping.

2.1 Low Fidelity Measure: A report pia-
pared,by a student which identifies
publications, persons in the community,
and consumer assistance agencies that
can be approached when makips price

and quality comparisons, and a dis-
cussion of how thpse various resources
can best focused fel- this puTpose.

2.,2 High Fidelity Measure: A rappoOk des-.
cribing the actual,use of ;itch

e'-
resources in making price Aid quality
comparisoris Adr gbods and services.

, Figure 3 (Continued)

4

2.1.1 An accurate and reasonably complete

description-of the resources avail-
able withimmcommunity to assist In
comparative shopping. (A GUIDE will
be prepared for evaluating the r1;
port presented by a etadent against

4
this
Q

Standard)

2.2.1 "(concise description of the
resources °affected in-carrying out a
comparative shopping study, a'judg-,
went as to th4 utility of the infor-
mation obtained from each source, and
a statement of 'preference as to
sources to be used when doing compar-
ative shopping In future. (A GUIDE
will be developed for evaluating a
student's report against this
Standard)

A clear

Personal
Finance;
Modern
Problems

Personal
Finance;

Modern
Problems

Course

instructor

Course
Instructor

Career Education
and Home Economics

courses;
Mathematics
courses

Career Education
and Home Economics

courses;'
Mallematics

courses

Independent pro-
jects; special e
assistance;
repeat a course
if all else fails

Independent pio-
jects; special
Assistance;
repeat a course
1f5all else fails

40
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DESIRED OUTCOME:
Ability td function as a

wise and responsible consumer ILLUSTRATIVE PERFORMANCE STANDARD

WHERE IN THE
CURRICULUM
EASIEST

TO DEMONSTRATE

-

PERSON(S)

SUGGESTED
TO DO THE

ASSESSMENT

COURSES MOST
DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE

FOR DEVELOPING
THE COMPETENCE

REMED1ATION

PROCEDURES if
CAPETENCE.IS

/NOT DEMONSTRATED

INDICATOR 3. The student is able to exercise
the means available to a consumer to obtain
a refund'or substitutio4 for goods or ser-

' vices purchased that are found to be faulty
after purchase, or that do not live up to
standards' or' levels suggested
throUgh advertising

3.1 Low Fidelity Measure: A report ore=
pared by a student which describes
various procedur that can be fol-
lowed in obtain! 'refunds or sub-
stitutions for ds'and services
found to be unacc ptabie after pur-

se.

3.2 High Fidelity Measure: A report des-
cribing either the student's experi-
ence in obtaining a refund or substi-
tution for goods and services qprcha
or a destription of the experience o
someone known to the student In this
regard.

a. Figure 3 (Continued)_

3.1%1 A clear, concise and accurate listing
of at least three proiedures for
obtains refunds or substitutions
for,godighend services purchased.
(A GUIDE will be developed for eval-
uating student reports against this
Standard)

3.2.1 A clear, concise and accurate des-
cription of the experience -- In-
cidding the goods or services In-

-volved -- accompanied by verifica-
tion by one or more qualified adults
as to the validity of the student's
description. (A GUIDE will be
developed for evaluating the stu-
dent's report against this Standard)

a
be.

Personal

Finance;

Modern
Problems

Personal

Finance;

Modern
Problems

Course

instructor,

ltrSe
Instructor

V

Career Education.
and Hope Economics
courses;

Mathedatics
bourses

Career Education
and Home Economic
courses;

Mathematics
courses

Independent pro-

jects; special

assistance;
repeat a course
if all else
'fails

dependent pro-.
jects; special

assistance;
repeat a course
If all else
falls
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DESIRED OUTCOM1:
'Ability to function bs a

. wise and responsible consumer

.

if

WHERE IN THE
CURRICULUM.

EASIEST
TO'DEMONSTRATE

PERSON(S)

SUGGESTED
TO DO THE
ASSESSMENT-

COURSES MOST
DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE

FOR DEVELOPING
THE COMPETENCE

REMEDIATION
PROCEDURES IF

COMPETENCE IS
NOT DEMONSTRATED

ILLUSTRATIVE PERFORMANCE STANDARD

INalCATOR.4. The.student is able to exer-
rise consumer protection laws- against'

frauddent manufacturers, merchants and/or
advertisers.

4.1 Low Fidelity Measure: A replft pre-
pared by a student which idiiltifies

major-consumer protection laws that
now exist, and how these laws can be
used to the consumer's advantage.

.

4 >

4.2 High Fidelity MeasureLi"--A,xeport
'

describihg either the student's ex-
. perience in using one or more consumer

protection laws to his or her own ad-
vantage, or a description of the ex-
perlence of someone known to the stu-
dent in this regard.

.

..,'

Figure ; (Continued)

)

4

4.1.1 Ah accurate and reasonably complete
listing of the major consumer pro-
tection law, now In existence, and
a clear and concise description of

how these laws can be exercised to
the consumer's advantage. (A GUIDE
voLli be developed for evaluating a
students' report against this
Standard)

N

4.2.1 A clear, concise arid accurate des-

criptron of the e*perlence -- ip-
cluding-the goods or services and
the protect-Ion law(s) Involved --

accompanied by verification by one
or more qualified adults as to the
validity of the student's descrip-
tin. (A GUIDE will be developed
for evaluating the student's repqrt
against this Standard)

.

.

.

.

.

Personal

Finance;
Modern
Problems;,

Business Law

,

Personal
Finance;
Modern
Problems;

Business Law

.

..-

,
,

AP

.

.

Course

instructor

Course
instructor

.

,..

,

Career Education
and Hpme Economics

courses;

Mathematics
courses

.

Career Education
and Home Economics
courses;
Mathematics
courses

.

il

r '

.

1N.
Independent
projects;
special

assistance;
repeat a

course if all

else fails

Independent
projects; -

special

assistance;
'repeat a

course if all
else fails

..

,

,

_
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1
kindi of outcome (b) must specify instructional guidance and counseling

activities to be llowed in achieving these outcomes; (c-Y must show the

assignment of guidance LesponsibMities within each school that are de-

signed to bring them about; (d) must provide a rationale for these assign-

ments; (e) must show'how the guidance and counseling progrerani,s Coordinated

from kindergarten thrdugh grade twelve; and (f) must specify the methods

and procedures to be used in evaluating the effectiveness of the program

in achieving the goals specified. 4

- Clearly, the Oregon approach to competency based education represent's

a major Commitment and a comprehensive design to restructure the nature
,

of schooling at the elementary and secondary levels. It is designed to

let everyone withih a community, including students, know the outcomes

that are desired of schooling, the indiCators to be looked to as evidence ,

:'r

of outcome achievement, and the effectiveness of programs of instruction
/

N

aliin promoting these outcomes. It so is andipproach to schooling that

is designed to adapt the, process of schooling to individual differences
4.

in children, and to insure that children achieve the outcomes desired

f' k

for them -- at least at a minimum acceptable"level.

Perhaps most important] .t-is an approach to schooling that re.-

quires evidence of the abi f students to perform the functions re-'

quired in the, various life roles they will, assume following graduation

from school. It does not treat these as the only outcomes of schoo+fing,

but the thrust of the new standards with respect to the demonstration of

competence as a basis'for graduation is clearly in the direction' of the
4 1

applied. This peculiar and powerful interpretation of competence does

not deny the importance of mastering the knowledges and'skills that are'

at the hear; of the various programs of study that have been offered by

schools in the past. Nor'does it interfere in any way with expectations

37 51
4%.



aboUt the achievement of those optcomes.. The new standards simply re-

quire -

in addition to knowledge and skill' mastery evidence of the ability

to apply the knowledges and skills obtained through twelve years of study

to the kinds of tasks faced in day-in anii1/by7,out living as an adult after

leaving school.

Implications For The Definition
Of Competency Based Education

As evident from this brief rtLiew the task.of defining competency

baseb education does not appear.to be simplified by looking t6thi.char-

acteristics of operational educationahprograms that have been labeled

asjpeing "competency based". Should a definition of,competency based

education be structured to include all of the programs so labeled,.or

should it in some way be restricted? "If a restrictive definition were to
. 0

be adopted, how restrictive,should it be? And how should the'defining

characteristics be determined? If a de,Linition iS too restrictive it

suffers the danger of unwise or unnecessary exclusion. But the reverse

also is true. If 'a definition is too inclUsive it suffers the danger of

losing meaning and utility.

As indicated after the r// of educatiOnal practices that appear

to be encompassed by the concept, one thing that becomes clear is

that any definitta promised will arbitrary. It also is ,clear thaig,

whatever de#inition is'proposed will need to be viewed as emerging, and
4W

as needing ti be adjusted with time and further understanding. The

definition proposed in Chapter 3 is put forth in this light.
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CHAPTER 3. A WORKING DEFOITION OF ,

COMPETENCY BASED EDUCATION

In arriving at a definiti" of competency based education, it, turns

out that two definitional questions exist: What is the meaning of compe-

tence? and What is.the meaning of competency based.education? In the

pages that follow, both terms are defined. After being defined, some of

the subtleties" and complexities that have come to be associated with

these terms, and that have major impact on program effectiveness-and

operation are-discussed. The chapter 'closes with a chSrt that can be

used by schools or diktricts or states that wish to implement a 'compe--

tency based educational pro m to convey totheir patrons and others

theiraCacteristiqs of the programHbeing implemented. The chart is,
44

used in Chapter 6 as a Means of identifying and portraying "alternative ,

models" of competency based educational programs.

A Formal Definition Of Competence

In everyday, man-on-the-street terms, competence signifie the

abilitrto.do something well. Ordinarily the something refers to a Sob
o

or a complex task -- for example, the ability to manage a business or a

farm; the ability to fupction as a scientist or a surgeon; the ability

to play tennis orkhess% This everyday use of the term is consistent

with its dictronary'definition: "Means sufficient for the necessities

of life; fitness". Syn: Able, sufficient (tiebster's Seventh New toki-

legiateDictionary, 1971).

Unfaftunately, this general meaning of competence has not been main-

tained consistently by persons writing about or implementing competency

b sed educational programs. As applied in CBE, competence often has been

leS
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equated with'performante, without regard for what is to be performed.

This has ed to a tendency to designate essentially any desired learner

outcome as a "competence".

Within such a framework,the acquisition of a new concept, die mem-

ilk orization of a new fact, or the modification of an existing attitude are

viewed as "competencies" to be attained: Moreover,-such outcame'i'are

4 treated no differently than outcomes that'require the application of such.

information and attitudes, for example, playing a pitho,building a hi-ft

set or driving of an automobile responsiblai. Nor are they treated dif-

ferently than outcomes-that require an even broader applitation, for,

example, the ability to function effectively as a plumper or a homemaker

or a physician.

Defining,cqMpetence as equivalent to the achievement of any outcome
0

,,
attained thr4bgh sChooling robs the concept of competency based education

of much of its uniqueness and much of its powel It also ignores the

p>blic and educational forces seeking to invest a.measure of accountability

into the educational process by insisting that graduates demonstrate the

ability:tojunction in key life roles outside of school -- however far
.

their learning potential carries them in the attainment of'other, tradi-

tional and non-traditional goals of schooling.

In a recent toper (1975) Gale-and Pol acknowledge the,cohfusion thit

has existed in relation to the definition of competence and assume the

task of providing some,degree-a)order to the .conceptual disarray th4t

now exists. .After consulting a number Of dictionaries, within a wide

variety of disciplines and in five' different languages; these authors

conclude that a remarkably consistent and commonly held set of defini-

tions exist with respect to the term. They summarize their conclusion s

54
follows:
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,'-Competence,,by defjnit,i.on, is tied to a posi-
tion Isle.Theligatia-es 'the two are

-r; abi 1 ities, knowledge skills, judgment, .attitUdes,
rind values requi red for successful funct ion i ng in.
the pOsition, or role.' ,, That is, posfessiah of the

Icri reqt4gred abilities; knowledge, judgment,
skills, attitudes aod .values--and prof icient use of
ttAh.same---is what yields competence.._in an individual.
(p JO)

it 4) ,

Gllesand Pol go onto define compe rmally as : "... the quality of

o

grng functionally adequatein performins, the tasks and assumin4ige role
tar w

of a,specified positiOn,Includirg the requisite knowledge, _ability, cap-
.,/1.

ability, ski 11, judgment, attitudes- Ind values" ();21)

Me 1: 4111From this point of view a "competence 'to be )Rili0 nstrated" will always
,-

be' stated itleneral terms,and always be tied to a particular 'r-ofe or'posi-
.

4.. 0 .. . ,

t ion. tioreol/er, 4the- term competence, y.ii it hot' be used .iinonympials 1 y with..,,
;

-the knowledge, skil Is,. and attitudes -hat make up competence, or more. ... ,

accurately, that are ,drawn upon to perform canipetently. these,should be
.

. ttr d either as PenaIlters" of campetencey or as outeomes desired of ed- .

u 'Suchto indeptildent of their relationship to competence. ' uch a clistinc-
, ,

'competence
,

. , 4t .
.thin 'haslie6ed tScher edUcation in Oregon and the Northwest unusually

, /t."
' (Schalock and Hale 1968; Sdalock; Kersh and Horyna, 1970; The

,,
Oregon Teacher Standards and Practices Commission, 1974; Schlock, Kersh

d Garrison, 1-970, andthere?is every.reason to believe 1,t iill serve.

education at the elementary and saelPftdary school level in the same manner.
, .

As a consequetIck, fte ilefinition.of competence that has been proposed by
,., . . . "i .Gale and Pol is Ithe-basis far

41

rie definition of competency based education

proposed.jr.the next section of the paper.
ej:.'';

. .

or/ .

It is,tilivious .that the adoption of such' a view f competence dOeif

,hot in %flyway simplify t oreah ing offccisnOeten based e cation. Whelkzv. 0

such a positton is taken a Ade_range ofererplexitig issues emerge. Fittfr
AL

414*
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example, what life roles are to be'addressed-by a public school? How'

are schools to determine the.knowledge.skils andatttudes that bests

equip students to function in a particular role? _What indicators are

to be used as jdence of ability to perform successfully in,4a particu-

lar 71,10 How are measures of these indicators to be obtained?

At a more immediate lever litire is the simple question of the fOrrm

competency statements'are to take if they aft to be linked to performance

in lA roles,\
While there are nosiniple and.straightforward answers to such ques-

tions, they are not so difficult as to defy being answered. Efforts are

underway currently in Oregon and Pennsylvania, for example, to work out

13illustrat eanswers to questions of this kind, and todteMonstrate them
.

.

in actual practice. The %listing of role-related competency statements

ior

in ble 6, page 30, and the listing of indicators and measures of out-
. f

come Plpevement in Figure 3,' pp 31 to 34 are cases in, point. Unquest i 411,

ably theadoption of a Gale-Pol definition of-competence brings probl_ems
ilk .

and added complexity to the operation of schoois. but while it adds problems

AARI
ffmplexity, it' also provideg'schools, a great deal of added leverage in

4

10.
makir4the fference ' in the lives of children and youth they are expected
.._ .

.,..

.

) .

0°
A Formal Akinition Of Competency BasecrEdtication

m

Given all that has been said how should competency based education

be defined? In its simplest form, and only suggestive of its full mean-

it is proposed that CBE be defined as

process that facilitates with a known degreelpf
effeigiveness the acquisition of desired outcomes In.-
learrners -- including thsability to perform tasks

al42
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related to StAcciss in job oT*life roles documents
the achievement of these outcomes; and links graduation
requirements to specif'i'c performance levels on a
particular set of outcomes.

While relatively` tong and reasonably exacting, there is much that is not

made explicit by this. definitiOn. Asl.iidicated previously, for example,

it does not make explicit what tasks are to be performed for what job or

life roles, or how-the ability to perform such tasks i o be achiqed, or

what is to be accepted-as evidence of the ability to nm such taslik.

By contrast, however,Mrt*-as made specific by this de inition. It

signals clearly, for example, that competency based education is a con

tinti.islj, adaptive process with known degrees of reliability in bringing

about desired learning outcomes in students; it signals that at Lease some

of these outcome are-tb pertain to the ability of students to perform

tasksithat are defensibly related to the performance' of our -of- school job

or= life .roles; and it signals that the process migst be sufficiently flex\

ible and broad in scope that it is effective with learners having widely

littering interests-and abilities.I
All of these, implications lead 'to the conclusion that such an appr4.41.

to education depends heavily on the systematic collection and use of in-
..

fIrMation on the effectiveness of.school prograMs, and the systematic col-
.

lection and use of information on the success of vakh,student in each'pro-
,

gram. They also lead to the conclusion.that iuch an a ['roach depends

heav on a commitment to successful learning on tl1e art of all students

in a school, not just a high percentage of'students As one superintenddht

of a large urban district recently put.ot: "Educators have never accepted

the responiibility of achieving success with every student. That's a
rt

tall order. Andbelieve the only way 'can develop thatlnstitutional IL

frame of mind, is by saying that's exacdy whabOwe are, ping to do."

10.
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(Roberti!. Blanchard, Superintendent, Portland Public Schools, in:

"Change And Challenge For Education In The 1-9701s,)o 2).%

Competency based education,as it.is being defined here, assun

such commitment.

An Operational Definition Of Competency Based Education
eaI

Given the formal definition that'has been proposed for competency

based educatlion,what are the processes that define it operationally?

Following the lead of Howsam (l972) a three-level set of processes are

proposed: those that constitute the defining characteristics of CBE,

those that constitute the enabling characteristics, and those that con-

stitute the unique characteristics. These are discUsted in some detail

in the pages that follow, and form the basis for a disCussion in Chapter-

6 of alternative models of competency ba'S'ed education.

The Defining Characteristics

,Nothing is contaiked in the proposed definttIon of competency based -

edication that detracts from the position taken in Chapter 1 fiat per-

formance -based and/or mastery Learning approaches to instruction,are at

the heart of competency based education. The elements held in Common by

these two approaches to instruction are listed on page 8. The defini-

---"ion proposed above, KOWever, suggests that cetency based education

in a number of additional elements. Four are particularly critical:

(a) the inclusion in lists of outcomes desired from schooling the ability
.14P

to function effectively in life roles; (b) thi identification of a minimum

'set of these outcomes as needing to be demonstrated as a basis for gradua-
,

.tion; (c) rules and procedures th*.-"enabl) students to individualize to

5*
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1.

2

the extent feasible learning programs and assessment procedurei; and ().

rules and procedures that assure the continuous adaptation and improve-
.

ment of instructional programs on the basis of student performance in

,relation to learning outcomes desired. Adding these elements to those

listhd on page 8, it is proposed'that the essential elements of a compe-

tency based education, program include

ti

A listing of outcomes desired from instruction,
including outcomes that reflect the ability'tb
function effectively in life roles;

The identification of a minimum set of these
outcomes as those needing to be demonstrated
as a basis fif graduation;

Instructional programs that enable students to
achieve the various outcomes desired frealLschool-

-., ing;

3.

The means by which to'e'Oaluate outcome achieve-
ment, and certify that outcomes have in fact been
achieved,' including

4 measures of outcome achifhvement that
follow directly from the statement
of desired outcomes;
standards that spell out clearly the
level of performance (criterion) that
must be met on each outcome measure
for outcome achievement to be judged
satisfactory;

ProcedUres that enable students to individualize
learning programs and assessment processes;

Procedyres that enable students to receive inst ucJ.
tion until learning outcomes re achieved; ani,

Procedures that assure the continuous-adaptation
and improvement of instructional programs on the
basis of student performance in relation to the
learning outcomes desired from the program.

, ==

A

a

These seven processes are put forth as constituting the defining'charac-

teristics of a competency based education program. A program missing

any one of .them would be judged to be not fully competency based.

45 5:_j
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Some authors argue that two other elements are equally important to A-.0 W.
\ ,

the operation of competency'based programs, but as yet ag reement ra,Anoe
.., ,

.

.
,

widespread about them. These are the processes Of (a) involving members
. , ------4\ ..

of'a community in establishing the outcomes desired,from schooling, and

in designating the indicators that will be acceptable as evidence of out-
-

come achievement; and (b) systematically determining the costs and bene-
..

fits associated with each instructional program offered. Since
4

processes are not widely agreed to, thg definition that has b
is

does not make reference to them. Provision is made, however, for fdenti-

f.ying these elements irtthejormat that has been proposed for portraying

the characteristiCs of a competency based program to be implemented.

Several of the alter'hati models of competency based education discussed

ti .1
IW Chapter 6 take these elements into account, for if Included in a model

of competency based education they gave major implications for the imple-

mentation process.
' s

It is recognized that a simple listing of the elements to be included
4

in a particular approach to education are of limited utilityQin gstablish-

ing and operating programs that reflect these elements. To fully under-
,

stand what the elements mean they nee0 to be seen-in operation. The next

best thing is to see how they might be put together in various "models"

of operation -- that is, descriptions of how operating programs might

look cif the elements were implementlt in particular ways. This is the

'intent of .Chapter 6. Cass helpful, but perhaps of some additional asylst-

ance are both the simplification and the elaboration of the elements that

have been listtd. Readers who desire simplification ate referre& to Table

.7; readers who desire elaboration are referred to Table 8.'

46
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.Table A Simplification Of The fiming Characteristics
4 Of A Competency Based Ed ational Program

r

OUTCOME/GOAL SPECIFICATION

1 Explicit and agreed to by members of the community
Knowri to- students 1

---

e Provide drectidn to instruction, 'evaluation, certification
Some relate to performance in life roles outside of rthool

.L. Some are identified as requirements for graduation

INSTRUCTION

Explicit and known to, students

Linked directly to outcomes to be achieved
Provides choice and flexibility in learning activities .

provides choice and flexibility in use of tjme

OUTCOME/GOAL ASSESSMENT

Explicit and' known to students
Criterion referenced

Provides choice and flexibility in mode of assessment
rovides choice and flexIbility.in,the number of times a

, particular assessmeht,may blHe0eated

PROGRAM EVALUATION/IMPROVEMENT'

Table 8. An Elaboration Of The_Defining CharacteArtics
Of A Competency Based Educational..Program

OUTCOME/GOAL SPECIFICATION

A set of explicitly stated'outcomes desired froM instruction,
including:

outcomes that reflect'the ability to function effec-
tively in life roles; and

,- the identification of a minimum ;et of theseoutcomes
to be demonstrated,. recorded, and displayed in order
to satisfy certification /graduation requirements.

INSTRUCTION

Instructional programs that:

clearly link content and process to the learning out-
comes desired;

- clearly proxide alternative learning experiences for
outcome achievement; and

clearly rely on performance in relation to established
standardl as a basis for prograai placement' decisions,
including program exit and certification decision

47 '61 .
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Table 8 (Continued)'

INSTRUCTION (Continued) 4 .

Instructional procedui.es that individualize thi leLing process
by giving student's a. voice in the selection of:

t
outcomes to be achieved;

.
- learning activities to be pursued while working towawip

outcome achievement;

learning environments within which to pursue outcome'
achievement; and
the time and number of attempts allowed for acquiring,
desired outcomes.? .

.

OUTCOMEiGOAL ASSESSMENT

4

Assessment systems that clearly identify:
4

-.the kind of indicators to be accepted as evidence of ,

e

outcome achieyementf,

- how evidence of outcome ac levemenf is to be obtained;
- the standards that ave be set for performance, in

'relation_to cle.ire outcomes, i.e., what is to repre--
sent an accep6ble level of outcome achievement;

the procedures to be followed in dvaluNting performoir7ice
in relation to standards; and

- how achievement in relation to de.sired outcomes is to
be recognized and displayed.I1

. Assessment procedures that indivi.dpaliie the evaluation process
by giving students a voice in theeselection of;

- indicators acceptable as evidence40 outcome achieve-
4

ment;
.

.

procedures to be used in assessing outcome achievement;
- standards set for outcome achievement; and

the time and number of attempts allowed for demonstrat-
ing outcome achievement.,

PROGRAM.EVALUATION/IMPROVEMENT

A set of explicitly stated procedures for assuring the continuous
adaptation and improyeMent of ongoing educational programs through

N,....the use of::

- formative-andsummative p-rogram evaluation data, includ-
11' ing data on the appropriatenes4 of outcomes being put-.,

sued 'and, where feasible, data on program costs and
benefits;

student performance data; and

- staff performance data, including data on the effective-
ness of staff development prograMs.

`.

4
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In viewing these elements (processes) collectively two features come

into sharp focuhe extent to which what is hoped to be achieved and

what has been achieved in a competency based program is made explicit,

and the extent to which such progrilm rely upon and make use of data.

Both features have advantages and disadvantages so far as the operation

°Of schools is concerned. Being explicit about what is to be achieved en-

ables students and the patrons of a school to see whether the goals being

pursued are the goals they wish to have pursued.' It also permits students

g.

and fatulty to clearly understand what is to be achieved and when it has
, .

:

been achieved. The disadvantagts of being explicit about expected and
'1,-.

ochiemcd outcomes is the invitation. it provides to endless debate eboUt

what these outcomes are to be, and the means they pro Ode for holding

§oth students and schools responsible for the achievement of the outcomes

desired.

Operating educational programs oniithe bas of data about student

performance, program effectiveness, and faculty effectiveness also is a

two-edged sword. On the one hand it pikes a basis for decision making
V

that is better' than best guess, intuition, or impression. On theother

.hand it is a costly approach to the operation of schools, both in terms

of theftime and resources required to collect and summarize the data

needed and -the time and resources required to get4it in a ,form that is

useful to decision makers. Dealing with data that pertain to a particular

4-
decision can so be disruptive and time consuming, and can make schools

more vulnerable to their,critics.

'Be this as it may, a competency based mode, of operation seems to

imply that schools are to opertte in an enusually public wal and with an

unusual dependence upon data for decision snaking. .

49 6,1, 1
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The list of defining.c}aracteris ct proposed for competency based

eduCation have two other features that com ;in sharp focus: the extent

to which a competency based program it outcome oriented, and the extent'
,

.
,,.

...

to which it is tailored to differences in individuals and settings. In

addition to identifying and making known to all concerned' the outcomes'

0 to be achieved through an educational program,sinstructiqral programs are

ta be designed in terms of the outcomes.that are desired and programs

are to be adapted or improved on the basis of outcome achievement.

In combination these various features pfia competency based apprbach

to education call for schooling to differ in important ways frOm phe

approach to schooling found in most communities today. By adding to these

characteristics a strong commitment to the need for both students and,

faculty to adapt outcomes, indicators of outcome achievement, %nd learning

A
activties to fit their own particular needs, abil-ities and learning' styles,

competency base(educati.on represents an approach to schooling that approxi-

mates what many would consider to be impOssibly idealistic. Evidence from

the arena of competent' baAd teacher education, however,,suggests-that

such an approach to schooling is an attainable goal, and attainable without 4

a great increase in the resources now available to schools (Schalock, Kersh

and Garrison, 1976).

Charac ristics

While t seven elements described above may represent the identi-

fyin sential characteristics of competency based education, they

do not constitute an exhaustive nor sufficient set. 'There, remain the

questions, for e'ample, of how the outcomes desired from schooling are
.

to be established; how resources and personnel are to be organiawl to

carry out tyke processes called for by ...0e defining characteristics; how

-0
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detisivs about curriculum, instruction and resource allocations are to -

be maderland how the actual operat-ions involved in instruction and assess-

ment are to be carried out. These are the muscle and sinew of any educe-

tionaliprogram, including those that are competency based. The fact that

_a program is competency based will have major implications for the form

whi.chisuch enabling aspects-of program operation take, but every,educatjonal

program must have such characterist'$cs, in one form or another, to function

at all.

On the basisof the definipg.features that have been proposed, it

would seem that at least three enabling featuies are required for a.'"obmi-

tency based prograin to function optimally:

1. A means for identifying and obtaining agreethent on
the educational outcomes sought by a district,.and
a means for insuring that they reflect

social conditions, both present and antici-
pated; and -

what is known about human development and
learning.

'2. A means for managing or,edministering the program
which inures

4-

the functional linkage of program planning
Operating and budgeting proce2ig;
in information management syst at sup-
ports data dependent)decision making; and
the appropriate pReparation, placement and
utilization of personnel.

4 vi

4

3. 'A means for arriving a- t prograM related decisions

that makes explicit for each major category of deci-
sion to be made

the structure or "mechanism" through which.the
decision is to be made (e.g., an 'individual
teacher or team of teachers, a departmental
or grade level committee, a schooL-wide com-
mittee, a school-community council);
the groups to be represented i the decision
making process;
the procedures to be foired in arriving at
a decision; and
the data to be considened7in arriving at a
decision.

5165'



, ' These three characteristics reflect two major points of -emphasis. The

first hi$4to do with ensuring that the outcomes to be pursued in an ed-
. .

ucational system 'are appropriate and of high quality. The second hastto

do with euuring that the program as a whole functions as planned.

.

In light of the strong outcome orientation of a competency based

approach to education, and in light of the'requirement'that these out

comes be explicit and agreed to, steps must be taken to ensure that the

outcomes to be pursued are those that should be pursued. 'A competency

based program attempting to operate without this characteristic would

soon find itself in trouble if'in fact it'were able to be implemented

at all

Much the same *rationale can be brought to the issue of,pr gram manage-
..

.ment. If resources and personnel are not wisely used in relatiOn to out-

comes-to be achieved, and if decisions are not made on the basis of data

that are available and in a manner that is in keeping wittlythe public and

outcome-oriented stance of CBE, a program would soon"?ind itself in severe

411.diff/hwul-ty.
I

While critical in the long run to program operation, the enabling

041rcharacteristics listed probably do not need to be fully operat. ional when

a competency bbsed program is first implemented. It is likely,however,
.

that unless these characteristics are an integral par't.of plannrigs.in rela-

tion to program implementation, and unlesi..they are implemented quickly

and as completely as resources permit, a 'district's experience with compe-

tency based education Will be short and unhappy.

Unique Characteristics

After extensive debate, and after'a careful review of the literature

. pef4e-i-ming to competency based edlication and teacher education, it appears

. 6
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there are only three aspects of the various defining and enabling charac-

teristics that have been outlined that are unique to the idea of compe-

tency based education. These are:

The insistence that a minimum set of theoutcomes
desired from schooling be defined in terms of We
ability of students to function effectively life
roles when they complete school;

ITige requirement that a minimum set of these outcomes
(competencies) be demonstrited as 0 basis forgradu-
ation from school;-and

The requiremen performance in relation to this
minimum set of ou s be summarized and displayed
as part, of the certification process.

All of the other characteristics that have been listed as either defin-

ing or enabling of competency bised education could as well appear in a

. .

mastery learning or performance-based approach to instruction.

To some readers this conception may seem to miss the point of compe-

tency based education, o r to so simplify the meaning of CBE that it denies

the promise it ostensibly holds. Perhaps so. But the power of.these

three features to fundamentally alter the nature of schooling, and-to

noticeably improve the capacity of young people and adults to function,

within the context of present day 'society, should not be underestimated.

Coming to grips with what such out "comes should be has the potential of

changing relationships between-schools'and communities, relationships

between studentS-and faculty, and the way we .think generally, about what

th outcomes of schooling should be. _Recognizing how such, outcomes are
.

to be achieved and assessed is likely to change how we think about where..

and how' instruction is to occur, where and how assessment is to occur,

who is to be involved in. the instruction and ast essment Proce0, and the

amount of time required-for Instruction and assessment.

racing the reality of having to certifythat a student has in fact
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demonstrated the ability' to function effectively in various.life roles

in out-of-school settrngs is likely to force schools to.take their 'respon-

sjbility for learning much more seriously. It disd is likely to cause

schools and communities to_ be much more ,erious about following dtaduates

to see how in fact they are able to function in out-of-school cifitexts,

and to use this information inBefihing school programs. fin'ally, it is

-likely to bring to the outcome identiNcation process.a much more thought-

fill, analytic and serious orientation than has been the case typically in

the past.

If these consequences occur they must of necessity cause a rethick-

ing of all. of the outcomes desired from schooling, and their relationship

60 those to be required for graduationg.

Wshort, it is possible that what appear on first reading'to be

three relatively innocuous characteNstics of an educational program have

-withinothem the power to influence in a major way an entire educational

system. Whether they'd° so depends ofcourse upon the kinds of outcomes
P

identified, the indicators. that are to'be accepted as evidence of outcome

achievement, the seriousness with which evidence to be 4tained on out-

come achievement, and the commitment a school and community h'ave to the

achievement of such outcomes by students. If meaningful outcomes are .

established, strong evidence of outcome achievement obtained, and all s.tu-

dents are expected to achieve thectutcomes desired -- and are offered

alternative means of achieving these outcomes that accommodate their

interests and abilities -- schooling as it is know?' in America today will

of necessity change.

6S
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4
Some Subtlet-it:s And CompAexities

'Embedded 0 Tife DefiniVbtoris Proposed

Bach orthe'elements that contribute to a Competeny based approach
p

to education contains subtleties,andcomplexities that are not otivioLis.

from the'descripti ns*that have.teen provided,thus far. Moreover, thspe

subtleties and complexities tend, to rease as elements are combined in-
,

to an operational program. 'Chapters 4 And 5 are addressed tdbthese extended,

.meanings,' but two aspect of a coMpeency based approach to education con'."1

fain sufficient subtlety and complexity, and-'.are sufficiently central. to

all elm, that they need to be dealt with prior.to these extended diips-
0

sion. These have to do with the idertifAcation of role-eried.compe-.
I

Ilk
i

\ 11. .

tenties, and the relationship between such competencies' an8 other4outcome$.

e rid from instruction. The subtleties Oat differentjpieperform3nce-
4

,k
0 I

based and competericy based-,Approaches to education also.require further.
. . -

elaboration.

Implications Of The Pr osed-Definition.
Of CoMpetence For am Operation

s A - ,/
Deflining'Competence as the ability tb function e. ectively in roYe-

-

- .

.
1.,

related endeavorl his major implicaiion's for both, the assessment of compe-,
1

4 -"0a .

'tante and instruction ip relation to the acquisition of competrce. Though

4
obviously related, aCh is treatedseparately ict the ptgraphs that, follow...,

/p IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ASSESSMENT. OF COMPETENCE. As defined by Gale .:

and Pol,the-tlemonsfAlon_of competence requ rtes evidence of. the ability*

to apply,..knowledges, skills and attitudes in, the performance, of role-
.

dilt
.

relalled'tasks. Ideally this would involve obtaining eviderice of related
. 0

beha ior in real-life settings, for example, the performance of the roles
s

of 0 homemaker in a 1-lome; theroerformiVe of.the'roles qarpenter in

the context of a construction project; the performance of the roles) of a

55 ,63 .
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I
teacher in an ongoing school ng;, the Perfoi-mance of roles related

to being a responsible cit. within the context of a community.

r

ever,iin.ce access to such real-life,settings 'is often difficul
Jo"'

r

arrange,

and evidence of performance in-such settings costly to obtain, something

' less. than the ideal may have to do.

One alternative is to de strate the ability to perform role-related

tasks Under, simulated conditions. These may occur within such well estab7 ,

go

ri

d laboratories as the woodworking and automotive shdet and the home

nakin fac yes maintained by most schools; through "simulation.games"

that c

.'or er forms of "applied performance" demonstration that are in use or

0
for the application of knowledge and skill to social .sltuations;

4

.

that could be developed by a creative teacher.

Barring evidence' of the ability to dimply knowledge and skill in real

life or simulated settings, a school may accept as evidence of competence

the masterNAOhowledges and skills assumed to be needed to perform role-

relatedtasks corietently. This orcourse is less persuaSive as evidence
.

.

of competence', but may for one reason or another be the beg% evidence_ that
1

--N

a school is able to manage.

the decision a school Takes about the definition and assess-,

1
ment of competence will a lways represent a trade-off between what is

",

desired aryl what is possIble:7,the value gained "loom strong definition and

assessment should not be underestimated., The general assumption iA that

the stronger the evidence of competence,the better one ,on Predict success

in job or life roles following graduation frdlirchool, an assumption which

in turn becomes important for instruction'while still in school and for.

certifying what a student is likely to be able to do after school. The

.

relationship between kind of evidence about competence and the ability

'to pi:edict success in out-of-school settings'is illustrated in Figure 4..

- u 56



The rationale-underlying- igure 4 is elaborated in papers by Schalock

(19X"; 1972). The implications for measurement of a 'definition of compe-

tedc of the kind proposed by Gale and Pol also has been elaborated by

Schalock (1973), and by Schalock, Kersh and Garrison (1973).

Masttry,Of
Knowledges And
Ski.11,s Assumed

'co Be Needed'

To Perform
Competently
In A Partidular .

44 Job -Or Life Role

WEAK PREDICTOR

A MO PREDICTOR

4

Demonstrated
Ab i 1i fc To Perform

A' Particular Job

Or Life Role Under
r'Simulated"

Conditions

A STRONG PREDICTOR

Demonstrated Competence In A
ity To .Perform Particular Jpb

A ParticularvJob O Life Rdle
Or Life RoldUnder Following
Short Term, '"Real ' Gra4mati'on From
Life" Conditions Hi l'h School

Figure 4. A representation of theolue'of alternative school-based
. measures of competence as predictors of competence in out-

of-school settings.* 1.

a

A related implication of the Gale-Pol definition of competence, and

one that causes performance standards to assume unusual forms, is the

recognition that the demonstration of competence is always idiosyncratic

to a particular student assuming a particular job or life role in a par=

ticular demonstration context. Gale and Pol have recognized thirs impli-
/

cation and have stated it forcefully:

57
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t

'

-

OP .

...._ A
Competence, because 1

p
p ts tted to a position

411

occupied
by'an individual ht0a0 being, i's highly. indlyidualistic..
is personal. No twOinstructiOnal tecdnologitts,-for
instance, will possess the came identifiable sets of
skills, abilities, knpitledge etc.', Will, they be
capable of exercising these to the'same degree' and ,

level. of proficiency.'(p 20)
1

.
.

It could be added that students will not only possess a different set of
. ..,,

enabling knowledges and skills, and be able t e ercise them atsdiffering
_

.
1 .Jlevels of proficiency' but they would not e rcise them in the same wa'

. ..,
,

t ,even if they were possessed at the same levels of proficienty..' NOr is

t,

there need to exercise knowledge and skill in alpaLtdcUlar way,to carry

out a task competently_. The bld adage of there being.'i.dany roads tO,

Q.Rome" must always apply.tothe 'be rfiance of complex'tasks. The reality
.**e r

of,differences between individuals, and the inter action bf these differ-

ences in the mUltitule of,settings within Which..a particular task is per-

formed, will always force homage Ilto be paid to Rome. The paperi refertlid

to earlier by Schalock (1973). and:by Schalock, Kersh and Garrison (1973)

elaborate the implications of.this apparent dilemma foP4essessment.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ACQUISITION OF COMRETENCE, The implications

for instruction of the
a Gale=Pol definition of.icolvetence parallel closely

its implications for assessment: if evidence of competence is to 'remain--
-

J

at the level of knowledge and skill mastery, instruc, tion. need not djffe
.( .S

.

from most instruction that currently goes on in school PO-gond its modi-
--,* ,,,.

. .

fication to fit a mastery lea nirfg or perfoi-mance based framiwork. If
,---

,

evidence of competence is repired under Omulated ljfe conditions, how-
. _,..,... .

. \ *

ever, or under short term rglk life conditions, inttrtlion'iakes on quite

',different properties. Oder these conditions* Instruction'tends to assume
,

4/the-form or siosUpervin ins the performance-of (role-related.ttsks. Opera=

tionally this means offering assistance in the integration of the knowledges T,

./

and s-kIlls needed to perform a particular task, with assistance belds provided''
.
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through, structured guidance, feedback on successful approximations to
.

performance, etc. To the.extent that the deMonstratIon of'competenct is

to ,take place, in simudated,ochool-based, settings, the organization and

logistiCs of such' instruction are relatively simple. To the extent that

it is to,take place ln.reaq life, out-of-school settings,organizational

and logistic ,considerations Increase in complexity.'. .1.-.

In con4ront ing the4and other implications of the proposed defini-
.

tiKi.ofcompetehce, persons responsible for the implementation of compe-

tency bas0 'education programs' may come to feel that the'whole concept of

Jo,

_competency based gducation is impraCtIcai., if not downright impossible..
- 4

, .

Theppder needs- to be assured that this ..r-s'noS the case, though obviously
- .

ii. ,

, '. , . .

such a definition has mar implications for the nature of instruction and
. .

assessment within schools, and the nature ofresoprce allocations'that
. i .r.,

..-

accompany tHem. Such an approachyto competency definition, assessment

-.., 4t --.4: " ti_ -andinstruction
1.

has been carried out.gt.the-lippr eacher education,

,

. ,anda careful analysis of lillated costs and'benefits have demonstrated

''that it is not only, possible but reasonable within essentially Ahsame ,
.

.

, 0
4resdUrces availatfe,to'non-competerky based teaCher education programs

(Schalock, -iGerl-i and Garrison, 19W-, By tawing,uPon the experience of:

. _
spch a,program, and by attending carefully AO the evidence of costs and

.,,
. A - ,,

benefitsthat have accompanied t, the. application of the same principles-,A

.

to the operation Of.ischools sho6ld be viewed as both possible and, promising. ,

t
0 a 406 .7

- .Competerice"Enablert. Of Competence, And .

- Enrichers ,C..f,Life:-. Three Broat Categories
Of Outcome That Require Attention In A -----

411F?Competency Based Approach To EducatiOn-

Discussion thus.far about the outcomes of a competency based'approach

to education have centered primarily On coMpetencies.to'be demonstrated,

.

that i s, the broad Categories. of .u/comes that ,reflect the ability to

V
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function effectively, it cri;ical life roles. -Such outcomes clearly are

a_special focus of competency based prOgrams, but what about the many',

",cittierkinds'of learning outcomes expected from schooling and that tradi-

. tionally have been attended to by schools? %For example, what does compe-,

tency based education have to say abotfit the,acquisit-on of knowledge? The

adligsition'oi special skills such as the ability to play a musical instru-

ment, the ability to solve complex Mathematica, prcilems or the ability

to relate sensitively to-others? And what about the formulation of atti-

tudes, value,, role,definitions, and what generally areffelt to bd the en-
,

richers of life? Does competency based education, acknowledge but dssen

tially ignore those basic and far-reaching dimensions 4f schooling? Does

it attend to some of these outcomes but not others? Or does it attend.

to all categories of outcomes desire0-from schooling with the same atten-,

044.

,tion that is directed to life role competence?

In a fully operational performance-based program such ques,tions woul4

not need to be asked, for all outcomes desired of schooling would receive

the same systeMatic instruction and assessment. In a fully opeyational

competency besedprogram at least the comf)eiencies,required for graduation,
.

and the enablers of these competencieswould be attended to in this.10/..

:it makesilittl se to insist that particular competencies be demon-

-0
strated for purpo of graduation without being sure that the knowledges,

11
skills and -predis itions%ddmanded by such competencies are in the

repertoire of 0.he learner.

IN , Competency based,programs have the option, of course, to focus jin
, i v",

whatever. outcomes are 0judged to be important or manageable by those re:
.

)
sponsible for policy decisions about such'matters, and, so it is'completely

possible for coMpettn6i based programs.to focus ori either a very Bead or

a very narrow set of competencies and their enablers, or upon the, full

.60
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/:t

4

'range of outcoMs desired from schooling. Depending on the breadth and

focus of these dk'isions, a cbmpetency based approadh to education may

extend throughout a district or it May be Jimited 04to a relatively small

numb of the educational pragramt offered by a district.

The 'schematic outlined in Figne 5 may help illustrate the point.

It represutsan attempt to.display graphically the various categOlts
d

of outcomes ordinarily attended to- in the course of schoohjng, and how

.

e
these categories rerlaig to the special -set of outcomes within a compe-

tency ba ed program that need to be demonstrated as minimum requirements

for gradyffi

three rioad

schematic suggests that at least two and preferably

es of outcomes be represented in the set of outcomes

demonstra -d for graduation: the basic skills needed to fun ction

roles; the abil ctwilly function in life roles; and the knowledge,

special skills and/or red.i,spositions that a community holds in highest

regar*d. The outcomes' ntitledErrichers Of Life are as d\itical in a

' competency based approach to schooling as they 'are in any other approach,

but tilay may or may not attended to in as Ottematic a way as area

0
. .

competencies and th& enab er- Of competence.. ,

110
The spe6ific ottcome to be attended to within the various categories ..

-,

ti

!'

Of outcbmes
0

portrayed in V Lke 5 will of course be ditermined by each
. .6,

,

state and local district. A competency based approach to education makes'

-
no assumptions about, what the specific content,of an educaional program,

jr

01

,0

Further Comme;Its On The Need .To 'Differ-

,entle& Between Perfarthance Base 'And
Competency Based kchiFational Programs

41,-. 'Much already hasbeen said about. the, close relationship between per-
'

formance, based and Zompetedcy'based educational programs. A great deal

142
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R OF S OF COMPETENCE LI ENRICHMENT COMPETENCIESCOMPETENCE

12

9

S

APPRECIATIONS,
PERCEPTIONS,
AND THE
PURSUIT oF,
INTERESTS

music,
4 / ag

art,
cognitive, social,

"Grade 6
sports psyChomotor

"5 Level *0

KNOWLEDGE

e.g.,

facts, concepts, principles
./

SPECIAL SKILLS

BASIC

SKILLS

reading

$4

U

3

PREDISPOSITIONS

e.g.,

attitudek, values,

role definitions
*

writing,

speaking,

listenipg,

computing

ABILITY

/TO
FUNCTION

EFFECTIVELY
// IN/

LIFt R L S

e.g.,

consumer

producer

faNi ly

member

Outcomes
To Be

Demonstrated
*

411-1--- As Minimum

Requirements
For Graduation

Other Outcomes
Desired From
Schooling

Figure 5. A graphic illustratIon of the outcomes Of schooling to be attended to in a competehcy based
.education program, a6d*theirinterdependence.
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N.,

of tonfusion has existed historically, and continues to exist, between the

...

two concepts. Furthermore, there tends to.be no systematic di inction

atLI\between performance based instruction and perform'ance based ed ion, or

between competency based instruction and competency based education when

probably there should be. On the assumption that there are functional

anclimeaningful differenws between these approaches to education,an effort

-11,a6 been made to identify he characteristics that both distinguish and

differentiate them. These distinctigAs'are outlined in Figure 6.

On the basis of these distinctions it will be seen that both perform-

ance based and competency based approaches to education are unusually

compiex phenomena. It also will be seen, however,'that competency based

education, because of its commitment to applied performance outcomes and

its insistence that such outcomes be demonstrated as the basis for grad-

uation, is the more complex of Ilhe two... This level of complexity is com-

pounded when competency based programs opt for the characteristics listed

at the bottom of the figure, an option which competency based programs

tend to pursue.

Portraying The Characteristics Of
A Competency Based Education Program

Given the many.elements that comprise a competency based education

program, and the wide range of options withii each element, the initial

task for a district that wishes to implemeriit a competenc:baSed program

is toarrive at the particular combination of options that best meet the

needs and circumstances within the district. Since the number and kind of

options available are legLon,the range of combinations possible are

essentially endless. -Chapter 6.outcomes a number of such combinations,

and treats them as "alternative models" of cbmpetency based educat
/i on.
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PERFORMANCE BASED INSTRUCTION

Outcome Statemen
Outcome Measur
Performance Sta dards
Instructional 'Programs
Record Keeping Systems

A commitment to continue with in-
struction until performande stand-
ards are met

(The indiwidualization of the in-
struction- learning- assessment pro-
cess may apply only to times but
there is no reason for it not to'be

. interpreted more broadly, e.n., to
include learni experiences andtl

assessment proce ures)

a

4,
AJ1 of the above, plu'

stA commitment to refine and revise
instructional programs onthe basis
of student learning until they are j

'optimally effective -for all learners

COMPETENCY BASED INSTRUCTION

ALL OF THE ELEMENTS'

4
LISTED UNDER PBI

PLUS

A sub -set of outcomes that relate

clearly to performance in 4ife roles
(competencies), and

The requirement that a minimum set
of outcomes, including the ability
to function effectively in life
roles, be demonstrated as a basi
for graduation

(The individualization of the in

struction-learning-assessment ro-

cess is interpreted as broadly as
practical for all learning ou omes
pursued in the program, but espe-

cially for competencies to be demon-
strated for purposes of graduation)

a

All of the above, plus .

A commitment to refine and revise
instructional programs on the basis
of student learning until they are
optimally effective for all learners

OPTIONS FOR ELTHER PBE OR CBE

o'A commitment by school faculty to working jointly with students,and members. .

of the community in identifying the outcome desired from schooling, and
A commitment to managing the educational process on 4n objectives-oriented
and cost-effectiveness or cost-benefit basis

Figure 6. Character4tics that distinguish an differentiate performaHNI based
instruction and education from competency based instruction anti
education:



4f-ter a dlltrict has identified the particular constellation of

options to be implemented,a way must be fclund to convey this to staff

and members of the community. In many, respects this -turns out,to be 'as

difficult as deCiding upom the particular options to be implemented. To

facilitate both the process of program dernitiorvand the task of por-

trayin-§this definition to d4strict personnel and members of the commun-
.

ity,. a chart has been prepared that permits ash implementing district to

portray graphically the various characteristicsofthe,program it plans

to implement. Th1'1'' chart appears as Figure 7..

In studying Figure 7 it will be -seen that only four major dimensions

of chOicOwith respect to. program characteristics are "outlined, even

though -the prclposed definition Of competency based education includes

'seven defining characteristics and three enabling characteristics (fte . -

PP 43 and 49). This simplification for,purpo'ses of display is made pos--

sible by combining several elements..into a single-dimenon, for exakple,

community participation and program evalbation under thePROGRAM OPERATION

dimension, and by assuming all fOu-r dimensions are simply additions toa

performance based approach to instruction and assessment (see the enclo-

sures In7The upper.left corner and the center of the Chant). Moving

counterclockwise from the upper right corner,these include the instruc-
.

tion/asse-S-sment dimension, the but,come dimension, the program inclusive-
.110

.0

ness dimension and khe program operation dimension. In combination these
o

.four dimensions and the of a performance based or mastery

learning approach to insttuctit cover all of the defining and enabling
ek,

characteristics that comprise a competency based Iducational program.
6 .

Tie Options outlined-along each dimension are notexhaustive.b t

they do offer a reasonable sample of the options school districts o states

are likely to implement. In combination the options listed provide a

65 406
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FIGURE 7. tarPSIONS OF CHOICE IN DEFININGAND IMPLEMENT-I& A COMETENCY BASED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

'A PROGRAM CHARACTER-
ISTIC ON WHICH THERE

IS NO CHOICE

(POINT A)

A PERFORMANCE-BASED
NAPPROAH TO INSTRUC-

TION /ASSESSMENT

Aistery of knowledge

r
II

I, .plusAemonstea-

tion of skilts
THE

.ouapmE III -

DIMENSION 11, plus demonstra-
tion of attitudes,
values and interper-
sonal drieqtations

TUE INSTRUCTION /ASSESSMENT DIMENSION

The "Persona lization" Of The
A Instruction/Assessment Process

The "Individualization" Of The
Instruct i on/Asses,s,ment- Proces-s

B
b .

C

A, plus alternative/ B, plus alternative/
negotiable means by negotiable time
-which to achieve limits within which
desired outcomes to achitve desired

outcomes

I V .

III, plus ability to function
effectively in 4ife roles

4

D E

x

C, plus alternative/ D, plus alternative/
negotiable measures' negotiable outcomes
of Outcome achieve- to be achieved
ment

xxxxxxxxxxxxxgxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxlcx
, "

, x
x A PERFORMANCE BASED APPROACH TO INSTRUCTION INVOLVES x'

x

x
x
X

x
A statement of outpdmes desired frog instruction x
A program of.instiuetion that f

instruction

acilitates the x
achievementof desired outcomes x

x - k Measures of outcome achievement x
x ,A record keeping system that enables both students x
x and teachers to monitor progress toward outcome. x
x ' achievement _. "- x

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx4xxxxxxxxxx
5- '4 5'

THE PROGRAM INCLUSPVENESS DFMENSI-ON

a. Selected'outcomes/units
within-course(*)

b. One or more. courses

Withiri a building
2

c. Sequences of courses or
segments 'of programs
°within a building:

. Wi rh i n byild[ng pro-

graMs

/
e. Sequences of courses

Or segments of, pro-
', grams that cross-

.cut buildings .

f. District wide pro-
grams

g. Total building
curricure

h. Total district
curriculum, ,

I

4 PROGRAM OPERATION DIMENSION

. Student referenced ire-
view, critique, eval-
mate).

1. studenvassisted(advise,
instruct, assess)

3. "Community referenced

(re w, critique,
AATbate)-

e. Community assisted
(advise, instruct
assess)

-SIlort,term program eval-

ua ion /improvement

system ,

term program

uation/Improvement
system

7. Ouilme'achievement'a
bas s for program'place-

r ment decisions

8. Outcome achievement a 04,
basi's for graduation
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44

. . , 4 1

means of diyying a wide array of progf-ams that vary significantly in

focus and operation. '4 .

Generkly speaking, the chart has been constructed so that - programs

,using small numbers and letter's appeareing at the front of the alphabet

as daa/or,iiit'ors are simpler than programs using 'larger numbers or letters

appearim later in 40e afphabet. '1,11 this regard examples ofAmodlS deS-.

cribed .Chapter6 range frit Model 115-4-Vi ` (Mdel 1) to Modall iVE-h
io

4,5,6,7,8 (Model 6). Readers interested irr'seeirig how the various rgodels
J .i?
. t , 4

dealt with in Chapter 6 are described by using the'cliart are 'referred to,/ siL 0 a' '/ . . .pl16.and Figure 13, "149. Comparable clipats are provided for

all modelsjoscribed.
4z#
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111APTER 4. IMPLICATIONS'OF COMPETENCY' BASED EDUCATION
FOR THE ORGANJZATIDN AND OPERATION OF SCHOOLS

s

Even though competency based education is largely an extension or

refinement of what schools alteady are doing, its adoption will influence

how schls are now organized and operated. The na
J1

ure of these implica-

tions will, of course vary with the specific program characteristics

a4bpted,.for,example, the nature and range of learning outcomes to be

J

demonstrated as a basistfor graduttion, but if the definition of competency

based education that has been proposed 414,Chapter 3 is accepted,the organ-

*
izetton and bperat ion of schools will,undergo considerable change. The

aw
purpose ofitttis 'chapter is to suggest what some of tlFse changes might be

Each of the proposed defining and. enebli4 characteristicsof compe-

tency based education programs is treated separately in the chapter, for
a I

leach carries its own implications for the organization and oReration of

-schools. Some related implications also are spoken to, for example, the

cost of schooling and the amount of work required Of studenis,`but these

are treated topic by topic. The fiull"range ofimplications that come with
J.

tIVe adOpijorrof particular conFigurations of defining and enabling,char-

acteristics are treated inChapter 6 as "alternative models" of compe=
*

tency based education.

Before Proceeding it needs to be poin

t

out that the discussioti-

A

th4 follows is necessarily general. Specificimp !cations can be dealt

'1'

.11N
with-only afier.a school. or diArict makes specific6ecitions about the

.
.

nature and content of the various defining and enablihQ,characteristics

.to be imp(eZted. Some of the many optioas that exist for sChools ih
.

. ,

this regard are outlined in Chapter 5.

f
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Outcome Identification

Perhaps mare than anythi.ng else,competency based education is seen
irr %

as a means of clarifying the outcomes desired from education, extending
f

these outcomes beyond those typically pursued by schools, and insisting

upOrt clear evidence of the achievement of a particular set of outcomes

prior to graduation. In' many.respects the processof goal settirt in a

competency based educa
\I

ion program is.much like that in traditional pro-

grams in that

e They broad outcomes desired by a community of its
schools are to e specified;

The programs of instruction offered by schools
_within a community, and the outcemet-expected
from them. are to be,consistentowjth these broad
outcomes; 44r

The courses offered by schools within-a community,
/
,_.and the outcomes expected from them, are to be

consistent .with the broader outcomes; and

AM of A above are to be'guilleciptby arrcarfalysis'
of conditions affecting grpduate of education
.programskin the future, as well as an`up-td-date
knowledge of what is known about human development
and learning.

'

Such goal setting procedUres are only a beginning, however. A '

competency based approach to education Tequires two additional steps:

An insistence that a Cnimum set of outcomes, desired
from schooling-bestatlid in terms of- the demonstrated
ability to function effectively in life rbles outside*
of school (41-re set of outcomes desired from 'schooling
that are called 'competencies); and A IA...

l \An insistence that students demonStrate this minimum
,

set of competencies as a basis' for graduations arif

that the demonstration of competencies by each student
tie so certified.

le

._

.

.
. , %

Geherally speaking, these Steps make the iderst ification of desired Outcomes

Kithin 4 CBEmode of operatiAn amore demanding process than it has..,,bean

traditionally in schools, and,as a consequence tends to require that ,

A ,W
% 70. 85 4,
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structures and procedirres be established specifically foorposes of

identifyi.ng the outOOMes deiired schOoling. Moir is staid' of this

on pages )2 through 94. ,

, 1 . ,
r ,

,

A third.practice that is
,

advocated in Oregon as an accompaniment to

the goal setting prOtesS it:CBE adds further to its complexlty. This in-

4
volves identifying' they4"indicators" of.outcome achiement (types'of evi-

dence to be looked to injudgg whether a desired outcome has been
e.

4

achieved) at the same time,that outcomes are being defined. SuCh apro-

. N
cedure helps clarif4othe meaning, of general ,outcome statements being con-,

sidered, and provi.des clear direction as to how each outcome Rot° be

measured.
4

When these features are added to'the traditional goal%setting pro-

cedures ofeducilion some Of the poWer of CBE becomes apparent. -The%

clarify'the goal setti.ng process by pointing to whacwill pe accepted,as
, 4

evidence of gOal.achieVement; they press for the cnkteorne's 0 education, to

A

be thought of in terms of performance in out-of-school contexts as well

as within school.'contexts;' they demand that schools go beyond the point Al

V
of rhetoc4c about achieVing,such outcomes, and obtain firm evidence.about

32.

their achi vement;'ind they require,that_schools link graduati00-,and, .. - , s .

certification to tne demonitrAtediphievement of such outcomes. By talc,-
, . .

, _
.,, A,

ing Ais last Stepla school System 'enters fully into the arenarol. accdunt-
.

, .

.0,

ability, for it thereby.accepts the otLigation to offer. instructional pro-
.:

. A. -11
.. , , , '/

grams that,will enable students to attain the knowledge and,skill'required
. %.

, .

to function effectiveh4 in out-of-school settingt as well' as assess their .

, .

ability,to do so.

.

.
t -.- /v

s.,,

t '

I 8

"V

.1
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Outcome Evaluation Arid Certification

* .

,

Once desired *learning outcomes have been established, a criti.ca4 next ,,

S.

step, in a competency based prograin Is determining how eRese outcomes are
0

- ,

.

to be evaluated, and how studehts ane to 'be certified as having met*

not met .the outcomes required for §radUatior5.YThis is the aspect of

schooling that, probably' is changed most under a competency blip approach.

to education, for typically outcome measurement is a procdsi dotwell

attended to in schools. In CBE it is.central. It. is im a sense the A

heart of CBE; -for,instructien in A competency b -program, as well _as

graduation and certification, is linked directly to outcome measurement.
4 .4s

So are the processes of resource 'allocation, program- adaptation,.and

the whe'rewithall to give meaning to the concept of school accountability.

Of equal impdrtanceis the fact that the ttancea district takes.

41
respet to evWuation and certification has mpact on the level_ of

. .

complexity introduced to the operation of sch ,and the resources

requited for their operation.

'Jn some respects the demand of competencybased Ovation for evi-
.

_

dente of outcome achievement is its most powerful feature: Such informa-

tion permits students to be clear about what trey are 'trying to achieve;

.,..7.-

it enables..them to track the progress they are making; and it enables. them
A

,

xt
-ito know when they have achieved what they are hoping to achie ft- -.also

4
permits teachers for be clear about the otioMes both they and their tu-

.

. y
4,

dents arp trying to achieve. It enables them to track ihe progrers

(
4 individual -students toward desired outcomes; it enables them to ad rn-

\
a

struction aw)rdin9ly;'and it enables them to know When.desired outcomes
, . Aft #41

-, , ..
a

1 - afwachieved so-that instruction need nig be,carried further. These ad-
,t

.

/- 1* .

vaqtaget provide a means stfor the Atstruction-learnin4- process to be shars ly
, ..

focused and more e tie t than otherwise possible.
.

.. .

. .
,

. . . 7287 _,.
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FihallY, evidence of outcome achreverent -s anumber'of advantages
,%.

for school districts as a whole. It/enables a, district, for,example, to

.be clear about eheeffectiveness of its various Instructional programs, and

s

to share this information with its patron's.' It also provides a rQeans of
4 .

/
allocating resources for (he.impri-ovementof weak' programs, and fipT Marshall-

ina cOmmuni.ty support fde.progriiimprovement on the basis of fact ra;her

than argument and exhortation, at also prvide;1*ekiAti 5f informaticA

about outcome achievement that districts,increasIngf are called upon

td prodUce.

'While the CBE requirement for evtdence of outcome achievement is in

some ways rtt most useful feature,, it-also may be its mo§t troublesbme.--

No Standardized measures of Achievement do not go far'toward rillefiring -the

4

. needs of outcome assessment withih a competency based. program., They do

not assess performance,in out-of-schobl seteings; -they do not attend to

% .

many of the skill And attitudinal Okomes that disfcts desire*; and

they ere not .a gdod oe forproviding continuous feedback to, students

And teachers about performance in relation6to specific outcoMes., In addl.-

tion, tany,paren,ts.and educt6rs feel they prov't inappropriate evidence

of, outcome achievement, for they 'arecommonlyibased on a norm ,referenced
. \.... , . .

approach to measurement rathil.than a criterion-referenced apppoath.
. . ,

. . .

As 4 consequence of suchAimitAtfont,,districts'ettempein to imple-
.

!tent a competency based approach to education are faced 'with thetask of

i

haling to deve'l'op the tools to -assess the vist maiority,of outcomes desired
, 1

re - .

from 'sChoOling, And to doso according to the principles of criterion- , r
.

leferented testing. '. de. ,.. Y

83.
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'4

. For persons who are knowledgeable concerning the'principles of'mea-
6

A..
.surement, and for teachers and admintistrators who know' liow ,much time end

\
...' .

. ,-*
0) . energy are required to develop, sound teacher -made tes4, the...magnitude of

* \ .,.. .-
.

a task rs.apparesuli \ nt.- Not
,

only is -O

.

the technology criterion-refer-' .
*

ehced testing still primitive, and the number of persons familiar with the,

technology limited, the resources required to clevelOO and use 'the tech-

noOgy on a scd'ie implied by CBE are sizeable. Given existing obnstraintj

on most,schobl budgets large pools of new fesources are nat'likeiyto be

found,and as a consequence distt-icts that asst. a CBE mode ofiopeiation

must find ways to channel existing resources to the assessmeriefunctionf..

They must also fihd ways to make dd*with xelatiVely unsophitiAcdte'dmea-.

sures of'outcome achievement, fir the' nember df such'MeaSures to be developed
a

rules against a high degree of. sophistication in the
'Lmmediately foresee--

- \

able future. ...,'

. .
.

If funds within a district are channeled to ,the assessment-function,.
7

a related.decisjon wil) hate to be made: Should. they be placed in the
4, ,* ,

hands of teachers so that e assesment.nunction can be carried Out in
4

a conjunCtion with instrulion, or should they be placed in thethrds of
.

.. .

- 1

r
, district'assessmentpersonnef who would work cooperativecooperatively: gith teachers?t

, , y

:Thls wilL
,
be a matter of district preference tough obv-tous* the'decl---;,.

sion made in this regard haikmajor: implications for staff development and
1 ..

. .,

the Ongoing openition of schoolt
. .

.

'So there is a dilemma within CAE. On the ohe hand it offers a set of .

procedures for 'the design and operation of .schools that stadds to improve",
. .

r "
considerably the qpality and ,vtility of sOhooling: On the other *and it

.6,' . , ' .

, t
requires'khowledge, expertise,.pd resources that at best are barely with-

-) -,...... ' ' * V ak

'0 is tie grasp of today's' schools.

,
* ' I . # .
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NOwheri is this more evident thansin the assessment Of learning

Outcomes. While pationWide testing efforts such as Project talent and

-, the National Assessment of Educational Progress are developing procedures'

for assessing competence in relation to er ormane in fife roles,kmuch

still needt to be done before school d tricts of average si'zeand- with an

average resource base willbe able to implement an assessment system
,

appropriate to competency based education. Clearly, the long term gains
.

anticipated from the competency based education movement rest in part do.

the technology of outcome assessment.
a

The Design A Operation Of Instructional Programs

. -_

"it has been argiiedin the preceding.pageg that. the careful and con-

tinuous assessnept ofthe outcomes desired from schooling contributes

toward the achievement of those_outcomesA CBE places an added'demandlDn.
i

.., ;
A.

:

schools, hdwever, by way of, outcome achlefement. This is the requirement

I

4' that instnuctional programs-be linked logically and directly to-,the Out-
s

comes desired from schotili'ng, an that instructional programs betjudged
4

successful only when students are able-to attain the outcomes desiredthe

s

through the operation of those programs.
. C'

,Opeaionaily this means that instroctioal-programt, courses within
. 4'

programs; and units of instruction within courses criusi be estabfisheO.on-
%

the.-Oasis of Outcomes to be aChieved rather than disciplints tosbe taught
4

.

or course titles Lu be maik ntained.
.-

i ,)
Such'aW approach to curriculum and instruction has majpr implication r

. ,
. .

,

for
.

the structuTe and operation ot.schools. One'of these' is the.organiza-
4

,.

4
t .

tion of scnools.arovnd courses. In a competency .based aproaCh toschoo1.7,
. - 4 t. . ,

ing students ae%likOy toengage in modules of instruction designed tqc

t . 75 "-;U ....
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promote .particular learning outcomes, instead of enrolling in courses that

'have the mastery of a particular body of subject Marter as their objective.

While a numberof modules/coulebe linked together in the form of a course,-

a course-structure need not be maintbined unless it is judged to be an

effective and efficient unit of organization for curriculum development

and instruction.

Another implication of linking curriculum and instruction fo outcomes

to'be achieved rather than disciplines to be taught is 141 the nature and

range'of learning experiences offered. -To remain consistent with the

principles and practiceS outlined in the_previout chapter, schools adopt,'

ing a competency based mode of operation have little option but to provide

a wide range of alternat+ve-learnirrs-exper-lences for.the-achievement of

each learning outcome desired. The-interdependence of the concepts of

mastery learning and individual differences in background, ability and

learning styles make alternative learning experlentes for each outcome a

tit
logical necessity.

For learning options to- become functional within the context of on-

-going -instructional programs, however, means must be found by which they'

. can b y exercised. Minimally, this r uires foer conditions: Or

a means by which students and instructors can sift through the optioos

available and arrive at the learning activity that appe s to be most

appropriate for a particular 'student working tower, a particular learning

outcome; (2) a means by which a learning experieds4 can_be tried a second
e

third time if the desired'outcome is not ,achieved; (3)-84flexible

. treatment of time in relation to outcome mastery and demonstration; and

(4) the offering of alternative 'learning experiences on-a schedule that

permits reasonably free and repeated access to them. Most schoois Teflect

i n their operation today some of these conditions; few reflect themail.
$ .,

1

I.

.
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As in the case of assessment, the practicarand,finantial imp"lica-

tionsrof linking curriculum and instruction to desired learning outcomes

are sijkle. 'While the technologies of mastery learning-and modularized

instruG are reasonably well established the task of:translating the

instructional program of a school rntosuch a frameWork.i'and then pre-

paring faculty to function yeffectively within it, if one-that requN'es

.not bnl,y a great deal of time and energy, but Assually ski11fUl leader-
.

snip as well,. Also, as Spady has pointed out, there are_still other impli-

cations that attend such eisSifi,, for it calls into question

"...three fundamental bases' of traditional school organ-
ization and praspice: (1) tht meaning and validity of',
semesters, quarters, and class periods gas bases for'
organizing instruction and conducting evaluation-for
certification purposes; (2) =tee meaning of a caurse
which typidalfy cons,issof as much content as- arf
instFuctor can fit into a given number of class periods
for most students within a given qUarter or semester;
and.(3) grading practices that reflect Comparisonk
across students within semesters-Ape without a-cri-
terion base as a standaed.In lighx of these points,
,the shift implied by CBE from timelosed too outcome -
based principles for school organization esents ch
fenges..to established and time-honored ices that
Tay be difficult, if not impossible 'to ac date.
'0976, P 77 '

Personalizing The Instruction-Learning Process

A competency based 40roach to education permits the instruction-

, -

learning process to be personal l, 'd in a variety of .ways::,-- The.MOsta. .i- : . ,
. .

obvious, and,probably thdomost ef-fective way to do so-iSthrOugh'the
.

AI
personalization of the instruct:tonal process. 16 keeping with the pre-4

/ -

ceding discussion this can be done throu0 tile.ro-Nbision Of

.
Alternative learning e*perien'tes for-the realize-

.

tion of each outcome'detred;
. *

An opportunity for students to-negotiate preferred
learning experiences, giyem differences in%bjck-

.

ground, learning styles, ,arid the indicators' to be',
rel-ied upon as evidence of outcome,achievement;

I



4

'4 An opportunitY to pursue
-activity (and achieve a pa
come) at differing retes.of
.tering Lipip c4 time;

4 An opportunity to choo se to
f- the instruction and assessmen

to work in achieving a particu

aIarticular learning
rticular learning out
speed and over dif-

extent possible
staff with whom
ar outcome; and

An_opportunity to engage in as ma
learning activities as needed, or
a particular learning activity as
needed, to achieve the learning out

ny different
to work through
many times as
comes desired.

'A less obvious but equally effective aNcenue)to personalization is

through students being able to negotiate the outcomes to be'achieved

through schooling,. with the exception perhaps of th

uati-one If School districts adopt this point of view

se required for grad-

0
only a small number of oetcomes to be demonstrated in o

, and also identify,

rder to graduate,'

students ssentially should be able tip tailor ,their echo

their own interests and abilities.4

Another way in which a competency based approach to ed

of programs.to

.110w.

ucat ion. can be
#

personali-zed is through students' being able toy negittjate the
, ...,,

i,

'to'be used as evidence of outcome achieyelnent,

.

izat i.on. is based on the recognitjon that evideno(( ootcome ach
:' '

.. %
...

can take a wide variety of forms, and that oni("ind of ev idence ca
. It = ,. . .

good as mother. The following example will serve"to illuStrate.

indicators,

to personal-

ievement

A be

student might choose to demonstrate the ability to read at a levelre

quired td-futTction inIcontemporary soltietY (a competence tkr be demonst

for graduation) by reading.ancr interpreting 'correctly the, meaning df a

.
series ofiewspaper articles, legal contracts,,merchandise:labels, recipe

-

or automotive repair manuals. Another student might choose to demonstre'te.
4

the same competAce through ceading and demonstratirg a grasp of the mean-
0.

ing of passages from Shakespeare, articles in populav scientific and 4

ated-

technological journals, existing laws and administrative rulings governing

a .\ 78 93
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advertising within a state, and a manual for assembling.a motorsscoOter,

'Either set*If indicators .would seem to be acceptable as evidence of ability

to read at a level required to function effectively in contemporary society,

and yet they are sufficiently different in 'kind to accommodate markedly

4,
different interests, and perhaps abilities, tn the two students.

4

another way a competency based approach to education can be

personalized is through "Students' being able to negotiate the-specific mea-

sures to be used in obtaining evidence of outcome achievement, and also

the level of performance to be demonstrated, on these measures as evidence

of satisfactory achieyement. These two avenues to personalization link

directly to-the indictors to be, used as evidence of outcome achievement,
/

The specific measures to be used to obtaih evidence of the ability to read
. .

and understand legal contracts, for example, would-be different from the

measures used to obtain evidence of the ability'to read-and understand

"--0`'the meaning of articles n current tethnolo6ical and scientific develop-

Jrnts, though the gemer I approach to measurement would be similar.,_ As

consequence of these differencesthe level of performance to be demon-
.

rated on these two measures as evidence of an acceptable- level of

hievement also-would differ.
o

The rationale underlying the assuAtion of the need tc personaliZe

.the instruction-learning process a competency based approech to

education is many-sided. From. the point of view of the mastery learning
,

model thatis central to CBE,the availabiliptY of alternative learning

experiancesan'd the opportunity tck have as much time as needed to achieve
. *

asp outcome are essenttal. Fromthepojnt-of view of a student's will ing-

ness' to engagstinojearning activities an opportunity to influence a large
.

.
.

_

141
. .

.
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proportion of the outcomes to be pursued while in school, and an opportunity

4"Y
fa influence the manner in which they are to be acp4eved, becomes'an

important consideration. From the point of view of matching instruction

to .individual differences in background, abilities, and earning'styles

the provision of a wide rangt,of learning options, amd an opportunity for

students and instructors to negotiate theporticular.Aet of options that'

seem to be most appropriate for a particular student working toward a

partitular outcome, becomes eminently sensible.

Above all, there is the assumption that the opportunity for students

to be-actively involved in identifying the outcomes to be worked toward

1116in school, actively involved in identifying the learning activities to be

pursued in achieviriA those outcomes, actively involved.in iderhifying the

indicators and measures to be used as evidence-of outcome achievement, and

.repeatedly held accountable for the achievement of outcomes as a basis for

V

progressing through schoolis the beSt possible kind of learning experi-.

ence"for becoming lelf- directed adults committed to life-long learning.

1

improvPrig The Instruction- Learning-'Process

-The concept of competent), '1)sed education has emerged as much froil

/

the principft associated with a systqmsapproach to education as wi
of. .4:

any educational movement, and therefore,holds'as central the principles of
.

,.....
.

.

feedback and contint aoUs adaptation nd correction. Applied to
.

truc-

tion this means,\operationally, that an instructional program viewld
-

always as an approximation to the program .1.11ti.Motely des it: and is

,i,

subject therefore always to improytment. If also means. that for improve-
.

. _ '11

r
ment to accur,evidence,must be obtained a5 to the effec veness of an

+4.

.
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instructional program with students, and evidence as to what in the .

. :

program seems to work and not work. Finally, it meads that some' ppro-
.

,
,.

vision Must b4 made within a sthbOf systeM to systematitally review evi-
A ,_

dence of program effectiveress,, determine what aspectsof a program'need vo

,

C

4%
to be improved, carry outs the ,improvement`s called for, and, resubmit

IA
. improved"prognam to.the.entire testing, evaluation and improvement cytle.

..:

.
4-

Theibeeticajly,10 approech t6' instruction .(and curriculum) improve.-
. . .

. .
is continuous. Practically, it cannot ope%rate in all instructional

eas simultaneous4y, and a poiOW is reached eventually beyond ,Which
.

0
further improvement of a program is unwarranted solong as the outcomes to

'

be achieved ere maintained.,

4
To act in a manner that is in keeping with this orientation to in-

structional :improvement. districts need to identify set.of curriklar
.

.areas in whichto carry out such evallative-adaptative studies, implement

the studies,_make the changes needed, and then move on to -new al-ease-10

Illfr

study, The'number of curricular areas to be addressed in a particular
...,

.

4--
,

' ,year, and the number of times a particular area will be reviewed before

the instructional f5rogram withigh it is judged to be aceptable, 1411 depen4
.

on an_ interlilay of the resourCeik district has to give tosuch activities.

and the relative Jfectiveness of instruction within a particular program
v

'area. Programs that consistjkly fail to yield& learning outcomes

lifts-if-eel obviously mast be improved (or thi outcomes desired modified), yet
, AW ,I.

, _ .

there is a limit to the resources that a district can give to such improve-
. de I

1.
Imeat activities within a particular period of time.. . .

-
-

. ,_:". 04-. . Pt' ,
_

-The concepts of general systtms theory apply to All aspects of afcool-,

irig, not just to instruction: Program management and ,governance prvedu

.

accounting practices staff assignment and development prpcedures,support .

. IP
_

h

1441 If
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services' such as counseling, busing, and health services,, and relatior1

evaluation and improvement activities a.s\nstruction: In like fashion,

ships with paKats and other members of the community are as subject to

districts are,as.obligated to design and carry out such activities as

carefully and as consistently at they do, in the area of instruction. A

4
sylkt6ms theory,view'holds that all aspecti of schooling are interdepen-

dent; that the syst s a whole is only as good as, its weakest part; and

that all aspects must therefore be subjected continuously to evaluation

and improvement. Much of the power of a competency based opproich to

education rests on an honest commitment to these principles, and to the
z

development of procedures and atIpcation of resources to carry them'-through.

Fortunately, development within the past decade of the methodology of pro-
,

gram evaluatiOn has provided many of the tools to implement these ideas.

Involving Parents And Members Of A
Community In The Process Of Education

Competency based education is based on two assumptionsi about the in-

volvement of parents ,end members of .kcommunity in the.educative process.

The first is that-it is desirable to have
t,

the patrons of a school be in-

volved in policy decisions that affect the design and werqtion of school

programs. This rests on two premises: (a) that involving people in

planning and policy decisions leads_to a feeling of ownerthip,toward the

programs that result, and this in turn to a heightened commfitment to them,

and (b) that Commitment to the purposes and programs of a school by its

patrons ill enhance the likelihood of these programs bein successful.
1

The second assumption is that parents and-members of a coTmunity are

more likely to becomehinvolved in the educational proces5 under the condi-,
e

tins of a competency based approachto schooling than they have in the

a
82
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past. This air rests on_two premises: (a) the commitment withill'CBE too

making the-outcomes desieelfrom schooling expliit and public, and to .

ro

extend the outdomes of,sdhooling to Include successful performance.of life

,

.rolet, invites the participation of parents and memt:er4 of the community

in deciding'Wbat these,butcbmes should be; and (b) with the adoption of role-
.

related outcomes as' legtimate ,goals-of schooliligmuch of the instruction'

and-assessment to be done in relation to the acquisition and demonstration

of.such 'outcomes will be carried out by persons in S community other.than

certificat4 school personnel. More is said about this in Chapters 1 and 6.

The Management Of Schools

A

Under the simplest of conditions the panagement of.a school system is

a complex undertaking. Unfortunately, the adoption of a competency based

approach to schooling addslito its complexity. Having to specify unambig-

uously the outcomes expected from schooling, making these outcomes public,

and ensuring they are supported by the community is one factor that re-
p

quires a great deal of time and energy on the part of administrators. This

is especially the case when'a se/ool system idgats outcomes that reflect

the ability to function effectively in life roles outside of school. Being

sure that evidence is being collected on the effectiveness of instructional

. programs in achieving the outcomes desired of them, and adapting programs

that are not achieving the outcomes des)I1ed, also requires a-great deal

of administrative time and effort. -So too does the tracking of progress

on the part of student through Ipe various' instructional- programs offered

by a district, the t ckihgiof progress in relation to the competencies

to be demonstrated/for purposes of graduation; and coordinating the iq-
. .

creased involvemenl of p1rents and members of.th unity in the process
a /

of educatiod generall.

81.9 s
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As' yet management structures and procedures have/not evolved to

accommodate these added complexities. There has ben no need for thnl to

since Competency based program's only now are beco ing operational. / Tuch,
N,,

structures and procedOres will emerge as they ar needed; however, for if
\.

eprogram' is to funcOon at all i.t must have a functional centralized

management system.

,One development tat is likely to emerge in this regard is the re-

finement.of school management structures / in terms of classes of decisions

that need to be-made within designated/leyels or,school organization.

While hot al gether different from what is now done administratively, it

will sharpen the centralize decision making process by (ea) Identifying

the major categories of decisiont that have to be made within acompe-

tent), based mode of operation;'(b) tailoring decision structures-and pro-

cedures to each particular category of decision to be made; (c) tailoring

;participants the decisOpn making process to each category of decIsito

-

to be made; and (d) tailoring the collection, analysis and-reporting of
41b.

data to be used in the decision making process'to the specific require-
_

4
ments of each decision to be made. The assumption u9derlying suci a PO'

cedure is that different kinds and-levels of decisions require ifferpt

kinds of structures, procedureS, participants and data, and y'w116 all

of '.these,are matched will the decision making process be carried o t
.1

effectively and efficiently within progranik as comp/ex as hose nvisioned

here. The'decision structure within the'competenCy base' ntary

teacher preparation progkam at Oregon Coliege of Educa ion r`flects this

point of view, as does the Handbook For.Program Eval that has been

4

developed byythe Mid-Willamette Valley ConSortium catianal Improve-
/

. , 'ment. pemiende with both suggests the utility of thfconcept (Schalock,,-.z

Kersh nd iartiA)n, 1976; SchOock, Keegan, SO 'Thompson, 1976).
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A factor hat adds even further complexity to the task of managing

a competency ryased education program is the press upon such programs to

operate on tf a basjs of information as to the costs and benefits,of Oro-

grams offer/ed. This is in keeping wivil the general responsiveness of'the

competency based movement td the concept Of school accountability. While,

.developeesof competency based education programs have made no assumptions

tir

about s'th programs costing less than traditional proghrms,'they have

assumed'that in the long run CBE programs will provide greater benefits

per uniI of cost than traditi9nal programs:, Methodolbgies for conducting

cost-benefit analyses on competency based educational programs are now

being developed (Hathaway, 1976; Schalck, Kersh and Garrison, 1976), and

,shoUld be available for application soon.

The Governance Of Schools

In some respects the governance of schools (the setting and imple-

mentation of policy) is made more complex by the.adoption of a competency
')

based approach to schooling; in'other respects it is made simpler. Factors

that add to the complexity of governance include the requirement that stu-

dent$ achieve tjie outcomes of schooling a community deems,important in'l
. .. .

order' to gradyate; the press for schools to operate o4the basis of cost
.

.
,

.and benefit information about programs of instruction; and the 1-ncreased

participation by parents and, members of the community,in the process of

schooling generally. Factorts that "tend, to red6ce theire9mplexity of govern-
.

,

ance include being clear about the Outcomes to be achieved by a district;

having good,evidenqe as to .the e4tent to which these outcome are, being

realized; and having available good cost and benefit information abput

'alternative prOgrams of instruction.

810
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Moo

. Depending on local school board response and community

the increased participation of,parents and members of she co unity in the, ,

'

educati6nal process may or may nOttimpl-ify the governance proceSs. If

P. 4 do 4
aboard e-tabrishes procedpres by which parent and comAunity involveme nt,

are recognized and Utilized, added complexity will be kept to a minimum.

If a board ChOoses not to utilize or recognize community involvementwhen

.

i

)the community wiShfl.to be involved, complexity will le increased. The
11

impact of a competency based approach to education on the relatiOnship

between teacher*associations and local boards ofeducation is of yet unclear.

` Related implications

To complete the discussion of implications, that follow from adopting

a competency based "approach to education, some implications of a different

kind must be conidere& These can be represented best as "Things CBE

does not do4l'and need to 'be undelistood in order to maintain a balanced

perspeCtive about the 'competency based education Movement. They can be

summarized in six statement:

The cost of schooling will not decrease.

2. The process of schooling will notbe'simplified.

The Work demanded of students will not be less:

4. Differences between students will not-be diminished.
A

5. Students w1O graduate from a competency, based pro-
gram will not.be equally competent.

, '6. Students-who graduate Mom a CBE.program_will not.
be assured of success in later l4fe.

. .

- Each' of these topics is treated briefly ln the paragraphs.that foll .(

4r

p

.10.-t.
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The COst Of Schooling .

In all lilcelilibod a fully operational comPetency bas educa-tional

program will be more cotiythan a traditional .arogram. The

is that both' the short arid long term:beeefitsgained per unit of cott'ai'e

likely to be greater for competency based programs....The results of the

costs-benefits analysis at Oregin College of Education with respect to

teacher education, though limited to an analysis of short term costs and

,benefitsupports this.conclusIon.

,

While the ratio of benefits to costs may favor a competency base i
N 1\\

approach to education, particularly over the long term, the immediate

question-is: How such will it cost(beyond what education now costs? At

4 r

present -there Ls no evi.dence'of this kind for, the operation of elementary

and secondary schools: There is evidenceirom.the IfEStudy of competency
1

based teacher education-; OM for whatever it is worth will be repoi-ted.

,

OCE found that it costs the college only, $62 per year peir student
;

more to,operate the professtonal year of its competency based elementary.

teacher education program than it did its earlier program, and this pro-
,

gram reflects all of the_defining and enabling cKaractexistics of CITE pro-
.

pbsed in the prlesent monograph. A hidden cost assdciated with the pr o-
_

gram is an estimated $5.10 pir.student per year cost'that is,borne by

<IL

cooperating schools for the added supervision and assessment called foro,

by'the new program. (School superviors spend an average of folly- and a
,

half hours per week supervising student n, the new prdgram, compared to

an average of two arid a half hours_per week in the previous Program.)
'

4

< A

But this added cost tq schodls appeirs to be offset by She added benefits

that come th gh teacher participation in the program, and through the

contributions that better prepared stpdents make'toschOol programs.

To operate such a program, OCE has had to shift resouclsformerly

87 1.02 , .
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.

allouited to classroom instruction and.assessment (for purposes of know-
...,

o .
..-kedge .010 skill mastery) teapervision and assessment in field settings

(

("for purposes of competency adquisition and demonse.rat4on). This same
4 ,0

kind of shift probably will need to occur in elementarr:Y.ind secondary,

propramS. In terms of costs and befits, 4CE views shift in resoerces

as refleCting a,reorganization of priorities in terms of kinds 5 outcomes

be achieved, and thus,regards it as a benefit rather thari a liability.
06

Another encouraging finding abaT-coSt fAim the OCE study is the

rel,tively small amount of extra money required") br program development.

Development costs amounted toonly 10 percent of their ofiginal estimate,

1,
a1figure that is essentially unheard of in days of- spiraling prices and,

cost overruns. . These fitjureS reflect in part a "make de 'philosophy on

the part of the OCE faculty and administration, but in large part the

.

reflect the philosophic commitment of_the faculty and administration to
,

design and implement a competency based program that can be.operated within

the resources curfentlx availableto the institution.
-

The'Complexity Of chooling

A competency based'approach to education in no way simplifies'the

educational process. It brings order, direction aed Clarity of purposq

to education, bdt it does not- bring sFoplicrty, The folling aremajor-

contribatori to its coluiplexlt: the process of clarifying outcomes and

indicators acceptable as evidence'of outcome achievement;, bbtaining trust-
.,

worthy evidence of outcome achievement; designing instructional programs'-,_
4/'

that WO' 'de alternative learning experiences for the realization of out-
/

comes sing evidence of outcome achievement As a b444s..4.br program place-"

melt =nd pertification decisibnS; personalizing the in'struction-tearning-

4
e4,0ipation process; evaluating.progi-am effgctiveness on the basis of

N,
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.

letrning outcomes; adapting prog until they promote the learning

outcomes:desired; allocating Fesodrces on the basis of outcomes desired;
. . ,.4. ..i.

1-- and operating programs that prepare staff to function effectively within
A

* competenc( y based approach to schooling.
i

'Fortunately this added complexity Is not so great as to make it
. ..

impossible to manage. In almost all respects competency based education

simply represents an elaborat ion or refinement of what teachers and,

administrators already:do, or would like to^do if "the system" were only

a bit different. Competency based education represents good pedagogy,

and teachers and administrators grasp quickly the principles it embraces

What takes time and energy, and in some cases knowledge andtechnology

that does not yet, exist, is the impliFentation of the principles of CBE

within the context of ongoing school programs. The eChinics of assess-
'

mert, ditto management, and thepersonalizaiion of instruction represent

.'major developmental efforts for st schools, and a major reorientation

) .to. the instruction- learning proces .for most teachers. The interaction

of ti-ie various Charactei-istics that make up a' competeridy based program add

ieven more to their.complexity. The experience' with, competency- -based

'teacher education, however, indicates that with time, faculty and adtpin-
0

istrators learn to function within the context of competency based pro-

grirs as easily and naturally as they function within present day programs.

Work Demanded Of Students

torpetency based education makes no assumption aboitC the amount of

work required of students. What it does assume is a different,kind of

work. Students will'be Nearer tbout the outE6es to be achievedie many

of these'outcomes,will tie of, "choosing; instmction will be linked
pi r. / .*

84 mor directly Co specified rearning.outcomes; a wider variety of learning
/ . . .

891"
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activities will be pursued iq achieving particUlar outoOmes; many outcOpes I

will be linked mire directly to ost-of-school circumstances; a portion of .

,

, , ,

instruction will take place in contexts outside of school; and students
. "

will know clearly whether and when desired outcomes have been, achieved.
-:, ,. -

(.(.1

4

In this sense learning, will becOme more goal directed and 'varied than it

often is in,school today, and students will assume more.ihrtrative in

dgining both what the outcomes of schoolinvishall be and what learning'

experiences are to, be perused in achieving them. Whether more or less

,/

work will, be involved will depend on the nature and number of the outcomes

to be vorked toward, the level of performance expected -in relation to these

outcomes, and the number and kind ofloutcomespursued that are not re-
,

. quireti,for graduation.

differences Between Students

Competency based education carries no threat of reducing differences

between people, fact, as CBE is now conceived, it should heighten such

differences. A greater,clarification of the outcomes.desiredlochool-

,

ing, an opportunity for students to select from among these outcomes those

that aremose appropriate to their own interests and abilities, and some

assurance that outcomes pursued will in fact be achieved, are all, featuresA
of competency based 7ducation thatitre desipedttO encourage and extend

differences between students. The added commitment within, CBE'to adapt

ing
4

learning activities to individual differences in background, ability_,

a
and learning style, and to allow differing amounts of time for individuals

to achieve particulal..outcomes, is also designed to both heighten-the

awareness of individual differences and to respond to them.
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competent. Many people, however, on,first encountering the concept of

competency based education,-assume that one of its basic premises is to
.

assure that all students gding through such a program wil be "equally .

4

h
. - I

,. -sr, , -
.

On the balls- of what has just beeN said it probably i's obvidus that.
. . . .

- c,students who graduate from a competency bapt program will .not be equally
.

,

.

,

(
competent" to finction in out-of-school contexts. This simply is not

. . I

Ahe case. Competency Irsed eduCation.assures the ,achievement of a mini-

mum level of competence on the.part of those grdduating, but not equal

v

4.1

competence. In thii respect compgtencY,basededucation ensures only the
,.

achievement of the foundation of education:that a comMunity d&ems desir-
,

ab4e.' In every other respect CBE is designed to sharpen individualdt
A

n i

ferences, and en.hanceeaCh child's achievement iri relation to hids or her

potential.

a

'r--

t.' .

Such a view of the purposes of competency based education is in part
. ,

. # -
4

.

simple
.

philosophic, and 4 part, a simpke reCpgnitionof the realitv of differehces-. '

An approach to education theCis not committed to facilitating the optimal
,

growth and development of each child while-at the same timecapsuring a

minimum floor of competence'for a)1 children, and lacititating both in

full recognition of the individual differences involved, would be untenable.

On the other hand, an,approach to education that assumes that schools can

- .

overcome individual differfncs in learning ability and background,to the

point thap all chil.ArIn can be equally competentwould be naive.

A host of factors
r
cont!lbute,to cOmpetente 4esides scfidoting, for,

-examplecability, experiences in the home, energy, and the psychorogjcal

health and' makeup that permits learning to be pursued. Of these various

factors', schooling may be the least -influential. No'matter what the

approach to schooling, the reality of indivihal difference5 dictates
. .

that most students who graduate will reflect minimal ciihvetence in &le

10,;
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areasand uhusual competence. in others. Soive students, of course, may

A' l'
t

0

be unusually competent in all areas, and others barely'competent in any,

but differenbes'of this magnitude Ole rarely attributable to schooling.
4

At best, CBE can ensure a minimum _level of.cqmpetence for-dealing with

se lected life roles, and more 'should not be expected of it.

Forecasting Performance In
Out; Of- School Contexts , I

Graduates of competency programs will not be assured of success in

later life. . The work of Jencks et. al., (1.972) and others.haiVemonstrated.

the tenuous li(Aage between schooling and success in life, and apparently

it is even'more tenuous than was suspected in theipast. G-uccess in rife

is a function of a multitude of circumstances, and depends only, in part

Qn specific competencies.. MoeeoVei-, success is determined by:performance ;

irl'a number of life roles where a wide range of comIrelencies come to bear.

While school cannot* ensure success in life, it can enhance each. young

person's chances for success b/ reliably and efficie ntly promoting essential

0.

competencies. Schooling can mike a difference (Smith and Orlosky; 19.75),.

land competency based education represents an approach to schooling that
. A

offers the promise of clarifying and enlarging that difference.

Fosteringedependehce In Learning,,And
A 'Commitment `To-The Value Of warning

)Throughout One's Life ..

Some of the major benefits that-may emerge from a competencylifsed

approach to,educatiOn and some would argue the most importanvbenefits

of all -- are Indirect. .These are the penefits,:pf learning haw,to learn;
.

'ledrnirig..how to define what is important to 1;te learned; and experiencing

the Jesting satisfaction that comes with having learned something that,
. 4

is deemed important. .
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0 %'

lt is assumed that a continuing opportunrtY to help 'define ark ncgo-
' . ,

tiate what is to be Aearherl, aicOntigitlins oppolAuniti to define and nego-

",, ik C"s 1-, ./.
tiate the learning Adtivities't6 be44r450&i,sand-a confThuing ppportignity

to identify and assess, performance in relation to what is to be learned

...

.011 provide well established 'habjts of learning. Participation in such
,

do approach to chooling, and the ach?evement thit yOe with it, juld
V'

.

enhance satisfaction with schooling and maximize one's commitment to

learn'inq throughout life.

0

4

r
/
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,..4 CHAPTER 5. OPTIONS TO. BE CONSIDERED IN THE

DESIGN OF COMPETENCY BASED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

/, The design of.a.competency based education lorOgram :for a particular

4 4 district, or for a'particular school within a distriCt, requires a set of

decisions not.yet considerde"Gi. These are decisiops about:ZOnte , the

proposed defining and enabling characteristics of acompeten4,bis

to education make. no referenCe to content. ftflier than indicating that 0'

proportion of the'ocomes to .be pursuecrbi students are to reflect the

ability to function effectively in outof-school ccintexts, and xlidt' some '"
. 16

,

of these %in turn are to be demonstrated in order to graduafe, the charac-

teristics say nothing about what these outcomes are to be, what form indi

catOrs of outcome achievement are to take, or what the s ndards of per-
,

, ,

'formance are to be Nor do theykospeak- to the materials and.;-,procedures to

be, used intranslating contemt, Oto'operational 'programs. . .
. In short, thedefinitiiOn of dompetericy based,education that has ilia;

J
V.

n ,

- ,

,

... /

. proposed it for all intent` and. purposes a prociSS'definition, . Irving.
. ./ , l'4,

,

decisjons about the content of education -- and the materials and procedures
--- .

.

used to-convey contiiit -- strictly in the hands Of implementing s,chpols.
. . ,..,

,

Decisions about conteaof course have major implications for 'What 'Sr
.

..

happens inschoRls, They also have major implications for theI cost of
4

. -
.

.

. ,
.

schooling, andTor the difference schools are-likely to make in the lives
. 4 .

ofc41111,10ren and-youth. -By all counts decTSions-about content are as
.

lb.

V
"

, ,

I 0 ,

wishJ,'nfortant askdecis 4ions about "process, anctcommunities'that is to imp14-
: Iv

,. a- ,,
A

ment'a competency,based'aPproach to education 'Must arrive at-such decisions

forleacii of-fhe defining and enabling chaPacteristics that hes been dis-,

- cussed. The.parpose of this cnbpter is to draw attention to this fatty and '.

to illustrate the kinds of content related decisio4,that must be made if

, .
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a competency based program is to,be implemented. Since content decisions

relative "'the enabling characteristics of a compete icy based Program

wil epend on decisions made.about defining characteristics, illustrative

decision options are,.provided only for the defining characteristics of CBE

prOgrams.

Outcomes To Be Achieved

Central to the implementation of any competency based prOgraM are the

.outcomes to be achieved through schooling. A competency_ based program

starts wrth the outcomes to be achieved, and ends with evidence of how well

ey have beN achieved. it takes as 's first principle of operation the

assumption that the outcomes specified are appropriate and meaningful,

and that.st4deNts achieving th se outcomes will be well equipped to func-

tion in contemporary society To the extent that this principle is violated,,

or in any way 'dimini in its effectiveness, the power of competency,

based education o make a difference in the education of children Ad

youth is also diminished.

One way to increase the.likelihbod that the outcomes desired of sp

school ing5A appropriate and meaningful is to insist they be established

only after a careful analysls'of the nature of the society that graduates

of educational.programs will be entering, both present and anticipated

and an equally careful analysis of human developmerit,and learn ing. By

consideiling this information in conjunction with the knowledge that has

accumulated within the disciplines the appropriateness and meaningfulness

of .goals established for a school system should'be enhanced considerably.

As with all other aspects'of a competency based educational program,

the matter of outcome identification as well as the analysis of what is
p

.
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known about development'and learning, isa continual process. The .out-
,

cqmes selected as a point of departure in such a program need to be re7

A
viewed periodically.to besure they continue to be appropriate. The

questions liSted in.Table 9 are suggestive of the options available to a

community in identifying the outcomes, desired from its schools. . . .

Outcome EValuation And Cer-tification

.

As indicated in Chapter 4 (see pp 69 to 72), once desired learning

outcomes have been established, a critical next step in the de%ign of
/4*

competency based programsis to determineihow these outcomes are to be

evaluated, and how students are to be certified as having met or not met

the.outcomes/required forigraduation.- This is the aspect of schoolinl

that probably Is changed most under a competency based approaChto eduCa--

tion, for gypirally outcome measurement is a process not well attended to

in schools. lh CBE it it central. It in a sense the heart of CBE, for

inftruction in a competency based progra9(,as well' as graduation and

certification,.is linked directly to outcome measurement. So are the

processes of resource allocation, program adaptation, and the wherewithall

to give meaning to the concept of school accountability. Of equal import-
.

ance is the fact that the stance a district takes with respect to evalua-

tion and certification has major impact on the level of complexity intro-

duced to the.operation of schools and the resources 'required for their

operation.

For all these reasons the decisions reached by an implementing district

abodt outcome evaluation and certification are of critical importance.

97
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Table 9. Questions To Be.Considered in Identifying The
Outcomes To Be- Achieved By A School System

4

41 .

District Level Outcomes

, How broad or narrqr are these to be? For example, are they tb reflect the
learning outcomes expected from each of the variou,instructional pro-
gram offered by a district, or ate they to cross-cut programs? Are they
to be tied to subject matter aiteas, or are they to be essentially philosophic
in nature? How many district leyel outcomes are there to be? Ten? Twenty?
.Fifty?

What kinds o outcomes will be emphasized? Wilt_they focus on knowledge and the
basic ski ls of reading", writing', speaking and computation?,1.;Wl they focui
on phys skills?'. Mental health? Attitudes and values? What life-roles
will be looked to as a basis foridentifying the c etencies to be demon-
strated for purposes-of graduationi

Are outcomes at the district level to bePmeasured? If so,is aparticular Jayel
of achievement in relation to these buteoMes to be required for 'graduation?

If district level outcomes are not to be assesseC,'-are they to be inferred from
program level outcomes?

,

oBuilding Or P roam Level Outcomes'

'How broad or narrow are these to be? or example, are they to be the:iterminal"-
outcomes expected from a particu r program of study, or are they to be a

.

set..of outcomes achieved at vari us stages in the process of schooling?
How will these outcomes differ f onf district level outcomes? How will they
irelate to them?

What kinds of outcomes will be emphasized? Will these also focus on knowledge
and basic skills? On physical skills? 'On attitudes, values, and psychological
well being? Will building or program level outcomes be treated as "compe-
tenCies to be demonstrated for purposes of graduation"?

Are outcomes at the building orprogriM level to beineasured/ If so,is a particu-
lar level of achievement in reJation to these outcomes to be required?

ff program level outcomes are not to be assessed, are they to be inferred from
the achievement of course level outcomes?.

Cou7e Level 'Outcomes

How broad or narrow are these outcomes' to be?
What kinds of odtcomes-will be emphasized?
Are outcomes at the clasvor course jevel to be measured? If sb is a certain

level of achievement in relation to these dutcomestto be required? "-

How are class or course level outcomes to berrelated to program level. outcomes?
/- TO district level outcomes?

. .
.

.

If course level outcomes are not to he assessed, are they to be inferred froirithe
.

achievement of indiv'idual students in a course? --.
. _

Will course level outcomes be treated-as "competencies to be demonstrated for pur-
poses of graduation"? (or tha)reverso, can competencies.required for gradua-
tion be demonstrated through the achievement of clurse.level outcomes ?)

individual Student Outcomes'

Is each student to meet all "requirdtoutcoMes"?,
How long may a student take to complete required outdome0-
Are there limits tothe numberoand hind of "elective" outcomes that a S udent

may p'ursue?

(Are required and electiye outcomes to be found only in the,context o courses?
If required or elective outcomes are to be pursued outside of courses what are

the nattire of these 'outcomes?

1.12
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The design of 'the evaluation- certir>:idiation proCess within a compe-

tency based approach to education invol /es five separate steps:

1. Identifying indicatorstb be used as evidence of
butcomd achievement;

N

2. Identifying the measures to be_used in obtaining
evidence of outcome achievement;

-3. Identifying the level of performance on a particular
meas,ure (the "performance standard"), that will be
accepted as'evidence of outcome achievement;

4. Identifying the procedures 6 be fol>owed in judging
Whether performance meets the stancrds that have
been set; and

.

5. Identifying how a school is to certify that a student
has or has not met anacceptable level of achievement,
and how that level of achievement is to be displayed
in relation to standards.

These five Naps obviously are inte epAndent, and dicisions made in rela-

tion to one will' affect decisions made in relation to another. Moreover,

soar decisions have to be made before others. For example, identifying

jiidicators to be looked to as evidence of outcome achievement can and

probably should occur at the time outcomes are identified; -but establish-

ing standards for performance can occur only after measures have been

selected,.for he assessment of performance since performance standards
rip

depen'd directly upon the measures of p rformance used; Given this'-kind.-

of Interdependence, and the fact that is not possible to arrive at

'decisions_about all five items at the same time,questions'that_need to

be considered when reaching decisions about each item have been prepared

separately. These appear in Tables 10 thrOugh 14. As 'in the case of the

questions li'stea in Table 9, the questions' that appear in Tables 10 throughA

14 are intended to be illustrative only; they are' not exhaustive, and they

are not intended to reflect the constraints of local circumstance.

413
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Table l0. questions To Be Considered In Identifying
Indicators Of Outcome Achievement .

'

District Level Outcomes

If district leVel outcomes are to be evaluated, is erformance on standardized
achievement measures to be used as e4idence of outcome'achievement?

Are measures of students' performance ioelation to course or program.outcomes
to be used as evidence of outco achievement at the strict

Are judg of a studen't's peers, pparents or members of "commurfjty evaluation .

team" to bused as evidence of the achievement at the district level?
Are some or all district level outcomes to be treated as 'competencies. required.

for. graduation"? Do indicators, of outcome achievement, assume different,
propertjeS for outcomes required for-graduation than for'outcomes not re-
quired for graduation?

Bwilding OP Program Level OutcoMes
"' 4

If.b6ilding or prograrej
.

evel, outcomes are to be evaluated iS performance on
t.lpdat.dized achievement measures to ,be.uscd-as-evidence of outcome achieve-

mentr '''
, ,).

-- Are Measures of student performance in relation to Course level ,outcores to be
, accepted as evidence of 4,,tcome-achievement at the bui,lding.o' program,, .

.1-

. , level? .f/ .
$ . ,

- -.- .
Will a spectal set of measures tte.developed ari;stsedasevidence of outcome
1

, acHievemeMI:at the bull4jpg or program level?
-.Are judgments of a student's pee4, parents or members of,a community evaluation

1
team t bt used as ev-idenc'e of out-come'achieVement at ,the buiWAg or pro- '

. lgraM level?
_

- ,

,

$

Are some program level `outcomes to be treafe'd astcompetencies required for grad-,
.

_ uatjon?,. ,Do indicators of outcome achievement assiele different properties,
'- for outcomes-required for graduation than for outcomes not required for

jr..iiiri .....

graduation? -. , I ,

.

. 1
.

Course Level Outcomes
'-. .

. .- ..---..-

,Witl teacher mide tests be accepted at ev nce ofautcOme achievement at the.
class.or course. levelt. Will teacher Adgment, based on 4. review of work
done or products prodkped, be accepted as evidenceat.ehis level? Will

peer judgmentv based on participation Ln work activities ora.review of-,

...products prodked? Will judgments'of a student'S parents or members of
a .community eval.yation tear(? .

.

if some course level outcomes, to be. treated as competencies required for grad-

$,
uation, ,*do. indicators of outcome achievement assume different propertie's
for outcomes required for graduation than for outcomes not required for,

----graduation?
.

-- i
. .

f

'\,../'; IndiAjodual Student Outcomes ''

.r
Will ttoher judgment, based on ,a review of work done or products `produced, be

accepted as evince of outcome achiezemant for individual- students? Will

peer judgment, based on participation in work activities' or. a' review of
producti produced, be accepted? Will judOents of a student's parents.or"
members of a community eval4aticln team?

1.--
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Table I I . C.Quiest ions To Be Con red I n Selecting

Meesures Of Outcome Achievement

w
.; . . . . . * 1 ,.

%

. . Distfict Lev'l Outcomes ,

. "0 ' , .
&NI "-,

e
I if-some district leVel outcomes erect° be assessed through pse pf stariaardizia

achievement Lusts, whit tests spec 1 f 1 ca fq y -are° to' be used? . . ,

..

I f mhasu ref of tttuden t performance, in relation to prog ram ou tcommlfa re ;, to be -used

as evidence of achievemeni at( this level, what 'measures 'spec lifical ly Ore to
be used? ',' # - '

..1 . . , ,#

i f peer Q r Aren't j ud Omit s ,'or ins j udgilents o/ a °bosun Fri,' oval us t i on team prp

to Tie used. as' evrdencer of outcoure et.tievement, What form ale the4e jodgmentS

.

to , tak. e 7, R a t
,

1 ngs? Ob sops t lOnel tkacerds1 Eva lre t 11c- of prO d u cts pra duce. d7
.

.

i..

i

..,
I , .

,

' , .
. '

*i Jo i 1 d 1 ngNOr :: rtOram *Leven Outcomes
,

. . .

1 ,
r 4, N ALP . \ ... , .

if spore program level otitsorms are to be aSsessed:through use of Itanderdized
ichieNerwent testsN-Idlat tests spec' fic4i ty are to be used?

,

I f . special maituras are to be developed -for assessing building ,or ilrogriei level
outcomes ,swhat form w i l l such measures taker V i i i they be Ad ter ionr
referenced" mei/safe:7 Wi 11 they be "does illesrenciper mmesides7 V) LI they

..

'- be terminal measures, that 4s, 'dufccOrms Ass set: °hi t. at she completion, of:2

t*Jorogrep, or*will they be ilesures of outcomes asmodstrated throughout , 1 /
e 1 the program?.

,
Im. , * .

. Ns °
.-.

,), , ..
,

. I f par or, parent judgments, or, the judgments of r community evalloion. team , .'

are .to be used as evidence Of program I:41 outcome achievement, what form 1,

r .
wi 14. theie judgment's take ratings? 45trrvat4oill records? Evaluatforrs-
6T products :

-

4,roduced?
.

.4
. .

.

Courte Level Outcomes ' ',
,, %

' ' 1
A .

,..., .

Cf teacher made, tests are to be sled As evidence of outcome achievement at the
.

' ., : , .' , .

should

.

4

4

/.
, course 1 eve .1 , whet 'kind of teAg,her made ants be ,encouraged? A 1 so ,

.
. ,...!shoOld they be treated is %kir term" or%Tinet" examinationi,'or should .

k they De designed to assais.paTfOrmirce in reletlon to ',particular °Ocoee *

who/lever a strident or group-St st,ydehts.wishes be ivaluated in' relation.
td that outcome?

.

' If 'tlacher Judgment in relation to droductilproducad fry nudely is to be used
± as evidetice of outcome Achievement at the course levet:are theie jUdgtents -
. to be in the form of 'ratinge Will there be a,descript ion of the streegghs ,i

and weaknesses of the, produig,° accompanied by an'kvaluatjva judgment soC11..
, : ' as a letter grade or pats-fail grade? % ,± '

, 1 . . 6

1 f special magi KrOf ,a r* t° 'be aye Papa for ass el s t ng ,cou rse.leve 1 outcome ,
what' rm will such measures take? '14111 they 04 er I eer idn-deferenced

rt
measu esf - Node- referenced lumas u MK 7 Dom. I 4;re/0:ended measures? '

I f a studen 't: peers, or someone el se f rOm the community, is to Judge is student's
i oroaucts as evidence:de d4tcoie ach i woolen: what, formr shoeld their judo-.

*ants tike -, ','

I 4
w 1

1 . '

if leacher or' peel' j6dgments are sought about priormenesouiside the oontext of
I fomai ,teats and peddloct reviews, what fo fm 'Amid such jmdgments take?' And

' what evidence should be collected in support of such' jUdgments? Should judg-
maks' take'the form of ratings or letter grades, and be syppotea by.yideo'
tapes or observation records? Would the pooled judgments of two or three '

Independent obseve/4 about the quality of performance be atCapted7
/ ,If i nal) v 1 dual student outcomdS a re to be combined and ena) y zed for purposes

determidlng Coarse le* outcomes, how is this. to be done? ' , ',

4k, .

*,,intlivideal Student Outcomes
, , -- .°

.,
5,

, . .

(Al I of the questions askedip relatio'n to course level outcomes apply to the,
)assessment of ,individual student. outcome' 51,, ,

1 .

A
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rabic 12. questions To Be Considered In
Sitting Performance Standards

District Level. Outcomes
e .

If district level outcomes are to be assessed by meansof standardized achieve-
beat tests, what norms are to be used in establishing the level Of perform-
ence desired on,the pai't of students in the district? How i3 the desired

' level of perlormance to be established?
If district level outcomes are to be meal redln terms of performance in rola ion

to bOlding or program out s, how are .performancir standards Do e
established/ Are they/to-be estab 'shed 0 terms of the perforhance ofsta-
dents.in the districttwho have completed a program of study? Are they, to be
esteblished without asiy reference to student's actual performance within a
prigrom of Study? Whr4 drfference wauld it mgke.toNsitch decisions if 'pro-
gram level outcomes.weie assessed by means of criterion or domain - referenced
tests instead of norm- referenced tests?

If evidencsof outcome achievement is to be in'the,form of judgments about per-
. formance or products, are performance stehdards to be In the form of a par-

ticiilar rating or grade, for example, a rating of 3 on a 5-point scale, or
a grade of C on a scale of .A w. f.? Do performance standards that in/ollre
judgments require statements about the narrow of times A student's perform-
ance is .to be observed, and under what conditioruo). the number and kinds
of products to be reviewed?. v.

Building Or Program Level Outcomes

(All of the questterweisked in 'relation to performance standards for district
level outcomes apply to the issue of performance standards for buildtng or
program level outcomes, though "program level" outcomes need to be substi-
tuted-for "distritt level ".outcomes where appropriate.)

Course Level Outcomes

Are performance standards for outcomes "expected from a particular courser to be
criterion-referenced or norm-referenced? rf they are to be criterion - refer"t
anted, how are these standards to be established?. And do they apply to all
students,within a-course, or only to studenti who tan meet such standards
withih a reasonable period of time and with a reasonable allocation of .

resources? J.f performave standards for: course level outcomes are to be
hormrreference; how"ere thestpdards to be established?.

If judgments by teachers or peers about performance or(products are to be used
as evidence of outcome achievaient, ere performance standards to be in the
form of a particular rAting or- grade? Do performance standards at the
course level that in'ioive judgments require statements about the number of
time! a student's performance is to be observed, and under what conditilons,
or the number-tend kinds of products OD be reviewed ?t

Indivieutl Student Outcoeles-

11 4 I

If teacher made ,tests are arepted as evidence oVoutcome achievement for indivi=
-dual stuatus, how are performance standards for these tests to be estab-
lished? Is an expected performance level to be set without reference to
actual performance on the tests involved, or are performance standards to -

be established in light of student performance on the test? ' (This is not
'to be confused with assigning notm-referenced standards; it deals, rather,
with being sure perthe performance standards set are realistic, given the
ability and background of students, the tine available for instruction, the,
availability of instructional resources, etc.)

If judgments of a student's work or a student's products are to be taken as !vi-
dente of outcome achiehement, what form should performance standards take?

If judgments by teachers qr peers _about performancear products are to be used
as evidence of outcome achievement for individelll students, are performance
standards to be in the form of a particular rating or grade? Do perform- .

ants standards involving judgments require statements aboilt the number of
times a student's performance is to be observed, and under what conditions,
or the number and kinds of products to be rev /owed?

r ,

4.

4'

a
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i?'.3.,4Questions TO Be Considered In Evaluat,ing

Student Performance In Relation To Standards .

JP

. .

District Level distcomes
.... ,

i

i

If district level opttomes are .tobe measdred, how is performance in relation to
these dlitcomes to be evaluated in terms oik the stendarti*that have been set
for them? Is this to%be dose by district personnee,and-rgrortedht0parents

.

/. and teachers? Is it to bedone by blinding lAel personnel., in telnlyunction
0

- with parentsi-gld-studentS,"and reported to the school board and community et.
large? is-lit to be done by persons responsitfle for the administration of 4'
rhstructio001 programs.within the district, antcrepOrted to appropriate
.school, kurthorlties? Some combinAtion of thete? .

",!'

,

Building Or Program Level Outcomes

If building or program level-oUtcomes are to be measured,-how is performance in
relation to these tto5nes to be evaluated in'terim of the standards that
have been set for th Is tilis to bedone by district personnel and ;'e-

, ported to'parentt and teachers? Fs it to" be done by teathers or aides
and reported to thelchool board and co unity avAarge. Is it to be done
.by. parents and students? Is it to be die by perions responsible for the
administration of instructional programs, within the building, and reported
to appropriate school authorities? Is it to be done by teathers responsi-
blefor instruction that occurs within programs, and reported to appropriate
distriCt personnel? Some combjnation of these?

,

Course Level Outcomes :

If course level.outcomes /are mearuredo how is performance in relation to these
outcomes to-be.eveluatea 'in terms of the standards'that have been set for
them? Is thit.ta be done by distrIct personnel and reported to parents
and eillicheEs/ 1,5 it to be done' by ee40ers o?' aide's and reported to the
distrjct at large?. By individual students, in conjunction with parents
and members of'the community at large? Is 'it to be done by persons
responsible for the administration-orthe instructional program within
which a course rests, and reported-to appropriate school authorities/ Is
it to be done by, the teacher responsible for insinction within a particu-
lar course, with reports going to'panents, principals and other appro-
priate school officials? Some combhation of these?

.

Indivi'duel Student. Level Outcomes

Mew is'an individual student's performance ih relation to the standards set for
a particular outcome'to be'evalUated? By his or her advisor? 5y the instruc-
tor-responsible for facilitating the development df a particular learning
outcome? A jury of, peers? A jury composed of a peer., a teacher'and a
member of the community? Some combination of these? 1

How should the procedures used in evaluating performance in relation to standards
vary for, outcomes to be demonstrated for graduation as opposed to outcomes-
not required for graduation.? 'Howlshouldthey vary for outcomes relating to
"competencies" as opposed tooutcfmes that function as "enablers" ofcompe-
te e (e.g., .knowjedge and skills)?



Table 14. Questions To Be Considered In Certifying
Outcome Achieyement

Outcomes Required For Graduation
_ .

Will,numerical ratings that correspond to,pirformance,in relation to standards
' set for each outcome to be demonstrated'-- where the numevical rating

reflects less than acceptable performance, acceptable performance, or out-
standing performance be'used? ,Will a simple pass;-fail or acceptable-
non-acceptable description of performance in relation to ea outcome to
be demonstrated be' used? Will there be'somorwritten d tion that

- summarizes performance in relAtion to standards set for each outcome to
be demonstrated? Wilrone of the above translate into a "profile" of per-.
formance across all outcomes to be demonstrated for graduation? Will one
of-the above be accompanied by a portfolio 'of work and performance evalua-
tions for each outcome to be demonstrated?

SMourd certification and performance display procedures vary for "compe tencies"
to be demonstrated and "capacities" to be mastered?

Outcomes Nor Required For Graduation

Should the same procedures used for certifying the achievement of required out-
. comes be used to certify the achievement of outcomes not required for

.graduation? If not what'prOcedures, if any, sBould be used? Would simply
listing the non-required outcomes that haVe in fact been demonstrated be

,sufficient? Would listing As schools do now the various learning eXPer-
iences (courses) that students have taken as a means of achieving required
outcomes be sufficient? (It is possible, of coarse, to deal only with
performance in relation to required outcomes in the certification process.
While logically consistent with the philosophy of competency based educa-
tion, this would lead to a loss of considerable information that could be
of value to.-the graduate as well as others.)

The Design And gperation Of Initructional Programs

4.0
Historically, instruction in schools has tended to be organize

around subject matter rather than well defined outcomes desired from the

_ educational process. While competency based.education is in no way anti-
.

sUbject matter in its, orientation, it does require that instruction be

organized primarily in relation.to outcomes rather than'disciplines or

some other organiging framework. To the extent that desired outcomes

are tied specifically to a discipline, of course, instruction within

competency basket program would be organized- around the discipline.

1 (It1 ,

e
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Fortunately 'a good deal Has been learned during the past half decade

-

about the organization and operation of instructional programsforpur-
, _ I

poses of targeted outcome achievement. The experience of competOcy. based.

.

teacher4lucation with moeylariiirinstruaion,'and t erienceigained
-,,,

in mastery lear'n4 programs at the elementary and se a dark ievel, have -

. .
0 ,

provided a wide base of experience in this-regard-. So too have the on

histories of work in programmed instruction and the development of specif

skillliithin military and industrial'-settings (Crowder, 1959; Giaser, 1962;

tiorsh, 1962). Surpri,singt),, instruction in relation to.the development

ofbility (coMpetence) in job or life roles outside of a school context

(also has a long history, though it of en goes unnoticed. This history

draws heavi4 on the concept of,supervisionwithin the context of pro-
,,,,

..-

fissional preparation programs and industry. CollectiVely, these various,

histories of experience with instructIon toward targeted outcomes provide

a rich base for planning instruction within the context of competency basL
)

elementary and secondary O'rograms. ,

r

Independent of'the various structures and procedures employed in

competency based instruction, and independent of the subject matter arda

within which instruction occurs, competency based instructional programs

will alway's have three defining characteristics:

Bott%:content and process are clearly linked to the
outcomes desired;

411 Clearly identifiable alternative learning experiences '

are provided for each outcome to be ,achieved; and

\s,Performance in relationita established Atapdards is
clearly relied upon as a basi's for. program placement
decisions, including program exit and certification.
decisions.

.4
SoMe ,of the options thafladopting districts have in relation to these

three features of comRetency based instruction are highlighted bthe

questions posed in Table 15.
1 1 3
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Table 15. Options 7o je Considered .In Reaching Decisions About The Design
And Operation Of Competency-Based Instructional Programs S.''

The Linkage Of Content And Process To Outcomes Desired

sr

Is instruEtion to be "modularized" -- thit is, divided into well defined units
of instruction that talcs their focus and organization from,the particular
outcomes-to be achieved) If so, are the. instructional modules So be "pack-
aged" so that students may work through them at their own leisure? Are in-
structional modules to be thought of more broadly than individual learning
packets, and have included in them some lecture and small group learning
activities? Will the concept of modularized Instruction apply to instruc-
tion for purposes of competency acquisition and demonstration, or will a
different view of Instruction have to emerge to accommodate the demands of
competency acquisition? Will the concept of modularized instruction apply
to the achievement of outcomes that are primarily attitudinal or social In
nature?

If competency based instruction is not organized within the framework of modules,
how is it to be organized? Are Courses still an appropriate unit of organ-
ization for instruction? Are individual instructors? Are teams of instruc-
tors? What are the implications of CBE for the organization and use of iR-
structional resource centers? What are the implications of CBE for the
organization and use of textbodks and published curricular meterial?

Apart from the implications of competency based education, what
are its implications for instructional strategies or methods? Arir some

kinds of outcomes acquired better threhlgh use of particular instructional
strategies or'methods? Are some strategies and methods effective in rela-
tion,to a particular outcome for some children, but not for others? What
do we need to know about outcome-aptitude-treatment interactions that we
do not presently know?

1 .

The Availability Of Alternative Learning
Experiences For The Achievement Of Outcomes

How many alternative learning experiences should be available for the achievement
of a particular outcome, and how should these experiences differ? For example,.
should there be at least two Naming options, each of which makes use of
quits different kinds of learning experiences? Should there be a range of
options available for both gifted and non-gifted children, as welt as chil-
dren who will require more time gled'effort to achieve the outcomes desired?

Should alternative learning outcomes Tailored to fit children who have
rn"preferred" leaing styles? To what tent should alternative learning

experiences reflect the interests and preferences of instructors rather
than students?

A Reliance OndPerformanie In Relation To Standards
As A Basis For Program Placement Decisions

Should there be the requirement that students engage in learning experiences
oriented to"the achievement of a particular outcome only after,evidence hag
been obtained as to a student's standing with respect to that outcome?

- (The matter of pre-assessment, and program placement onithe tasis of pre
assessment data.) 7

Should evidence of a student's progress toward the achievement of a particular ,
outcome be collected systematically during the course of Instruction, and
used as a basis for planning nextsteps in the instruction-learning process?
If so, how frequently should'such information be obtained? What measures of
Kogressjn relation to outcome achleveMent should be used? Should progress -

Milesured be reported? How should such information be reported to students?
What is the student's responsibility for acting upon such information?

Should students be requ ed to demonstrate mastery of a particular outcome befori

0
working on other

t.1.comes that are assumed to depend on its achievement?
How many outcomes should a student be permitted to work toward. at any one
time? -How long should a student be permitted to work on any particular out-.
come, and how, many times should a student Illupermitted to challenge an out-
come without demonstrating mastery?
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Table f5 (Continued)

,

Are all outcomes required for graduating to be achieved,beforea student can#.
graduate? What would happen if all but one or two requiredtcomes,were
able to be.demonstrated, and additional .instruction seemed to make no dif-
ference jn terms o'c the mastery of the one or two outcomes uncompleted?

Are the standards set for outcome achievement never to be modified to accommodate
individual learner, cil-cumstance, or will, the realities of settings and in-

dividual characteristics. be allowed td enter. decisions about outcome mastery?
To what extent wlll outstanding performance in relation to outcomes desired, as

well as poor performance, be fAcognized in the certification process? Will
certification and the description of performance itlrelaition to standards
be designed to provide as much informatibn as reasonably pOssible about
the strengths.and abilities of indiviudal Students, or. will it be designed
to indicate'only that a student has,,met or not met graduation requirements?

4
Personalizing The Instruction-Learning Process

As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, thepress to personalize the in-

,'

struction-learning process comes from two sources. The first is philo-

sopic;.the second is pragmatic. Philosophically,'instructtonrand the
4 I

outcomes to be achieved through,instruction, should be adapted to meet 4-

individual differences in learners. Pragmatically, they must be. With-

in a mastery learning approach to education ltarners must have both access

alternativemeals of.aChieving desired outcomes and varying amounts of

tir for their achievement. Within a competency based approach to educa-
4

tion, where a portion of desi-fed learning outcomes assume the form of

ability to functionin life role settings, there must, also be opportunity,

to adapt outcomes to fit individual diffirences and circumstances. As

chalock has-pointed out.leisewhere 09714, so long as the outcomes of

schooling, are defintd primarily in terms'of the mastery of knowledge the

personalilation of instruction and assessment -- with'Yhe exception of

having to provide alternakive learning experiences and varying amounts,

1 2i
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of.time 1- is optional. As outcomes become more cotplex, HOwever,-and

demariding of 'performance ih job or life role situationq,.the instruction-

learning process must of necessity become more persoMbl and idiosyncratic

in.jts operation-. This dilemma, evIspliat the point of.graduatiow.c fi-

41

cation decisions./ is pointed up by the last set of qmestions that appear

in Table 15.

Given the requi.rement'that competency based education be personalize,
14

how is its personaliaatipn ot ,4,occ e opt' program designers face7

ill this regard are essentially endless;; but the qdestions raised ins_4,
\,

4
Table 16 are at least suggestive of way to proceed.

si

Improving. The Instruction-Learning Process

*It*
As indicated. repeatedly, a dominant feature of competency bas

,education is itsincorporation of systems principles as a basis for o-

gram improvement. The elements involved in such an ap*oach have been
4

described in considerable detai,1 on pp 77 tó 79. In implementing system-,

atic procedures for program improvement, ever, formative and Summative

evaluation studies assume a critical role. At least fqpr kinds of evalua-
.

tion data are useful in undertaking program improvement effort's: (a) data

on the acceptability of program practices ansl,procedures to program parti-
i.:40»:

"cipants; (b) data on the performance of staff within the program; (c) data

on the costs and benefits associated with the program, 'including the ackleve-

ment of learning outcomes desired from the program; and (d) data from

research studies designed to determine the long-term effects of the program.

,Some of the options available to school districts in obtaining such informa-,.

tion are suggested by the questions listed ble 17.'
, A
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Table16. Questions To-Be Considered In Personalizing The
Instruction-Learning Process .

Outconles Required for Graduation

To what extent will students be able to negotiate the outcomes required for gradT
uation? Are these, to be fixed by the district, with all students having to
demonstrate mastery, of the same set of outcomes, *will students be-per-

.mitted to pursue at least some ouatomliktnat are o their own choosing?
Should the district require no specifigroubcomes, but indicate that appro-
prolate outcomes mast be established and demonstrated by each student in
order to graduate? Some combination of these? For example, a tit of out'
comes that are °on-negotiable and a set that Ilk negotiable?

Are indicators of outcome achievement to beopen to negotiation? For all outcomes
required for graduation? Only for outcomes that stude'nts are able to negotiate?
Are indicators of outcome achievement to be established by a district, but stu-
dents permitted to negotiate which of theoccepted set of indicators they
with to use?

Are the measures to be used in assessing outcome achievement to be neAiabler
Are they to'be fixed? Or will students be able to negotiate only.within an
"accepted set" of measures adopted for eheassessment of particular outcomes?
Some combination of these? Will ttkis in part depend on the indicators and
measures of outcome achievementto,be used? ,

To what extent will the standards set for performance in relation to a particular
outcome be negotiable? Will this in part depend on the 'indicator and mea-'
sums of outcome achievement'to'be used? If standards are to be -Aegotiated,
what meaning does the concept of performance'standards have? If performance
standardsdcannot be negotiated, what Meaning does the concept of person-
alized, approach is education have?

To what extent are the learning activities to be purused while working toward the
achievement of a-particular dutcome to be personalized? To what extent will
the environments within which outcome achievement is pursued be personalized?,

- For example, is Peening, to be confined to a particular classroom? A clots-
room, ajibrary and a learnimg resource center? A number of classrooms
within a particular school? Or can it be extended, through negotiation, to
a number Of schOols A school and a community college? A school and a
Formunity-at-large?

To what extent will time be free to vary in the instructional prociss? Are time
limitations to be placed qp the achievement of partieular outcomes -- for
example, a week, i month or a year? Are time constraints to be put on some
outcomes and ndt others? Within whatever time constraints that exist, will
thee be PimIts placed on the dumber of outcome` demonstration attempts per-
mitted withoutiziality? For example, can a student attempt to demopstrate

pa icular outcome three times withoutmasteryof a opneLty, Twice? Five
times? Does the number of demonstiation attempts allowed interact with the
length of time permitted for a competency-demonstration? Doss the number
of demonstration attempts vary with the ability of the students involved?
With the n4.1re of the outcome to be demonstrated? What.is the maximum number
of demonstrati5n attempts feasible in terms of the time and resources avail-
able before students must be required either to redefine the outcome being
worked toward or renegotiate the performance standards that have'been set for

. outcome achievaint?

Outcomes Mar Required,For Graduation

To what elite 11 the instruction-learqing procIss be personalized in h9atic
to outcomesnot required for graduation? Will it greater than for

required outcomes? Wi4l it be less? will itla d on the nature of'the
ovtcpmesbeing wOrked toward? To what extent this se; of dectiionss '

Interact with decisions made about performance sebdards aild evident. of' ,

outcome adhievement fOr non-required outcomes? TO what extent. do suih'

decisions interact with resource availability and philosophic Commitments?'

i$
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Table 17. Questions To Be Conside'red In Improving
The Instruction-Learning 'ProcesS

Formative And Summative Evaluation Of Program Operations,
Including The Reacfion Of Participants Tgio The Program

= ea

To-what extent are formative evaluation studies.to be incorporated as an ongoing
aspectof the program? What it the nature of the formative evaluation de-
sigh? What aspects of the program are ,to be evaluated? What provisions are
there for dala,from formative, evaluation studies to enter program adjustment
decisions? Who in the school setting is to collect such information? How '
wide a range of program participants is to be Included in the evaluation
design? What propOrtion of progiam participants is to be included in the
evaluation sample? Who is to summarize suchjnformatipn and ready it for
use by decision makers?

Formative And Summative Evaluation Of The
Performance Of 'Staff Within The Program.

To whbt extent is the performance of staff to be evaluated? What will be attended
to in.the evaluation of staff performance? For example, will evidence of
outcome achievement on thepart of students beconsidered? How is evidence
on staff perforMaRce to be obtained', and who is to obtain it? What uses are
to be made of evidence about-staff performance? Who is to"see the informa-
tion cotJected about staff performance?

Summative Evaluation Of The Costs And Benefits Assokiated
all With Program Operation, Including Learning Outcomes A6hieved

Wil levidence on the costs associated with program*peration be systematically
'collected? Irso, what aspects' Of the proglem are IR be costed, and what
categories of &lost are to be reported? In addition t46 learning outcomes .

achieved, how are, program benefits to be defined? Who is to collect evi-
dence on costs and benefits? How is such evidence to be used in decision'
making about the Program? Who i,s to see the cost and benefit information
Collected?

ResearchOn Long Term Program Effects

Is a program of research on the long 'term effects of the program, to be undertaken?
If it is, how should the follow'.up study be designed? How should longt.term

-effects be defined and Measured? 'How large should the sampled of graduates
be:for the follow-up study? How)ong should graduates be followed? Who
should do such a study? How arethe results 'of such kstudy to be used in

-making decisions about the programT Who is to see the,results of 'such'a
study?
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Additional Soultes (.1"Variation Uithin Compet Based
Programs That Impact The Nature And Cost 0 chooling

. L
f

,, I
'\.

/ A host of decisions must be made about content and procedure bPoond
(

thq listed in Tables 9 through 17. Some deal With'Acisions pertain-

ini to he enabling characteristics'of CBE programs, for example, deci-

sions about management and governance structures. Others "deal with more

mundane matters,- foreexample, the ratio of students to teachers, efficiency

in the instructional process, quality.and'background of faculty, and access

to materials and space. All such matters are well known to school admiA-
.

istrators and members of school boards and all depend to a large extent.
?,

,

upon decisions made with respect-to th4defining 9haracteristics of CBE

programs, so more need not be said about them. All affect the nature and

cost of schooling, however,;and must be dealt with as,carefullysend as !-

systematically as_the decisions that have be n

pages.

high ighted in the previous

,Because of the particular characteristics .of competency based

prog rams,a number of issues.that school adMinistrators and boards of

education tend,to deal with routinely, or have not had to deal with An the

Oast; take on new meaning. Three of these,are

A district's oriedtation'to exceptional children;

A district's orientation to the use of technology'.
as an aid to the process of schooling; and

A district's orientation to research on the effective-
.

ness of schooling.

Each of these itsues Ts discussed briefly in"tte paragraphs that -ollow.

I

A District's Orientation'
To Exceptional Children '

4

100

indicated in Chapter 4, and again in Table 15, exceptional children

./

pose somewhat of a dilemma for the designers of competency based educational

"b.
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programs. Are comA.tncies,and other°4outcomes required for ..2raduatiaRoe'

toy be designed to accommodate alL chiidren, .independent of learning

ability, or should they be geared to accommodate children having at least

average ability? If outcomeS requiAid for graduation are 'such, that, they

cannot be met by some children, 06w are these children to be accommodated

within the prograrrl? How do.CBE programs accommodate the gifted? These

are questions that mu4t be dealt with in every educatioal program, but"

because of the'special features of aicompstency based approach to ecuca-

tion they arb particularly vexing.
AI ,

With the passage of Public'Law 94-142, with its p/ess for handicapped

hearners to be inCluded as"muchas possible in regular classroom instruc-:

tion (the concept of "mainStreaming"),.these questions take on added

meaning! In many respects competency based programs are ideal contexts

within'whic11 t'o mix learners of all a8ilities4Pfor a mastery approach to

instruction,and he personiilization of the instruction-evaluation process

are designed accoItimodate great differences in learners. The management

and resource AemfandS that accompany_yheadaptation of a competency based

instructional program to wide differences in learners, however, are great

and those who opt for such an approach to schooling should, be aware of

them.

The Orientation Of A District
To The Use Of Technology

.

_-
Many of the educational innovations that have contributed to the.

emergence of competency based education make heavy use of technology.

These include programmed instruction, computer managed instruction, com-,-

puter based instruction, and computer bawl scheduling of.instruction, as

well as the long established use of educational : media andipackaged" in-
. . .

structionaq programs. The emphasis witinip competency based education on
1.4ue
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instoruction that links toloutcomes, on the asitisment of outeomes, and
I?

on the use of :Information on outcome achievement for purposes of" manage- "\---

ment and governance decisions invites the continued use of technology

in the operation of such programs. The orientation a district has with
4

respect to the use of technology, as well as the expertise that ii avail-,

\abbe in.its use, s a majdA factor to-be consiaered in the design of any
.

competency based program.

A District's Orientation To 4
Research On The Effect Of- Schooling

It has been argued .recently (Schaldck,1974, 1975) that competency.

based education and competehcy based teacher education programs are

unusually rich contexts for research. The argument rests on the assump-

tion that oRe of the most promising features of the cOmpetendy based

Movement is its potential for overcoming many of the measurement_ problems.

that have plagued educational research over the years, and for provid-
,

ing better defined and more powerful treatment conditions than. educational-

researchers have 'had accesA to in thepatt. An equally critical assump-

tion is. that if these contributions'are of the kind and quality anticipated,

and ifthe research community recognizes them as such and takes advantage

of their availability, both applied and basic research-can be carried out

within the context of competency based programs at .low cost' and with hi4h

eXternal validit*

Schalock goes on to point ou,t,-however, that while it is potsible

to combine research with program operation, considerable risk is involved

in attempting sufh a venture. High-quality measures, for example, are

often difficult and costly to obtain. Also, requiring that programdpera-.

tions meet-the idhstraints of experimental design tends to create a cum-
.

ersomeness and rigidity of program operation that frustrates both program

:113 427
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managers and participants. Heretofore,efforts to design data collection-.P .. '4, "'",y....s. . ,
systems that support both progral operation and research have'tended to',.

. .

end in the design of research prbgrams instead bf operational programs

( )
; :,,

_

''' that ha'd deg. When.this has there has been a- nearly uni7.
, .

_ 1.

occurred
.4.

, , .-
. . .

versar reaction on the part of plxigrath managen- and participants: throw.

the researchers out!: (Parlett and Hamilton', 197,x2) ..c

Recognizing this pitfall, it is still possible that if done with care
41.

.
data,generation systems can be desighed that,will.suppott both program

'operation and research. When this is the case, (he best possible context

for'basic research exists: ri.dan be carried out at low cost andi't has

a gdOci chance of meetitig the requ- irements of external validity that are

. not 'met in trosileducational experiments (Schulman, 1970).

While the issue ofresear6h on the-effectiveness of schooling is

fPrergn to most school boards and administrators, it is an issue that .Ar'

)

:looms large in implementing competen'Cylbased education programs: Not

only d4. such Programs 'for the first irre-provide frpportunity for educa-

tion moving to an empirically based mode of-oparation, but ihey.provide.

the means by which educational programs cam be systematically improved

as well. For these reasons, all designers of competency based programs

need tofonsider the extent to which a program .is io serve as a context

for research., If the decision is to have the program become such a con-

text, there are implj alions that'stretch throughout essentially every

facet of Program operaton.

4
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represent'a complex set of "trade-off" decisions that reflect,a.compro-
.

4.

-44

CHAPTEB..6. PATTERNS AND CONTEXTS:iv PROGRAM.VARIATIONS
THAT ACCOMMODATE DIFFERENCES IN SCHOOLS ANDVCOMMUNITIES

. ,

Before implementing a competency based alp ach to education a schoo)
.

'or district must settle upon the particuiar,set of defining and enabling

characteristics its program is to -reflect. "In most cases these will

mice between what is desired and what i4 posiible, what is liked,and what
4

is riot liked.' Philosophic commitmentsan"olitical .pressures will enter

the decision making process 'in this regard, as will financial consrdera-
,

tions, staffing considerations,and the nature of programs that already

exist. Program options will be selected on the basis of all such oonsi-.

derationsw and if the selection process is treated with care and consider-

ation,a set of options will be selected that will combine to form a pro-

gramthat is fuRctional, internally consistent, and accommodating of the

-particularrdesires and circumstances of the adopting scho91 or district.

Chapter 5 spelled out some of the options available to adopting dis-

tricts when conside.ring these decisions. The present chapter provides

(--examples of how various sets of options can go togethjer toimake up,compe-,

4 ,4

tency based pgrams that reflect different points of emphasis, commit-

ment and resource availability, but at the same time are internally con-
r-

sistent and potentially functional. In keeping with the title of the

paper these a-174Nt.42ated as "alternative models" of competency based ed-

ucation.

Six different models of competency based education are described i

/1the pages that follow. They vary from the relatively simple to t rela

tively complex. , All, however, ref.lect acceptable variations.of the defi-

nition of competency based education pbt forth in Chapter 3,.and,thus

represent relatively complsx approaches to schooling. The distingUishing

115 12J



characteristics o ch.model are "mapped" against the dimensions of,.

choice outlined 1n- Figure 7, p 64, and a Label provided that reflec'ts

these character,' icso Each Model also is acCompanied by a discussion

ot the conditions necessary-for its implementation and the developmental

tasks, costs and benefits, and the liabilities and limitations that are

likely to accompany its implementation. These, of course, are only-pro-

'ections, but they do reflect the'experience of implementing competency

, .

based teacher education programs that ieflect many ofhthe same charatter-

'sties as Outlined in/the models. They also reflect the experience gained
, ,

thus far by school districts in Oregon attempting _ta....1-mplement'such pro-

grams. In time the research thats planned as r accompanyment to the

--"')Oregon experience in competency based education will provide better esti-

mates, than those provided here, but until that time the estimates made

4

should be of sane assistance to-persons contemplating the implementation

of programs thpt resemble those outlined.

Notes On The Concept Of Model
In The Context Of Educatiori

Educators use the term model in a variety of ways. Sometimes it

it,used to refer to soMething that is exemplary or illustrative, fOr

example, a program in early childhood education or career education that

should be viewed as a model for others to follow. Sometimes it is used

to refer to a miniaturized version of something, ,fbr' example, a model of

a school building that is about to be built. Sometimes, however, the term

is used to refer to an abstraction or representation of something that is

complex or'otherwise not easily understood. In this context the term re-

fers.to ".Aa well developed descriptive analogy used to help' visualize,

often in a simplifiecror miniature way, a projection of a possible system

4040.



come poss,ible-are for all intentstand purposes unending. In some respects

this constitutes an advantage, for the model variations possible approach

the variaiions,thet exist in different communities and schopis that need

to be served by such models. In'some respects, however, it constitutes

a disadvantage, for it implies that each .district that wishes to imple-

ment a competency,based'edtica on program must deVelop.its own model
,

)
...-

A middle ground exists, and it emerges through the idea of "model-

basely programs. The essence of the idea is that a model of'competency

based education can serve to foste; oegive 'focus to a wide range of

variations, and still have each program reflect the essential

characteristics of the model from which the program was derived. Func-

- tionally this has two advantages: fewer basic models need to be developed,
4

and schools that have derived their pro,grams'from a particular model

recognize immediately that they have a great deal in common. This per-

mits each to benefit from. what has been learned by the other4 and yet be

1.17 1 LI I.

1

of relations-hips (emphasis added) among phenomena,, realized in verbal,

material, graphic or symbolic terms" "(Snow, 1974, p 81). Following this,

use of the term a model of competency based education,is viewed as'a. well

defined and functiOnalJy different'pattern of emphasis or interpretation

thatLcan be given the de"fining'and enabling char=acteristics of competency

based education; as these have been elaborated in the precedidhq chapters.

'By defining a model in this way it is possible to establish an

essentially endless number of Models of competeny based'edocation. Taken .

(.0
by themselves the Aefining and enabling characteristics of a competency

4 based program can be combined in hundreds of different ways. W,hen these

'various possibilities a combined with the option's that exist around

each defining and enabling characteristic, the model,variations that be-
,



free to implement the particular model variation that accommodates best

their own needs and circpmstances.

The models of competency based education that are described in the

pages that follow reflect this point of flew. Each is viewed as an appro-

/!
priate variation of the possible combinations of the defining andcablin9

characteristics outlined in Chapter 3. In combination the six models are

viewed as representing the full range of modelt possible from the point

of view of the complexity-simplicity of such models, and the major dimen-
-

sions along which CBE provams can vary. As such the six models outlined

should serve as guides to program development for a wide.variety of schools,

in a wise variey of contexts. Other models, of course, are possible, for

those that have been selected for descr,iption Are arbitrary. The range

of models, described, however, should cover the range of program varia-

tions that schools are to implement.* -

r

Notes On The Concept Of "Partial Models'! And
"Approximate Programs" Of Competency Based Education

For purposes of the present paper, a partial
),

model or an approxi-

mate program of competency baSekd education is one that does not reflect

1 4

all of the definling and enabling ch&racteristics of competency 64sed.pro-

grams in clearly recognizable form. Since the development of alternative

- models of competency based education 'is largely a paper exercise, it is ,

unlikely that partial models are likely to be propdsed -- unless of course

the model builder chooses to ignore one or more of the defining oren-

abling characteristics that haye been propqsed, or chooses to define

competericy based education in a different way. The implementation/of

competency based school programs, however, is a different matter. _Here

1

it is likely that most implementation efforts, at least in the beginning,

.:1141132
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- kiln be approximate programs,for it is unlikely that a school district

will be able to implement a full fledged competency based program all at
"-

once. The magnitude of...hange is such that most districts will require

. at-best a three- to five-year period to shift existing programs to a

,competency based mode of operation, and then it is' likely that such pro-

grams"Jkill be opqrated in.a manner that only approximates, what is desired,

/-

or what may exist at a later point in time.
A

It is important that this-be understotid,6and not only from the point

of view of p.rogram Cost. Equally important is the matter of time, for

so many of the principles and practices of competency based education'are

sufficiently at odds with what now gods on in elemerhary and secondary

schools, that considerable time must be allowed for students and faculty
e,.

. to internalize or act habitually on the basis of CBE principles and prac-

tices. A clear understanding of the time required for shifting from a

,:sraditkoinal to a competency based mode of operation should lead to con- .

siderable tolerance for scnools that only approximate a,fully operational

CBE program during the transition years.

( Model 1. A Partially -Individualized,

Board-Referenced, Basic Skills Model

This is the mo*t simple stf the six models presented, and probably

the one which most schools attempting to implement a.competency based

approach to education will adopt as a point of drparture. As reflected in-

its label the model pertains to only a fart of the 'school curricullam, for

it takes as its focus the'mastery of basic skills and the acquisition of

knowledge that makes -their mastery possible. It minimizes the indi-

vidyalization of instruction and the involvement- of the 6ommunity in the

design and operation of the instructional program. The model represents
,

'in essence a "no nonsense", "no frills",approach to schooling,- The model

in full (Model IIB-e 7,8) is charted in Figure 8.

119 133
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1.

A PROGRAM CHARACTER-

ISTIC ON-WHICH THERE
IS NO CHOICE

(POINT A)

A PERFORMANCE-BASED

APPROACH-TO INSTRUC
TION/ASSESSMENT

Kasterjf of knowledge

1, plus demonstra-
tion of skills

THE

OUTCOME
DIMENSION fi, plui demonstra-

tion of attitudes,
values and interper-
sonal orientations

THE. INSTRUCTION/ASSESSMENT DIMENSION

The "Individuifization" Of'The
In_;truction/AsSessment Process

B

A, plus alternative/

negotiable means by
which to achieve
desired outcomes

III, plu5 ability to function
effectively in )14e roles

.r

C

plui alternttlye/,

negotiable timOr-
limits within which
to achieve'desired
'outcomes 4

The "Personalization" Of The v

Instruction/Assessment Process

D E

C, plUs.alternativei 0, plus altdrnative/
negotiable measures negotiable ou4comes
of outcome achieve- to be achieved_
ment

S

THE PROGRAM INCLUSIVENESS DIMENSION

.a. Selected outcomes/units
within course(5)

b. One or more courses
within a building

'

c. Sequences of courses or
segmentvof programs
within a building

d. Withrn building pro-
grains

e. Sequences of courses
or- segments of pro-
grams that cross-A
cut buildings

f. District wide pro-
grams

g. T6141 building 4P----
cuFricuium.

h. Total district
curriculum

THE PROGRAM OPERATION.DAMENSION

(..Student referenced (re- 5. Short terry Program eval-
view, critique, eval- uition/Improvgment
uate) system

2. Student assisted lagcriTe-,/,, 6. Long term program evai-
instruct, assess) *- , uption/Improvement

3. Community referencia-7- system
(review, critique, 7. Outcome achievement a
va4uate) m, Iv basIffor program place-

. Community assisted ment decisions.
(advise, instruct, 8. Outcome achievement 4
assess)

.. basis for graduation

Figure"8. A partially IndiGidualized board-referenced, basic skills model (Model 11B-e 7,8)
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From Figure 8 it can be seen that Model 1 is sorts le in some respects,

but not at simple as it might be: 11 is relatively complex, for example,

in that it focuses upon both knowledge and skill acquisition across sev-

eral prograths, whereat a simpler model could focus only on the acquisi-

tion efknowledge in one or more courses. On the other hand,the model is

alLsimple as it possOibly can be with respect to the fridividualizatioh df

instruction,and the operation of program, and still be treated as amodel
4allk

of competence based education. Time,is not allowed to vary for skill
,

ifracqutsition, at least not beyond the limits,'i is allowed to vary in mar

-competency based programs, and program evaluationOimprovement procedures

are no more formalized than they are now in most educational programi.

These omissions, in fact, will cause some to questiOn whether Model. 1 is

in fact a competency based model,,but the view taken.here it that it is

minimally.
r

i
0

.

..

, .. _

Conditions Of Implementation

t ,

A number of conditions must exist within a school syttem for even this

relatively simple model of competency based education be implemented. -'

These include

,. Clarify as to the basic skills to be demonstrated in
order to graduate;

45
,Pr?

The availability of ways to assess ,thelpresence'or ab-
sence of these skills; and clarity as to the levelof
achievement to be demonstrated with respect to them ina
order to graduate (the matter of performance standards) ;

Instructibnal programs that facilitate their achieve-
ment, and that include in their design alternative
learning experiences for their achievement;

A record keeping.system that enab1`e4- teachers
and parents to monitor progress toward their achieve-
ment, 'and use this information in arriving atiprogram
placethent decitions;

4 .

Remediation programs for ttudents who do hiqt obtain
desired skill levels during the course.of
struction; 1-

121
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4Alt-
Ap Progem management and adminisltAhe structures

.

that permit stOents, the resources of the school,
and time itio 'intil'act in si.tch a way that eachrotudent

. in the school system ha's' ample opportuniug to achieve
the, utcomes,desired; and

;e-Instructional, administrative,and support staff able
to carry out he.variout functions required of them
in order for 1 of the above to bl3Fgpmpliphed.

Thete represent a 'relatively complex aaglo-t.i.ghtly interdepen dent set of.

.conditions,that must be in place fli this relatiyely.siele model of
.,. .., ...

,,

.

competency.bised education to be lemented. Some districts, of course,. 61,016
/ .

. ,

have most or all of theie co nditionsWell established; others have none.
.

w' ..
.

40, It is probably fair to say, however, that most districts have a great

deal of.developmental work to do before eventhis simplest of. OE models,

can be implemented in full,

DevetOment Likely To Be Needed ' .01°

A..

Assuming. that -the baslx Skills to be demonstrated for graduation
/

have, been identifLed, and that instructional program's are ealonably
A

.,

.

well established

firth4

achievement,
:'

a number of major! developmental
. Ai-

' tasks in'all probability still "face a/district befor eing able to
4

implement a Model I baacrprogram. These are likely, to lude the
sr,

7 a t
development Of procedures for"measuring the acquisition of the desired

4
*skills, agreein to the level. of achievement to,be demonstr

tios to each skill' in Ir. to graduate (the matter' 0 rformance
,

.

ed in rela7

S

-standards), the development of .record-keeping stem that permits the

,

tracking of individual student progress On basic slij development, and .

the design Of remediaion expeeTencee for students not able to achieve Aps
0.

A,
the desired`leyel of b is skill achievement' under regular instructional

. . -
conditions. It is likely also that staff development programs will,

r a-

need.to-be designed and carried out in order to haveinitructlional,

. ,

'7
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administrative and support personnel sufficiently familiar with' the re-
.

.

quirememts of the model based program to permit it to function_effAcetively.

-41 0 I
p 'w I. .(1

.
Costs To Be Anticipated

Three kinds of costs can) anticipated in. implementing any new ed-

ucational program. Thes reoasts associated with developing the pro-

gram, costs associated with the actual operation of the program, and
-

costs associated with the preparation, ot,s,taff to operate the program.

implementingAl 1 'three are .1 ikely to be Involvet in l

,

etew based

education.prograffi that Is based on Model I.

While it is likely that costs of this kind will be incurred, it is

difficult to ant i cipatthei r precise -,nature and amount until t peci-
ti

fics of the prograt art determihed, and the extent' to whict the program

ifers from the existing program can be esta01 Costs also will

r,3y depend on the abi l itr of staff-;,within a school systerc 'to carryout pro-

.

gram development activities, and to operate the program (ince, ;4114s:been ,.
ir. .

developed.' in light of theseei imitations,. it is possible to anticipate '

T. , .

. . ..

, 4 St

only generally the Costs 1' i ke.1 y to be i nvolved in ithp 1 ement irk a program

bawl 'on the partiCular model of-competency based education that is 'out-
f W

.
.

,)
,41.

IMIR
lliged . in Model I I. %. 10 1

11 ....,
0

\ 4

. The 'major factor in determining cost of program impfementatjon will
, 1 ,.

7-0, be 'the ded is ion made' about approach 4to .outcome n .1.\ 1 e tandard=assessment
4

'rzed measures of achievement are to be used In 'asseSs ...,
ing basic skill

4
, .

acpuis i t ion, developmental
:
_costs wi 1 1 .be mi n tale] . I f such meaiures a're.

not to be .used in assessing outcome achievemeit, however, and oi f an-'11-
0 .. ,

,-lustratiye set of measures to be developed are not available for adapte-
,

t
,

.

a
..

t 1 the largest share of grogr development costs prbbably will g6
. _ .

toward the development of such easures The development of a 'clistrIct /
--

, ,

wide assessment program with respect to basic ski 1 igidevelopmeni i s ,eas i 1 y-

123.K6 ,,



as. complex and time consuming ay the development of new K-12nstruc-

tional 1:11pgram, so time and resources need to be allocated accordingly.

As indicated above, to the extent that standardized measures are

used in assessing outcome achievement, or illustr.ative 'criterion refer-
.

enced assessment systems are available for adaptation; the cost, of this

Zesk will be reeed appreciably,. Even here, llowever, considerable time

sndene gy will be consumed in'tailoring an established assessment system

to Meet the particular needs of adistrict, given the particular outcomes

to be d monstrated within a district for purposes of grad tion. Addi-

tionaltional time and energy will be reqiied to reach agreeme upon perform-,

1) % . *
.

ante standards with respect to the various outcomes to be emonstralpd,

. .! .

and in developi:ng a necordkeeping system that permits the progress of
.

each student to be monitored with respect to outco me acquisition and
4 T

demonstration.

'Curriculum anal staff development 'tasks are likely to follow,from
.

whpt emerges byway of outcome measurement. On the,curricul um side, for
0

example, acoytcomes to be ahieved from a particular curriculum are

sharpened curriculum revision tends to occur and provisions for remedia-

'tion tend to be established: These developments in turn often leab to

revisions in course, scheduling and reassignment of personnel. As a

consequente of these changes, or as a consequence of changes in assess-
*

filent procedures, j-ecordkeeping proceduhesor performance standards, staff

development activities may...400-called for. While cosi minimizing pro-

cedwces cap be introduced into curricyluni development and staff develop-

programs,. both education Personnel and members of the community must

*..!e

..--,

ilat.aware that in entering the arena of competency based education some

costs will be incurred along these lir;es.



In addition to measurement, currtccaum and -staff development costs,

a ,district that wishes to implement a Model I based program needs to be

t

aware that theicostsisinvolved in operating such a program are likely to

4
be greater than those involved in operating a non - competency based pro-

gram. Time and energy are required for assessing desired learning out-

comes, maintaining individual student records, and reporting outcome

achievement inform4tion to patrons. Time and energy also are consumed

by remediation programs, and by program improvement fcti.vities that are

likely to stem from increased sensitivity to outcomeachievementeinforima-

tion. Taken by themselves,ihese added -obligations could increase the
44

cost of program operation by as.much as ten or fifteen,Oercent, but since

NI few school budgets could accommodate such a cost increase, the added costs

will tend_to be absorbed through increased effiCienCtes of instrdction

and assessment, or decreased expenditure of tqe And energy in other

activities.

tor 4iiit

*

-Benefits To Be Expected

The major benefit that cones froM implementing a pgram bled upon

this partiCular model of competency basededucation,is.one of being,sure
9, 9.

that students gradpating from a schlber- system possess the basic gkilli
".7'

system

assumed; to be needed to function4Aftedtt\mll hulife roles subsequent to

their graduation. Reiatid benef44 inclyde an awareness of program

strengths andiweaknesses; as evjited by outcome achievement on the part

of students moving through various programs of instruction, andjon aware-

''AP
ness of the strengths and weaknesses of individual studentt so far as

APP
4

basic skills are concerned. Joth erovide an information base t'permits

teachers to,adjust their instruction accord' ly.' At

It will, be argued by some that such benefits do not warrant the

costs inv n implementing a competency based program (3, this kind.

J.`
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Others, however, wilPtake the opposite view. Each community, of course,

will have to make Lts own determination in this regard.
ft

Limitations And Liabilities

Within the framework of a ?luny developed Competency based educational(

program, Model I has a number of limitations. These include i,ts focus

only on basic skill development, its limited attention /o the indtvidual-

ization of instruction', the absent` of well developed program evaluation

and improvement procedures, and the abserree of wide-spread community in-
,

4Q
-

4
volvement in the design and operation of the program. As stated in the

initial deddription of the model, it represents a "4 nonsensi""no

frills)! approach, to scRoolng. As such it probably represents amodel of

competency based education that many-communities and schools would choose

to implement.

y. School,s that wish ultimately to imdlement a more fully developed

competency based program might also choose to start with this relatively

simple,model, both a§ a way to determine whether CBE is really as desir-
e, .7

0

able as it sounds and as a manageable way to start.

e'The liabilities that go with a Model I based program'are those that

accompany any competency based program, namely, students being obligated

to achieve designated outcomes in- order to graduate,and schools being

obligated to4Olovide instructional programs that afford reasonab4e-oppor-

tunity for students to achieve such outcomes. From the point of view of

some students an school personnel, a related set of liabilities include

students having persist in their learning until desired outcomes are

in fact achieved, and school personnel having towntinuousry teview and

$improve programs of instruction to be'surt they do in fact achieve the

'utcomes expected of them. It'is doubtful that parents and members of

he community in general would share this view.

4111 12614
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Model 2- A ully Individualized, Sommunity-Referenced,
'Basic Skills del. That Incorporates Cost-Effecti/

s
eness Data

.

Model 2 has much in common.with Modell,' but it calls for more of

the advantages that can be gained.through a competency based mode of

operation: Like Model 1 rts focus is basic skill development. In

contrast"to Model r, however, it is more fully individualized (students

hat access to differing amounts of time as well as alternative learning

experiences in achieving particular outcomei");.the basic skills to be

demonstrated in order to gradual", and the indicators to be used as evi-

dence of their achievement, are established cooperatively by school per-

sonnel and members of the community at large;--and programs of instruction

are evaluated both in terms of their cost and their effectiveness. Like

Model I, Model 2 still represents ainno nonsense", "no frills".approach

to schooling so far as graduation requirements are concerned, but it does

provide for rTtkr_o) flexibility in'terms of outcome attainment by

more involvement inthe design, of the educational process by members of .

the community, and more commitment to' program evaluation as a basis for

program improvement. The model in full (Model IIC-e 3,5,7,0),is charted

inn Figure 9.

Conditions ,Of Implementation

If a school system wishes to implement an educational program based
V

on this-mbdel,three conditions must exiltabOve and beyond those needed 44"

to implement a program based on Model 1. These include

Instructional programs that incorporate in their'
design an opportunity to vary time spent in outcoMill*°
acquisition and demonstration as well as an oppor-
tuniey to,parsue alternative learning experiences

-in achieving A particular outcome"; .

1 271 4 2
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A PROGRAM CHARA TER-
ISTIC ON WHICH T ERE

IS NO CHOICE
\.

(POINT A)

A PERFORMANCE-BASED
APPROACH TO INSTRUC-

T1ON/ASSESSNENT

Mastery of knowledge

II

I, plus demonstra-
tion of skirls

THE

OUTCOME iii

DIMOSION 11, plus demonstra-
tion of attitudes,
values and interper-
sonal orientations

THE INSTRUCTION /ASSESSMENT DIMENSION

The "Individualization" Of The
Instruction/Assessment Process

B

A, plus alternative/

negotiable meats by
which to achieve
desired outcomes

fist .

IV

11I, plus ability to function
effectively In life roles

The "Personalization" Of The
4nslrection/Assessment Process

-C D 4 E ._
B, plus alternative/ C, plus alternative/ D, plus alternative/
negotiable time negotiable measures negotiable outcomes

. limits within which of outcome achieve- to be achieved
to achieve desired ment
outcomes

4

4

THE PROGRAM INCLUSIVENESS DIMENSION

a. Selected outcomes/units

within courseTs).
b.. One or more courses

withih a buirdinq
c. Sequences of courses or

segments of programs
within a building

d. Within building pro-
grams

143

e. Sequences of courses'
or segments of pro-
grams that,cross-
cut buildings

f. District wide pro-
.

gram
g. Total building :

curriculum
h. Total district

curriculum

THE PROGRAM OPERATION DIMENSION

Student referenced .(re-

view, critique, val-
uate)

Student assisted (advise,
instruct, assess)

Community referenced
(nevi, critique,
evaluate)

Community assisted
(advise, struct,
assess)

5. Short term program eval-

uation/improvement Alk
system

6. Long term program eval-

ution/improvement
system

7.Outcome achievement a
basis for program placej6
ment decisions

8. Outcome achievement a,

-A-basis for graduation

Figure 9 A fully Individualized, community-referehted, basic skills
model that-incorporates cost- effectiveness data (Model 11C-e 3,5,7,8)
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e The means by which school personnel and members of
the community can identify'cooperatiVely the basic
skills required -for graduation, and the inclicatols
to be used as evidence,of their achievement; and

o- The means by which information is to.be\ahZained on
the cost and effectivatess of instructional programs
that facilitate the acquisition of basic'skills, and
used for purObses of program improvement decisions.

The increased complexity rog'ram operation that comes with these addi-

tions will cpuse the program management and administrative procedures

that support Model 2 bawl programs to be more complex than those that

support programs based,on Model 1.

ro"

Development Likely To Pe Needed

Schools or communities that wish to implement Model 2 based programs

face one major developmental task and two organizational-administrative

tasks that are'above and beyond those required to implement a program

based on Model 1. The developmental task is one of designing and imple-

menting a program evaluation proCedure that identifies the cost and

determines the effectiveness of instructional programs in bringing about

the basic skills, desired for graduation. This is a relatively cbmplex

J task,but fortunately a number of program evaluation models are now avail-

able as points of reference (Stake, 1967; Scriven, 1967;.Provus, (971;.Stufflebelm,

et al., 1971). Another is the Handbook for Program Evaluation developed

by members of the Mid-Willaffiette Valley Consortium for Educational Develop-
/

ment in Oregon (Schalock., et. al., 1976). The handbOak is particularly

useful, in that it is designer as a workbook, and it focuses on both cost

and effectivenags data. It also is flexible in that it can be applied to

a total K-12 program or any segment' of such a program.

The demands of the,model with respect to time variation for outcome

achievement and community involvement in outcome and'indicator definition

g-1:15



will most likely cause adopting districts to engage in additional develop-

mental activities, but the major implicationi of these two cilaracteristics

of the model are essentially organizational and administratie in nature.

the organize/lion and scheduling o? classes, for eximple,-will need to

accommodate the greater flexibility in time- Structures and procedures

will have to be established that permit school personnel and members of
114,

the community to work cooperatively in'establishing the' basic sIills to be

achieved. Time will have to be built into curriculum developmentand re-

4

view schedules to accommodate this interactive process. Al-1 of these,

however, are largely organization-administrative tasks rather than basic

developmental tasks.

Because Model 2 demands several aspects, of program operation that

ar

are unfamiliar to most school personnel, rather-wide ranging staff develop-

ment programs probably will need to accompany the implemeTrtation of a

Model 2 based program especially sowith respect to the collection and

use of program evaluation data if a school systemadoei_not have on its

faculty evaluation specialists.

L
Costs To Be-Arm4cipated

Both program development and program operation costs will be greater

for Model 2 based programs than for Model 1 programs, but by far the

greetesCkincrease in cost will be accounted for in cost of program opera-
--1

.tion. While allowing students more control over the. use of their time should

'have %Ode effect upon program costs, the involvement of parents and

members of the community in program design decisions; and the collection of

cost and effectiveness data as a basis for program improvement decisions,

will add Ko the cost of program operation. The precise cost of both, of

course, wjll depend upon the farm they-take, but school officials

130 4
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Olt

contemplating the adoption of Model 2 as a guide to program design need It.

'tog, be aware that these two characteristics of the model will increase the

cost of prograM'o eration appreciably. It also needs to be recognized

that it is difficult to absorb these costs in ongoing instruction

programs. They are,instruction-related activities, and as such_tend fo

be clear and simple ';add on"' costs to instruction.

---
Benefits To Be Expected'

Districts that implement a Model 2 based program can expect to share

the samebenefits that come with programs based on Model 1 (see p 116),

and a number of additional benefits as well. Model 2 provides clear-cut

benefits to students in the form of greater control over time, at least

so far as the time required for basic skill mastery. It also provides

clegr-cut benefits eb the community at large. These come in two forms.

The first takes the fqrm of cOnfidenCe that the schools are fostering

the development of the basic sk.ilps that ago held to be important in

the community. The second takes the form of clear-cut evidence as to

both the cost and the effectiveness Of the various instructional' pro-

grams offered by the schools in achieving the basic skills desired.

School personnel also, fit from Model 2 characteristics. Some

are direct benefits; some Thdirect. -Instruction, for example, is

made easier when time is allowed to vary for the achievement of particular

outcomes, and instruction can_be made more efficient and effective when

rnformati6n is available on the cost and effectiveness of 'particular in-

structional programs. Indirect benefits- accrue to instructional ,staff

through knowing that patrons of the schools are supportive of at least.

one set of outcomes that the schools are trying to achieve, and through

being able-to work with students who are clear about outcomes to be

k 147
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achieved and who have some sense of control over when and how they are
V

to be achieved.

All in all these represent a sizable array of benefits, but whether

they justify the greater costs of Model 2 as compared to Model 11based

programs is 'a decision that can be made only -by the adopting community.

Limitations And Liabilities

Three of the limitations associated with Model 1 would be effectively N,

reduced by implementing a Model 2 based program. These are the restricted

view of the individualization of instruction that accompanys Model 1, the

limited information-available on program effectiveness in Model 1, and the

minimal involvement of parents and members of the community in Model 1,

based program design d cisions. Model 2 based pr=ograms still. carry Ser-

ious limitations, for example, limiting the outcomes to be demonstrated

for graduationse basic skills and the absence of information on program

benefits, but compared to Model 1 its limitations are much less handi-

capping.

Because each benefit associated with a competency based education

program seems to carry a related liability, the characteristics that dif-

ferentiate Model 2 from Model 1 carry a sizable set of liabilities. Pro--

viding students an option with respectifto time allowed for outcome acqui-

sition and demonstration, for example, carries with it the danger of stk.

dent procrastination and abuse of privilege. Opening the outcomOdenti-
/

fication process to broad public involvement carries with it a major

commitment of time, and the danger that school personnel and members of.

the community will not beable to agree on the basft skills to be acquired

through the schools. The availability of cost and effectiveness in-

formation,on school programs make both teachers and administrators much

. more vulnerable to citizen attack and'control. These obviously are

132 'LI:::
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factors that need to be considered by adopting communities, for they add

significantly to the cost-benefit equation.

411k

Model 3. A Partially Individualized-
Board- Referenced, Total Curriculum Model

That Makes Use Of Students As Teaching Assistants

Model 3 resembles Model 1, with two exceptions: itincorporates

all instrucfional'offerings, instead of being limited to basic skills,

and it incorporates students as assistantsin the instructional process.

In some ,respects Model 3 represents a relatively "exAnsive" approdch to

competency based education; in others it represents a relatively conserve-

tive approach. It is exp ive in_that it'calls for the total curricular

offerings of a district to be treated within a-competenciikbased mode of

operation, and.it calls-for students to assist with the ?hstructional

process -- both as a means of reducing instructional coststand enhancing

their own learning (Allen, Feldman and Devin-Sheehan, 1976). It is con-

servative in that it calls for only a partially individualized approach

to instruction, it does' not call for extensive involvement on the part of

parents and members of the community in program design decisions, and it

does not call for program cost and effectiveness in formation to be used

as a basis for program improvement. The model in full (Model IIIB-h 2,7,8)

is charted in Figure 10.

Conditions Of Implementation

All of the conAAtions that must exist to implement a Model, 1 based
(

program must exist to implement a Model 3 based program, but at a level

of incllItiveness than makes the latter a totally different order of busi-

ness. Rather than having simply to spec ify the basic skills to be demon-
,

strated for graduation, and develop the measurement and recohikeeping

:133 .1A3
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systems needed to obtair evidence that pertains thereto, these aspects

of,program development must be in place for all segments and phases of

the .curriculum offered within' a school system. OperatiOnally this Means-
.

that the outcomes desire<1.7 each program of instruction offered with-

)
in a district have been identified; indicators, measures, and performance

standaris relative to these outcomes have been established; instructional},

programs, remediation systems and recordkeeping sy geared to the.

4
to

achievement of these outcomes are in place; and the nagement and admin-
.,

istrative structures needed to support all of the above are functional.

In addition, Model 3 requires that of the various outcomes to be clitieved

by a school system a particular set of outcomes have been identified as

those to be de nstrated for purposes of graduation. Theserepresent an

infaitely more omplex set of prerequisites that those needed to imple-

' rent a Model 1 del 2 based program, though they obviously are only

extensionsscif the can itions required by the simpler models.

V

One furtther condition must be met for a 'Model 3 based program to

be implemented, ripely, ?larity as to where in the curriculum student

are teserve as instructional as.sistantt, and what. they are to do speci-
ve4,

ofjcally in doing so. This is not a particularly difficult ,condition to

'meet, but it d6es require careful planning oni$the part of instructional.

.*

faculty and extensive training on the part of students who are to func-,

0k0ti )
s assistants.

Development Likely To Be Needed

The major areas of development.bikely to be faced by a district that

ti

/".

wishes 'to implement a Model 3 based program follow directly from the en-

abling cdriditi-Os listed above. :If an adopting district already has thesx

conditions'establi5hed, the development needled. will in small. If they are

mh
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not established,00r if they are only partially established, the require-

ments for development will be large. SO too will the requirements for
,

staff development. If esientially.all-bf the conditivins listed above

are yet to be established,a district should allow at least three years

for full impleme4tet_ton and probably fi4e. Under *hese conditions the

0
decision to implement a Mode1.3 based program must be viewed as.a major

undertaking by a community,, with time and resources and expectations "---/

allocated accordingly. In light Of these considerations it it probable

that only those districts mot committed to the idea of competency

based education will be willing and able to meet the demands of develop-
,

ment,that accompany the implementation of a Model 3 based program.
11

Costs To Be Anticipated

As in the case of districts that decide to implement a Model 1 based_

program, the largest share of program development costs in implemehting

a Model 3 based program are likely to be taken by the development of mea-

sures of desired learning outcomes. Some repurces are likely to be
/s

required for'the identification of desired outcomes, some for the clarifi-
. is

cation%of performance standards, some for the development of record keep-

_ ing systems, some for! the development of alternative learning experiences

in existing instructional prograTs, and some for the development of remed-

iation programs, but,together these devel mental costs probably will

not exceed those required for the development of outcome measures. Speci-

ric cost estimates cannot be given for -these developmental tasks, since

costs will be determined,by the amount of work est. remains to be done on

them,"the quality4of work that has been done, who within

the,aistrict is to do the developmental work, the size of the district,

etc., but it is clear= that most distrits wanting si implement such a

S.
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prdgram will have to earmark a sizable portion of its budget-(3%? 5%2'
y.

7%?) for developmental activities and to cot so over number of (3; to 5)*

years.

Much the same situation exists with re to costs to be antici-

pated for skafi developMent --.it all depends. If staff are familiar

with such an approach to schooling, training costs will be -small.. If

they are not familiar with such an appr ach they will be.large. Staff

dielopment costs also will depend the involvement of staff in the

program development process. If instructional Ind administrative staff
/* .

carry major responsi,bi ty, for program development, the need for staff

training to make the program operate will. be reduced -- since staff have

essentially created-the program: if others within ttfle.Aiistrici are

primarily responsible for programdevelopment, however, for example, a,

"program development.and evaluation staff", or persbns outside of te

district are lesponsible, for example, lopcal college personnel, the need

for staff trailhing will be increased.

A firmer estimate of costs to be expected can be provided for pro-

gram operation. As in the case of Model 1 based programs these shdiuld

.11

not exceed ten to fifteen percent of the operational cots involved in

non-C8E programs, and they should be mome easily absorbed when dealing
411

with the curriculum as a whole than with only the few programs that

focus on the development of basic skills. 411,

Generally speaking both developmental and operational costs for

Model 3 based programs will exceed those of Model 1 and 21 programs simply

because of the greater amass of program involved. Some economies may

emerge as a result of scale, but so little is known aboUt the actual

cost of developing.and operating competency based programs that little

can 'be said in this regard at this time.

'
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Benefits To Be` Rected

The major benefit that derives from implementing a Model 3 cApppe-
.04

tency based educationarprogram is the achievement of the essentral,

condition needed for a. school to become "accountable" in the fullest

aense of.the term. The outcomes desired from schooling are specified,

-and evidence.of outcome achievement are collected, In a strict sense
.

of thekterm, however, Model 3 is not an accountability model, f r It

oes not require that cost effectiveness and Cost benefit data be u

as a basis fOr'program improvement. °These elements
IL

could be added to

*the model with relative ease, of course, so in a sense.the model anti-
.

cipates thii kind of orientation. Other benefits include the greater

'clarity and understanding on the part of both students and teachers as

'fo what is expected of them within the scho6ls,end a general awareness
. 7

on the part of education persnnel and the community at large of, program

strengths and weaknesses as these are evidenced by Student achieve-
:.

meet as they move Oroy.gh the various programs of instruction offered
4

within a district.

',Limitations And Liabilities

a

I

The major limitation of Model 3 is its essential imbalance. It

calls for a great deal of_attention to be directed to outcome clarifi-

cation and attainment, but very little atteition to be directed to the

effective utilization of informati& that comes with such a focus. In-

*
formation on outcome atta inment should be used systematically by schools.

as a basis for increasing Oogram effectiveness, program efficiency,'

and assuring that the outcomes being pursued by the schools_are in fact

the outcgme1 desired by the camuni y at large.

The major liabilities associat with Model 3 are those that parallel

1 .1r It
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the benefits that accrue from an ou 0 iented approech'to instruc.-

tion. For students and teachers,, the major liabiLitjes are an increased

responsibility.fpr performance,and an increased exposure as to quality

of performance. For a.school system as a whole, it means an increased.

0

expotire as to strehgths and weaknesses, and with it an increased

nerabiliv to criticis/ as well as al increased opportunity to improve.

As with the other models discussed in the chapter, the limitations and

liabilities that accompany a Model 3 based program 'must be taken into

account when considering its overall costs and 1)er-17e-fits.

Model 4. A Partially Personalized,'
Community-Refrenced, Total,Curricul.um Model -

That 'Incorporates 441-Effectiveness Data

Mode 4 is desSned to correct the imbalance that characterizes

Model 3. As in the case of'Model 2,it calls for community ievolvement

in the design of instructional programs, and evidence alto the cost

and effectiveness of instructional programs. It. *also calls for the

instruction-learning process to be fully individualized so far as stu-

dents having access to-alternative learning actiylties and options in

'the amount of time available to achievq particular outcomes. Finally,

it callsiiirthe instruction-learning process to be at least partially

personalize-, that is, for stuslente to be Ate to influence the *ice

---of indicators to be looked to &.s evidence of outcome achievement. . Model

4 obviously represents an unusually.compleX approach to schooling, but

Vr actually the first model thus far desiribed,that begins to capture

the full meaning of a competency based approach to education. It is

40

also a model that begins ta strikea balance between the harshnesg of

an "accountability"Orodel and the responsiveness to individual differences

139 5
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of a "humanistic" model. !tally, of the six models described in the

chapter Model 4, is the one, that represents most clooelyithe model of'

competendy based educatioribeing,implemented Oregon. The model in.t
.; full (Model IIID-h 3,5,7,8) Is charted'in Figure II.

Conditions Of implementation

If a district has iMplfmented a competency based prograM:of a Model ,

0 3 variety, either as a first step in'the program development process or
. ,

as a second step after starting initially with Model 1, thrIge additional

.cconditiors must be met in order to effectively implement a Model 4,pro-
.

.

4
gram. These include

Instructional precrams tF t include in their de%ign
alternative #pproache5 to the assessment of Outtime
achievement, as well as an opportunity to vary tire
spent and learning activities pursued in outcome
acqu- i- sition;

'sewer
The means by which school personnet andnembers-of
the community can reach agreement on the outcomes
to be achieved by the local' school system, ipclud-
ing those to be demonstrated for purpose% orgradua-
tion; and .

A
The means by which to obtain information on the cost
and effectiveness of the-various instructional pro-
grams offered by the district, and to use this in-
formation for purposes of program improvement.

Management and administrative procedures also will have to have been

established that accommodate the added complexity of program operation

1.

thttjocile with these additions to Moclel 3.

Tevelelprent Likely To Ele,Needed

Assuming district already has implemented a program that reflects

the characteristids of Model 3,, two major developmental tasks and a number

of organizational-administrat.ive tasks must be dealt with if a program

that reflects the characteristics of Model 4 is to be implemented. One

I,- 1 ~'7
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A PROGRAM CHARACTER
I SYV C ON.WHICH THERE

S NO CHOICE

...(POINT A)

A PERFORMANCE-BASED
APPROACH TO INSTRUC-

TION /ASSESSMENT

1

Mastery of knowledge

' 11

demonstra-
tion of skills

THE '

OUTCOME III

DIMENSION 14,.plus demonstra-
tion of attitudes,
values and interper-
sonal orientations

NM/ NE/ NM/

THE INSTRUCTION /ASSESSMENT DIMENSION

The vindividuatization" Of The
Insttuction/Assessment Procest

8

A, plus alternative/

negotiable means by
which to achieve
desired outcomes

IV

III, plus ability to function
effectively in life roles

t

I

C

The "Personalization" Of The

Instruction/Assessment Process

D E
B, plus alternative/ C, plus alternative/ D, plus.alternative/
negotiable time - negotiable measures negotiable outcomes ,

limits within which of outcome achieve- to be achieved
to achieve desired merit

outcomes

4

\if

ml

.THE PROGRAM INCLUSIVENESS DIMENSION

a. Selected outcomes/units
within course(s). L

b. One or more cburse
, within a building

c. Sequences of courses or
segments of programs
within a building

d. Within building pro-
grams

153
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e. Sequences of coulls
or segments of pro-
grams tha rmss-
cut buil

f. District w.de pro-
grams

g. Total building

curriculum
h. Total district

curriculum '

THE PROGRAM OPERATION DIMENSION
.

1. StudeAt referenced (re- 5.
-view, critique, evil:.
uate)

2. Student assisted (advi-se, 6.
UnstAxt, assess)

3. Communrty reference
(review, critique;
evaluate)

b. Community Assisted
(advise, instruct,
assess)

T.

8.

'Short term program eval-
uation /improvement
system

Long term ptogram evaI-

uation/Jmprovement
system

Outcome achievement a
basis for ptogram place
ment 'decisions

Outcome achievement a
basis for graduation

Figure It. A partially personalized, community-referenced, total curriculum
model that incorporates cost-effectivenels data (Model 1110-h 3,5,7,8) 15



ofathe developmental tasks i-s to design alternative procedures for as'sess-

ing-Lch learning outcome to be achieved, a task of no mean undertaking!

The other involves the design of a program evaluation procedure that

id4itifies'the cost-and determines the effectiveness of instructional

programs in bringing about'the outcomes_desired_of them. As indicated

,Oreviously,this task cah be simplified by drawing ulion any of a number

of program evaluation models that exist, or by modifying the Program

Evaluation Handbook developed by the Mid-Willamette Valley-Consortium

for Educational Development so that it meets specific program requirements.

A number of organizational-administrative changes also wil1'have

to be made to support program operation. One of these is the organize-
,-

on and scheduling of classes in a manner that accommodates the in-

crew ed flexibility availableto students by way of time utilization, ,

'learning activities pursued and assessment procedures used. Another is

the creation of structures. and procedu'res that,gormit school personnel

and mempers of the community to reach agreement about /outcomes to be

t achieved through schooling. Sti40 another is the creation of structures

and procedures that will enable the collection of cost and, effectiveness

data relative to program operation, the redOon and analysis of these
' N

/data, and theirreviev; from thqbpoint of vliew of program improvement AM

decisions.,

Establishing structures amid proCedures that facilitate these various

dimensions of schooling represents a complex task for any school adminis-

trator.' Finding the time and resources to carry them out may be even more

challenging. When the staff development programs needed to prepare teachers,.

administrators and'supRort personnel to fun ibn effectively within such

an approach to schooling are added t41141 of the above, it would not be

to hear school administrators cry ENOUGH; and turnNto.asimplert

mode of schooling. 160
142
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\-."--,,,,ICosts To Be nticipated

Ass7ing that a district that wishes to implement a Model 4 program., *

already hasin operation a program based on Model 3 characteristics,
A

additional development costs should not be great. Some resources will

be required to develop alternative assessment procedures, and some to

develop the evaluation system that providescost-effectiveness informa-

tion, but these are not great when compared to the developmental costs

involved in the initial transformation of a school curriculum from a .

non-competency based to a competency based mode of operation. Some

resources also will be needed to prepare staff development programs, to

establish procedures for working with parents and memberS f the community

in identifying outcomes to be achieved by the local school m, and to

developing management and administrative procedures to-accbmmodate all of

the above, but again these should not be great,

As in the case of Model ,2, Model 4 has greater implications for.the

cost of program-operati.on than it does for program development. The

individualization and personalization of instruction requires time and
, .

. .

instructional resources,not required by an approach to scbaling,that en-

courages all students to, work toward a common set of learningjAptcomes

within a particular course or course sequence. Wbrking cooperatively

with parents and members of the community in identifying outcomes, to be

achieved, and reviewing data to_determine.how dell they.have been

achieved, also adds t6 program cost. So.too does the collection of in-
,

formation on program cost and effectiveness, and the review of this in-

formation for purposes of program improvEment.
.

As in the case of other model based programs, these costs will vary

depending upon the extent to which the program is individualiied or per-

sonalized; the nature and extent of interaction with parents, etc*, but

161
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no matter how simple or streamlined,these various practices may be thiy

st311 will add to the cost of program Operation. Moreover, as pointed

out iA n relation to Model 2, these are costs not'easily absorbed Within

onToing instructional programs for, they. represep ,essentially add-on

costs to instruction.

Without question,a competency-based program based on Model 4 wIll

cost more to operate-than a program based on Model 3, but the benefits

to be gained also.are greater. W

4
ther the costs outweigh the benefits

.

is a decision that each community must make.

Benefits To Be Expected

Model 4 holds clear-cut benefits over Model 3 for students, parents,

Wand members of thecomm4p4 at large: Students have greater control

over their own instructional programs, including the indicators to be

'looked to as eviiience'of outcome achievement. -Parents and other members

of the community are able to see how effective the schools are in achiev-

ing the outcomes expected of them, and how the costs of individua -I pro-

grams relate to their effectiveness. They also are able to influence.

directly and continuously the ind of outcomes to be'pursued.withim the

local school system, and_the kind of evidence to be looked to in judg.-
r.

ing outcome achievement.

School personnel als6 benefit from Model 4 characteristics. Like

students, they are much clearer aboutOe outcomes to be achieved within

their respective instructional programs, and they have some assurance

that the outcomes being, pursued are those desired by parentS and members.

of the community at large. Teacnersalso have a chance to make their

instruction' more effective:wheh they have access to information on stu-

dent progress and students have access to learning and.assessment options.
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There are,accompanyiag liabilities, of.course, but taken in combination

these represent an impressive array of benefits to be gained through a

program of the kind balled for in Model 4.

Limitations And Liabilities

Compared to the two'remaining models of competency based education

to be described, Model 4 carries three limitations. The first is the

absence'of role-:defined outcomes to be achieved as a basis for graduation.

The second is the absence of information pn program benefits. The third

is the failure of the model to fully persopalize the instructi9n- learning

process, that is, the failure to let students negotiate at least spme,of
w

the outcomes they ar4to take from their schooling experience. Some would

(--

argue that these are serious limitations, especially the lack of role-

Tehoted outcomes apd the failure to give as much control as possible to

students for the design of their own educational programs. Others would

argue that these are not particularly critical short- gs, and would

opt by preference for-an instructional program that reflectsothe charac-

teristi'cs of Model 4 over the more complex models that follow. The

A
liabilities cssociated with the model are largely those associated with

Models 2 and 3 (see pp'124 and 130).

Model 5. A Fully Persogalized, Community-Referenced!!'
Role Based Model That Incorporates Cost-Benefif Data

Model 5 has three important characteristics that set it /mart from

ar4.make, it more powerful than Model 4. These are the increased per-

sonalization of the.program so that'students can negotiate at least

some of tie outcomes to be achieved through schooling; the 'inclusion as

outcomes to We achieved through schooling, and particularly as outcomes

1'
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F

1,.

to be demonstrated for purposes of giadugtion"., the demonstrated adltity
.

i"
4%.

to Aliform O le-related tasks in out-ofschool contexts,; alici the in-
4

, crusion orinforation orr program benefits as well,as information on
. .

.i.

program cost and effectiveness. As used in the present paper,program
. #

, benefit information ncludes ev ce of bOth short term and long4sere
- .

v - ,

benefits, with evidence of long m benefits.coming eskentially throult

A

r.

program related reSearch.
,

,The Addition of thesecharacteristics to Modell

4 makes Model 5 an unusually proAlising approach to'education. They also

4 ..
,

mall it an approach' competency based ,educationit
-hatis even mole

.0 .
.

__complex and demanding than th; model being adopted in Oregon.... Thy model
....

.
. .

,

in full (Model EVE -h. 3,6,7,8) is chetled in. Figure 12.
. .

,......., .

. .

-, /"-\ V
\ onditions Of Implementation . ,

r

Assuming that a district haS L'full ope0ration a Model 4 based pro-

,

gram, the implementation of a Model 5 based 4)rog-raliiwould require that

four addritionalo itions be met. . These ate

e Th- ntification of Outcomes desi4i from schoolg
- tha'f*flect t4e ability of students to function gffed-
. tive in tife lhpres in oft -of-school contexts; /__

. ,

e The development of instructional programs, remediation
proramS, assessmens.procedures and ,performance standardi
that pertain to the,acquisition and demonstration of 4 4..

, role-related outcomes;

. .
. 0

'4, Th*adootjon of instructional, and assessment procedures .

that peplit students to .selett at least some of ehe' .

Outcomes to.be achieved theoUgh schooling, and some of.
. .

icators 10 be used as evidence of'outcdhe achieve -

nd

o The altablishment of procedures that enablethe collec-
tion of inf6rmatiamon botO the short teen and long
term benefits associated with the,prograp.

O

All foOr of these Conditions add to the complexity of program operation,
.

.

and is alconsequence causi'a corroponding increase intbe complexity

. of.program management and administrative. procedures j'norder tcl accOmmodate
, _

, .
.

. thdlr impact.t 1

.
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A PERFORMPANCE-BASED
APPROACH 0 INSTRUC-

TION /ASSESSMENT

4

1

Maitery of knowledge

.

I, plus dembnstra-

tion ocski I Is'

III

, pips demonura-
r1 0flatiOtudes,
ues and interper-'

orientations

..
THE INSTRUCTION /ASSESSMENT DIMENSION'.'

The "Persona4izatiOn" Of The _,-

Instructlon/Aigkessmeht Process

"Individualization" Of The ',

struction/Ass'essment Process

11.Ir

.00P`A, plus alternative/

negotiable means by
which tooachleve
desired outcomes

4

. IV

III, prus ability to function
effectively in life roles

C

B, plus alterna

negotiable time
limits within which
to achieve desired
outcomes

4

D E

C, plus alternatlyet Co, plus alternative/
negotiable measures negotiable outcomes

tof outcome achieve- to be achieved
ment

. THE PROGRAM INCLUSIVENESS DIMENSION

a. Selected outcoMe)Agls
within course(i)

b. One or more courses
within a building

c. Sequences of courses or
s'egments of programs
within a bulleng

d. Within building pro-
grams

165 .1,

e. Sequerices of courses

or sedMents of pro-
grams that cross-
cut buildings

f. District wipe pro-
* *ems

g. Total bulidipg
curriculum

h. Total district
curriculum

..

THE PROGRAMOPERATION-DIMENSjON

I. Student referenced (re:
view, critique, eval-
uate)

2.. Student assisted- (ia071W,

3. Community. referilger-7
instruct, asse

. (review, crItitue,
evaluate)

4. Community assisted
(advise, 100trUct,
assqss)

Figure I. .A fully'personalized, community-referenCedrole-based %del

5.Short term prograMteval-

uation/improvement
system

6 g term pogril eve4-
tion/improvement

system

7.-Outcome achievement a
'basis for program plate.
ment decisions

8. Outcome achievement a
basi f ions fbr gaduatio7Aiii-,

that incorporates cost- Ienefit dala (Model IVE-h 3,6,7. )
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1k
Development Like To Be Nekled, ',

..

If a district 4isheS1to move a Model 4 based arogran1 to one that
,

.
44

ref4ects the characteristics of Modef 5 two major develop activities

would have mto be undertaken: One,would involve the identifica
.1 1,

life role outcomes, buildingi'dstructio nal programs aqd assessment pro=

%. it
cedures for the acquitition and demonstrat;en of these outcomes, etc.

The other would involve the design of re rch studies to piovide i4for-

mation on the short 'term and' 1ongcl-tm benefits that Come,"from"the

gram, with long term benefits' having to be obtained essentially- through '
,..

, \

'a longitudinal or follow-up research design.

Both represent'complex.an pioneering tasks. The assessment, of 1if6i

role performance in out -of school contexts tnvolves.an approach to out-

come measurement that is 'mit w411 understood and that has few examples
t

on which to build (Schalock,40t. al., 1976). thedesign of research to

obtain program benefit litwormation isiequally primitive (Schalock, Kersh

and Garrison, 1976). In spite'of such acknowledgedNbandicapS, Model. 5--

(and Model 6) are based on the assumption that bdth program characteris-

tics can be implemented, and that they need to be iT schooling is to be-
,

. 4. a
.come as effective as it canand should be.

-
In addition to these developmental tasks,a number.ororganizational-

. 1

administrative tasks' must also be accomplished. Chief among these is.the

organization ana schedylr-in 414 classes {or other unfits of instruction) to
\

,
, , 11),

accommodate the acciuiSition and demonstration
t
of role-related Outcomes.

)"---j .\
s .

4

Since instruction and asp.Ssment id relation.to s outcomes is 1'4ei'y
.

to cross-cut traditionat course structures, and even take ptaceputside
,

. N ,
f fV' b

.of the school cofttext,,considerable adaptation id coursa structure M.
,

.

scheduling is /likely to be needed. Instructional management procedures ,17-

also will,have to be modiYied to accommodate the increasecipersonaVization..
-..

.

,of the instruction-learning-assessment protess.

148 16
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As in all aspects.df program development the specific vrganizationfl-
. r:' 4,

administrative structures needed to accommodate the derwds of'suCh a pro-
..

g ain\cannot be determineck it's the abstract, for they will depend-von the'

speCifics of the prograebeing implemented. Generally speaking,' however,

it isevident thpt suchstructures will differ in important ways from the

organizational-administrative,structures that have btiben used traditionally

do elemeAltary and secAdary schools, and adopting dilsricts need to be

elepared'tcy move accordingly.

.

hosts To Be AntiCipated

Even if a district alread9,Aas implemented.a Model 4 program, a
. 4

eft to Arogram based on the.har''acteri4Stics of Model:5 will involve

considerable 'additiodcost..4 Some of the,costs will be'directed to pro-

.
.t..'

, 6 , , .,

14 gras. development; some to program operation; and some to staff develop-
' i

.. _

merit -.. Major progrtm developTent,costs will center bn the peeparation- of '

-,-4-. ---.-,-. :-....

r , .
.

jnstructional,p4grams and assessmentsystems that $uppo the acquisi-
,

tion and demonstration Offrale-related coMpeiencies, inctusling the Lden-

- /..
,

,
es '".

tifiction of acceptable~ perfofmancf standards in relation to these compe-. .. ,

;:i.

J

....

tencies, rectod keeping systemstebbe used in tracking progress inerela- 4,
.

,

tion fo them., etc. increased program operation costs will',comi with the- _

addition of instruction 'and assessment - activities thatkelate to role-
,

, related.outcomes -- which are essenuially,costs'above and beyond these*

associated with already esblished instructional pragraMs -- and with.
.

the cdlloktion orboth short and,long ternv program benefii'information.'

Research'in general is costly, and folf574=uo,research,on orOgram bop-
,

0

fits is no exception.

Same additiorial,costs also are likely to accrue as a result of fully

-

Personaljzinithe'instruction-learning-assessment.prdcess,
.6

for undoubtedly

1.6Q
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this will reduce some of the "efficiences" that accompany instruction and

* ,
as'sessment procedures that do not take_ into full account individual dif-

_ ,ferences in background, abilities and interjests.

Costs to be anticipated, for staff 'dev lopment also are considerable,

mes and approaches to instruc-for Model calls fo.r the pursuiti of( ou

Mlo and ass.essmenhat are relatively new to the experience of roost

teachers, administrators and schoot support pqrsonnel. As a consequence,

most districts attempting to implement a Model 'S based program probably

will have to implement an accompanying staff developmenIt program that

would include in its focus the nature of role-related outcomes; the nature

of instruction Ind assessment with respect to these *comes; bdw these
.

instruction and assessment procedures are to' be articulated with instruc-

tion and assessment that bears on other outcomes to be achieved;1 how, in-
s

formation relativOlto the achievement of these outcomes is to managed;

and the full range of implications that come generally with the personal-

izatjon of instruction and assessment within a school system. While it 2

is possible diet the faculty oadistrict that wishes to implement a

.Model- 5 program would not need such a pi-ogram, it rs highly unlikely.

f T

. Benefits EApectecl_

There a e.ma4or benefits that accompany the implementation
-0

of competenCylba -edudational programs .that reflect the characteristics.
,

of Mode) 5. Probably the'greatest of these is the benefit that derives !

from the focuS of,the model on life role outcomes, and making their

a, *
achievement central to graduation. he nature of.these,benegits haile,

.
.

been discussed.repeatedly throughout the paper (ci, pp 27 to 25 and 53

to 57) . Other bane s that accrue from .the implementation of d 1
. .

.
A- :

,
_.

4k....5 program come to stugents'in the form of,greater control over thejr per-

,sonal programs of study, i.e., the benefits that come from persdnalizing.

.150 1 6 s
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the instruction- learning - assessment process, and to school personnel and

members of the'community generally in the form of evidence about the short

and long term: benefits that deriVe from. such a program. An added bene-

comes with the opportanity4to view such information in relation to

prpgraM cost. Some indirect benefits are also llkel to accrue, for

eAamplis increased interest and commitm9nt to learning by students as
4

goi

a consequence of an increased opportunity to shape them own educational

programs'and increased confidence in and support of the work of the schools.'

by

limi

ers of the -community at - large.

b-i 1 VI i es 4
del 5 represents such an idealized approach to competency based

education ,it has very few limitations, at least ?so far as the con

cept of comee y eased education has been articulated in the present.

N
paper. The Model d s not call for cost effectiveness data, however, and

it does- not call fo community assistance in'the instr tion and a ssess-

ment process -(as doe- Model- 6), but' by mosepeoPle's standards these would

not_bs tohsideredas rious limitations.-',..Atl of the liabilities. that

4
accompany a comp, based educationalivOrograM accompany a Model 5

prdgram, andas a conse uelice,the List of accompanying Ines is
,

,

eltseptiaily.as long as thelist of accompanying benefits.

Model 6: A Fully Personali2ed, C unity-Assiisted,
Role Based Model ThatInco orates Both
Cost-Effectiveness And Cost-Benefit Data

dwee'd ,

0.

ModeA.6 has two important tharacteristits that set it apart from

111-

and makes-it more powfrful than Model 5. These are reliarice upon adults
)

abwi thin .thecornmunity to gssist.wlthinstruction and assessfeent program's:

and the aeiditionof cost-effectiveness information to information on

'1 #-11-,

ttii
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1

program benefits. The addition of these two characteristics to Model 5-

4gilhions the most powerful version of competency based education_that the
.

f
. --

ramewo5k outlined in the present paper permits. The model in full (Model

IVE-h 4,5,6,7,8) is charted as Figure 13.

Conditions Of Implementation

Assuming that a district wishing to implement a Model 6 program al-

ready has in place a program reflecting the characterigtics of Model, 5,

.-*

only one critical condition needs to, be established fot an effectiv4

* . . , 4

-transition,to-occur., This is the cimisment on the part of.members of
..r.,"

, .

the community to atsist ,..i.rh instruction and assessment furfctions within

*

the program -- particularly those having to-do with the performance of

role tasks a cadre of persons within the community able to carry

out sucOrfunstions, and a plan for progrAm management and administration

that perrTlits school and communi*ty resourAs to be effectively coordinated.

Thi degign of evaluatron procedures that yield information on pro-

glum effectiveness is also a condition that needs,to be established, 14
,=

- this is a relatkively simple task compared.to the. marshalling and coo'rdin-
.

etion of Ommunity resources. iv

, Development 1.14(ely-To Be Needed

Relatively few developmental talks_of the kind encountered in imple-
- lot

,menttng programs based on Models 1 through 5 will be encourtered by djs-
.

- 4
J 7

tricts attempting to implement-Mo del 6, assuming, of course, that the. 0

implementing district already has established a program that reflects

tFle characteristics of Model 5: Some formal program developmeh

ties maybe required to facilitate instruction anb.as essment functions
#

by met be
A

rs of the community,and to help school pers 1 and meMbers of

the community understand their respective roleS e instryction-assessment
r

h

.1
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*

172 Figure 13. A fully personalized ,d, communIty-assisted role based.$nodel that incorporates-
both cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit data (Model 4,5,6,7,8)
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process, but these are relatively simple tasks compared to those required

in the implementation of other models. Some energy also will be required

to develop the procedures to be followid in collectina cost-effectiveness

information, but these too are relatiVely simple if,cost-benefit informa-

tion already is being collected. Probably the most demanding.develtp-

mental activity associated with the implemAtationof a program based on

Model 6.-is the creation of the organizational-administrative arran§ements

needed to enure that such a program functions smoothly and effjciently.

The specific nature of these arrangements, of course, will vary by the

nature and extent to community participation, but the fact Of having to

devise organizational- and adminii-trative structures to support such pro-

gram cannot be ignored.

Costs To Be Anticipated.

Some costs will be involved in carrying out the developmental tasks
-

described above, and although these should not be great considJable time

should be allowed for,workingout the details of community involvement in

the program, and agreeing to how community involvement is to be coordinated

with the functi6s and responsibilities of school personnel,. Costs-aS.so-
NIP

ciatedwith staff And-community development programs are likely to be con-

4iderable, at least in terms.of time required for treiningsince,the kind

of program to be operated, and the roles and responsibilities- of the verious

participants in it, will be relatively new to all concerned. Costs of pro-
.

gram operation, however, should actually be reduced from what they are in

'Model 5 by bringing the resources of the community to the instruction-
,

0
assessment process.. This saving couldwell offset the costs required for

program and staff development.

l54
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Additionalcosts also will be incurred in implementing the evalua-

tion procedures that provide information.on program effectiveness: but
t

these costs should be no greater thap they are when such procedures' are

implemented within the context of a simpler model.

Benefits To Be Expected

The greatest benefit expected to accru from Model 6, is compared to

Model 5, is the increased involvement in a d assumed commitment'to the

instructional program of the district by members of the community at

large. A related benefit is "external validation" that is brought

to the prOgram through the involvement of members of the community in its

operation -- a benefit that is realized most directly through the involve-

ment of community members in the assessment process- Some $avingpiljn

personnel costs should also derive from members.of the community asum-'

ing some responsibility fo instruction and assessment, but these gains

may be offset by the added cost of community-,involvemAt. in program

planning and evaluation. Benefits also should accrue from the addition

of.! cost-effectiveness information to the information available in odel

5 programs on costs and benefits.

Iimitatnons. And Liabilities

So far as the approach to'education that is being proposed in the

.4
present paper is c

I
ncerned, Model 6 has been designed to be free of limi-

tations. IX is an idealized form of competency based education, as CBE

is now unOerstood. As indicated with respect to each of the otli models,
41164,

however, each benefjt associated with"'CBE appears)to have an accompanying

liabilfity: If this is trip Mpdel 6 probably has more irabilities:t an

,

any of the other ntdels described.
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The most ob.vious- Liabilities 'tat have not ~been addressed previou'sly,

of course, are thoseassOciated with community. involVement in the designb
-end operation of school's. While there are clear and "distinct Ovantages

o ,

to such' involvement, if all goes well, there are clear, and distinct-den-
.

:..
.

gers to 'such involvement if all does not go Well. 'angers include an

increased lack of confidence in thelchools,endless:argument abc13t the

form that schooilying s'hould take, endless argument'about the outcomes to

be achieved through, schooling, and the feeling by an elected boaiI of

-

Of
.

education tilax their responsibilities to a community have been, usG !Ted

by others. While /it is not possible at present to determine whether such

.
.

.

.

, .
.

le liabilltieg: are illore_imagined than real, especial the context
.

of a competency based approach to educatiOn, the recent history of com-

munityschool relations in ,imerican'Is'Illarge cities suggests teat such
.

. liabilitTES-are a distinct possibility.
. .

2

I
O

/ 1

The Concept Of.Altern4tive MbdeJs Of.'

Compete Based Education In Perspective

In4Chapter 3 a mode) of competency based:eeucatior; was defined as

".'..a well defined, easily recognizable, and funCtionall _different pat-

ter'!" of emphasis or interpretation that can be2given the defining and
, ,

_enabling characteristics of CBE" (p 40). Defined in this way, it ispgs-

sible to establish an essentially endless number of l'alternative models"

.
, of CBE, The number_of-defining and enabling characteristics that cOMpriie

a competency based program are sufficiently large; and can be combined in

-sufficiently man/ ways that p sibfecombinations become legion. Add to
,

this the fact that many optiOns are available for each characteristic at _

410°

the point of implementation, and the possibility for alternative models
4

is fop all intents and.purposes without limit.
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In approaching the issue of model building in, the face ofthis 4
746

d i uers i.tX the position ,,has been taken that all that is required to form-.

ulate a model of competency/based education is to specify a reasonable,- 4.

potentially functional constellation of the defining and enabling.charac-,

goeristics that constitute a CBE program, label it accordingly, and treat

it either as p model of CBE or a mop] based CBE program.

A
Is such a catholic view of the concept of model useful? is it iogi-

cally defengoible? In the author's view,the answer t'o both questions is

yes.. ,The definition that has-been proposed for competency based educe-
..

V
tion provi'des its defense. It useful b use it permits a reasonably

well defined approach to schoollitg'to assume the wide variety of for;:m's
-

1
and emphases it must if it is to be accepted and frictional. So long as

.
. ik- ' .

a particular, approach to.'schooling possesses this level of flexibility,it
. % .

has a chance of accommidating a wide range of philosophies and being

N.-workable in' a wide range of settings.- Without such flexibilfty, there i,s
. 0 I. . .

little- chance of it being acceptable or workable in other than a few

select cdmmunities.
4

A, judgment asto the utility of the concept of alternative models of

competency based.education is one thing. A judgment as to the utility of

the 'six models that have 'beeh outlined is'another. While designed to
..."

portray reasonable combinations of the definipg and enabling characterit--
(-1

tics ofompetency based education'programs, and to reflect programs that

vary in complexity as to mode and cost of operation, there is no assurance

they willser e eff'ective'ly as guides to program implementation. TireY are ,

projected mo fs of competency based education, rather than,empirically *

.
.........../

.
. ,

... ,

verified mo4els, andthere is no way of knowing whether what has'been

projected will turn.out .to be functional in thereal'world. There also

1 'f.11
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,.

is no wa f knowing whether the projected implications ofthe various

model site are realistic, ..f3Tr example., pro ject iOns as to needed' development,

.

comple*rty of Operatipn,4related costa and benefits, or whether3,hey too

will turn out to bewide of the mark once program implementation' is under-

A' ,
:way IV tinately, the research studies that are planned for, Oregon "ill. ..
provide evidence4'to

On- these patters, buts.unt-il 'that evidenke is in schools

interested inimpleminting a cornpetenc!ritased'approach to education Will

have ;to-judge fOr themselves thestock to be ,placed in, the model' outlined.

*

4

,`
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